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PREFACE

The Earth System Sciences have become a truly interdisciplinary field with an increasing 

realization for a common platform for exchanging and sharing views and activities of Earth 

Sciences communities. As of now, Indian contributions and international initiatives have 

largely been based on the initiatives and opinions of individuals rather than that of the geosciences 

community as a whole. It is high time that we bring together contemporary technologies that can 

address either directly or indirectly the geo-scientific issues to arrive at an effective and sustainable 

solution to address societal challenges. It is in this context, the Federation of Indian Geosciences 

Associations (FIGA) has come into being with IGU, GSI, AEG, AHI, PSI, ISEPES, ISAG, TPS, ISES 

and IGA as constituent member associations and MoES, NCESS, AMD, IIG, KDMIPE-ONGC and 

CSIR-NGRI as patron members in 2014. To bring the Geosciences Associations/ Societies/ Unions 

on to common platform; to foster common goals benefitting the Society; and to suggest future 

activities at national and international levels, the 1st Triennial Congress of FIGA along with the 

53rd Annual Convention of IGU and 34th Annual Convention of AHI is being held at, IIT(ISM)), 

Dhanbad during November 8-10, 2016.

FIGA will enable interaction between scientists on a regular and continuing basis, apart from 

facilitating a synergic interaction across disciplines and various geosciences associations. This 

will incidentally provide an incubating ground for young researchers to plan major national 

programmes. The common platform, created by FIGA, is also expected to work out the need and 

scope to initiate major facilities and programmes for the advancement of geo-scientific knowledge 

and their application to meet the present-day requirements.

The change in natural systems and associated processes, accelerated by anthropogenic interventions, 

has been inducing unforeseen complexities in the process of development and sustainability. The 

need and scope for utility of geosciences knowledge is pervading almost all fields of life apart from 

the management of natural resources and maintaining the ecosystem. The role of Geosciences is 

getting more and more prominent not only in Earth Science disciplines, but also in Life Sciences 

and Environmental Sciences demanding scientific strategies towards sustainability.

It is the right time to understand Geosciences with a synergic approach and transforming the 

elements of education and utilisation of geosciences towards sustainability of humans life and 

natural resources focusing on water, energy, climate, natural hazards etc. Geosciences disciplines can 

provide meaningful inputs as these comprehend and embed on quantifiable scientific uncertainty 

and extreme events. Despite many such advantages with built-in geologic reasoning for sustainable 

science, geoscientists have not been active participants in the development and adoption of this 

emerging science. The economic transformation and development of science and technology demand 

a geosciences-centric multi disciplinary approach. Thus the topic ‘Geosciences for Sustainability’ 

chosen as the focal theme is of contemporary relevance.

The focal theme on “Geosciences for Sustainability” contains several sub-themes on (i) Solid Earth 

Geosciences; (ii) Marine Geosciences; (iii) Space & Atmospheric Sciences; (iv) Mineral and Energy 
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Resources; (v) Modern and Ancient Orogenic Processes; (vi) Water Resources and Water Policies; 

(vii) Seismic imprints from coupled systems; and (viii) Geosciences Education – Experiences and 

Future Perspective. We express our gratitude to Prof. K.V. Subbarao, Dr. A.K. Chaturvedi, Dr. C.D. 

Reddy & Dr. Gopi Seemala, Dr. V.M. Tiwari & Dr. Anand Pandey, Prof. L. Elango, Dr. R.H. Sawkar 

& Prof. B.C. Sarkar for their efforts in firming up the Technical Programs of FIGA by inviting 

distinguished speakers in different sessions.  

We have received around 275 abstracts for oral and poster presentations that have been spread 

over several sessions during the congress. Even though there is a two-hour slot for the poster 

presentation on 8th November, we encourage continued display of posters during the congress to 

enable better projection of results and healthy interaction between the presenters and the delegates. 

The structure of Technical Program consists of 2 Plenary session, 24 total parallel sessions and 1 

Young Researchers Program. Executive Council and General Body meetings of FIGA, IGU and AHI 

will also be held during the Congress.

Along with the 1st FIGA, the 53rd Annual Convention of Indian Geophysical Union (IGU) is 

also being organized, which creates a platform for dissemination of knowledge through oral and 

poster presentation, close interaction and sharing scientific thoughts/views needed for the society. 

Every year, IGU recognizes both the young and senior geoscientists during its annual convention 

through several national awards/ medals/ prizes and memorial/endowment lectures: Dr. Hari 

Narain Lifetime Achievement Award, Krishnan Medal, Decennial Award, Annie Talwani Memorial 

Prize, Prof. D. Lal Best Paper Award, Prof. K.R. Ramanathan Memorial Lecture, Dr. H.N. Siddique 

Memorial Lecture, Prince Mukarram Jah Endowment Lecture, L.N. Kailasam Endowment Lecture 

and Elektrotek & Geometrics Endowment Lecture etc. IGU also encourages the first and second 

rank holders of M.Sc./M.Sc.(Tech) final year students of Geophysics/Applied Geophysics from 

recognized university by providing them with Prof. Jagdeo Singh and Dr. S. Balakrishna Memorial 

Grant for their participation to the annual convention. Recently, IGU has introduced Anni Talwani 

Memorial Grant to encourage Young Women Researchers to participate in its annual convention. 

IGU also organizes a special session for Young Researchers and students with a view to venture 

their scientific calibre and recognizing them through the Best Presenter Award and IGU-ONGC 

Best Poster Awards.

The Association of Hydrologists of India (AHI) is also organizing its 34th Annual Convention to 

bring together experts, young researchers and students from government & private organizations 

and educational institutions to deliberate upon the lessons learnt from research studies and projects 

implemented on various problems related to water. This will help the AHI for recommendation to 

foster policies on exploration, conservation and management of water resources for the benefit of 

society. The convention aims to achieve this by bringing together those who are engaged in water 

resources management and governance to assess the possibility of formulating new policies at 

different levels. 

It is not possible to organize a congress without financial support. We acknowledge the Ministry 

of Earth Sciences (MoES), Department of Science and Technology (DST), Oil and Natural Gas 
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Corporation (ONGC) Limited, Oil India Limited (OIL), ESSO Indian National Center for Ocean 

information Services (INCOIS), ESSO-National Center for Antarctic and Ocean Research (NCAOR), 

Indian Institute of Geomagnetism (IIG), CSIR- National Geophysical Research Institute (NGRI), 

Indian �Space Research Organization (ISRO), Institute of Seismological Research,  International 

Geological Congress (IGC), Porous Materials Inc (PMI), Fugro Geotech for their financial support to 

FIGA and demonstrating the state of the art service or products related to API of Geo-scientific data.

We profusely thank Prof. D.C. Panigrahi, Director, IIT(ISM) for extending full support and providing 

necessary infrastructure in organizing the 1st Congress of FIGA, 53rd convention of IGU and 34th 

convention of AHI at IIT(ISM), Dhanbad. Col. M.K. Singh (Registrar), Prof. Satish Sinha (PCE), 

Prof. P.R. Mohanthy (Chairman of Local Organizing Committee (LOC)), Prof. Rima Chatterjee 

(LOC Convener), Prof. Shalivahan (LOC Co-Convener) and Prof. Jairam Manam (DSW) of IIT(ISM) 

are acknowledged for their committed & unselfish involvement and providing logistic supports 

in organizing the event like this. We sincerely hope that with the full cooperation from all the 

Departments at IIT(ISM) and distinguished guests & delegates, we shall be able to successfully 

complete all the technical sessions.

We are indebted to Prof. Shailesh Nayak, President of FIGA and IGU, for his unstinted support, 

continuous monitoring and providing valuable suggestions throughout the year. We are grateful to 

all EC Members of FIGA, IGU & AHI, Fellows & Members of constituent and patron members 

of FIGA for their support. We also thank the chair persons for accepting our request to conduct 

various technical sessions of the congress. Special thanks are due to Mr. Rafique Mohammad 

Attar, Treasurer of IGU for continued support in executing various works related to this Congress 

throughout the year.

Kalachand Sain,  

ASSSRS Prasad and  

P. Rajendra Prasad
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INVESTIGATION OF ARTIFICIAL WATER RESERVOIR 
TRIGGERED EARTHQUAKE AT KOYNA, INDIA 

 
HARSH K GUPTA 

CSIR-National Geophysical Research Institute, Uppal Road, Hyderabad-500007, India. 

harshg123@gmail.com 

 

 
Globally there are over 120 sites where artificial water reservoir triggered earthquakes 

are known to have occurred. Koyna, near the west coast of India is the most prominent 

site where triggered earthquakes are occurring since impoundment of the Koyna Dam in 

1962.These include the M 6.3 December 10, 1967 earthquake, 22 M≥5.0, and 

thousands of smaller earthquakes. The entire earthquake activity is limited to an area of 

about 30 km x 20 km, with most focal depths being within 6 km. There is no other 

earthquakes source within 50 km of the Koyna Dam. An ICDP Workshop held in March 

2011 found Koyna to be the most suitable site to investigate reservoir- triggered 

seismicity (RTS) through deep drilling. Studies carried out in the preparatory phase 

since 2011 include airborne magnetic and gravity-gradient surveys, MT surveys, drilling 

of 9 boreholes going to depths of ~ 1500 m and logging, heat flow measurements, 

seismological investigations including the deployment of six borehole seismometers, 

and LiDAR. Significant results include absence of sediments below the basalt cover, the 

thickness of the basalt column and its relation with the surface elevation, and almost flat 

topography of the basement. The Second ICDP Workshop held during 16- 18 May 

2014, reviewed the progress made and detailed planning of putting the borehole 

observatory was discussed. The location of the first Pilot Borehole has been finalized 

and the drilling is expected to start shortly. All this work has been carried with active 

participation and support of the Ministry of Earth Sciences. 

 
SUSTAINABLE GROWTH OF MINERAL RESOURCES WITH  

SPECIAL REFERENCE TO OIL & GAS 
 

SUDHAKAR MAHAPATRA 

Director (E&D), OIL, 

 
The present day modern world is the handiwork of human brain to utilize various 

natural resources available on earth for their comfort, security and wealth. Therefore, 

consumption of earth mineral resources,be it metal or non-metal, fuel or ornamental, 
has been rising sharply during last one century compared to the long historic period 

before it.This sudden rise of consumption can primarily be linked to higher growthrate in 

world population (from 2.4 Billion in 1950 to more than 7 billion at present), revolutionary 
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technological developments that took place post world war II and lately, the faster pace 

growth of the developing nations.Eventually theincreasing demand for mineral 

resources gave rise to the concerns of exhaustion of mineral wealth during the later part 

of last century,even ‘Peak oil’ was declared by America during seventies. Insubsequent 

times, we see the emergence of the concept sustainable development. 

History also shows that there had been continued change in demand pattern of 

earth’s mineral resources over time,from precious metal and stones to rare earth 

elements, from coal to radioactive fuel minerals, a result of changing lifestyle and 

geopolitical developments.However, in-spite of these changes in focus, consumption of 

most of these mineral resources is continued to be growing. There is now concern for 

availability of mineral wealth for use of future generation: have we been able to 

consolidate our resource base sustainably for that? The good news is that statistics 

gives a positive picture of world resource growth. 

The yard stick of growth in present day world is often the energy consumption 

rate of individuals of a nation or a region. The most common fuel minerals that supply 

major share of energy to human life are Coal, Oil and Natural Gas. Their demand is 

high because they are high energy density fuel and convenient to transport. Though the 

impact of use of fossil fuel on the environment is a global concern now, and a transition 

to alternatives appears to be at the offing, such transition require time consuming 

‘system change’ and it is almost clear thatif not coal, oil and gas will certainly continue 

to be the major source of energy for next generation or so.  Because ofthe huge gap in 

energy consumption between developing and developed countries, a high demand 

growth for fossil fuel energy is certain, till an acceptable plateau of growth is achieved 

across the globe. The hydrocarbon industry has the responsibility to make this energy 

source available to the world at an affordable price, and ensure sufficient resource in 

the store for the next generation or till the transit to a more convenient energy source is 

complete. 

Looking at the overall hydrocarbon scenario of last two decades, it is evident 

that, against the fear for early exhaustion of oil and gas resources of world,there is a 

continued volume growth of commercial reserves last few years together witha dynamic 

balance between demand-supply. This success story of hydrocarbon industry can be 

attributed to demand led technological innovation for its efficient useas energy source, 

together with infuse of new ideas and technology in exploration, exploitation and 

processing of oil and gas through a dedicated R&D effort. Improved imaging technology 

in hydrocarbon explorationhas expanded the known habitat of oil from onshore 

accumulation attached to structural high to complex stratigraphic deposits in ultra-deep 

waters. New production technologyinduces flow of oil and gas from tight and non-

permeable shale reservoircompared to the earlier production of fountain reservoir with 

natural energy. Introduction of pad drilling concept coupled with development in 

horizontal, multilateral, extended reach drilling technology hasnot only reduced 
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environmental impact of oil mining but also reduced per metre drilling cost. Automated 

well control and monitoring with smart oilfield concepthas been used to avoid oil spillage 

and reduction of production downtime, making exploitation admissible in 

environmentally sensitive areas. Software based reservoir management technique 

increases recovery factor to supply more oil per unit reservoir.And lately, abundance in 

production led to lowering of oil price to the relief of oil importing developing nations like 

India. The industry has been grown upunder a combined effort of two distinct 

disciplines, operator and service provider, both providing ample scope for human 

resource development. With such numerous success stories, the oil industry is now 

thriving to achieve the key goals of sustainable development: safety, comfort for man 

and environment and resource for future generation.  

 
STATUS OF EDUCATION IN GEOSCIENCE – AN OVERVIEW 

R. VAIDYANADHAN 

B 1203, Neelsidhi Atlantis, Plot 49/1, Sector-19A, Nerul (East),  

Navi Mumbai- 400706, India 

 
Scientific community seriously wakes up to a situation only when certain 

developments do not occur as planned or there is an urgent need to improve the status 

of the particular discipline. Geosciences, whether in the academic field or in the 

professional surveys, have advanced quite a lot in the past decades in India. However, 

particularly in the academic field, there seems to be a setback or lack of credible 

improvement and it is desired now to plan for a better future. Ultimately it is a well-

trained student and researcher who is to man the professional organizations in the near 

future. 

Earlier, many institutions like UGC, CSIR and later DST and recently MoES, 

have started initiating many avenues of funding and encouraging establishment of 

departments, providing laboratory facilities for research and teaching staff in specialized 

subjects. However, problems are creeping in the proliferation of intake of students and 

deterioration in the teaching standards undermining the laudable efforts by the funding 

agencies. 

Positive trends can be noted in an attempt to support trained personal returning 

from abroad (pool officer), accreditation of universities has been started and funds are 

provided for the conduct of seminars, symposia, workshop and the like to the 

educational institutions, besides publication of journals and books by societies in this 

field. Professional training is also given for researchers and teachers in the field and in 

the laboratory so that they can in turn impart the same to the students and colleagues 

back in the universities and colleges. The attempt to popularize this subject at lower 

levels, namely in the schools, are to be intensified. 
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Now there is a need to constitute a committee drawn from leading academic 

institutions in geosciences and the professional organizations, who need these trained 

persons, to sit together and plan as to how to sustain and improve the status of 

geoscience in the country. Details touching on the various aspects listed above are 

presented. 

 
FOSTERING MINERAL EXPLORATION DEVELOPMENT IN  

INDIA FOR FINDING TIER – 1 ORE DEPOSITS 
 

TERRY BARCLAY 

Corporate Head, Exploration, Vedanata Resources 

 
India is a country which has enormous potential to host a substantial variety of 

Tier 1 orebodies to complement those already known. This potential has been brought 

about by the simple fact that there has been minimal systematic tenement based 

mineral exploration. This potential is highlighted when Australia’s annual gold 

production of >185 tonnes is compared with India’s of <2 tonnes.  

The international explorers will come to India only if there is an internationally 

competitive regulatory and administrative environment developed to facilitate ease of 

operation coupled with the granting of PL’s and ML’s from some form of “Exploration 

Licence”.  

Today there is planning underway for the systematic collection of airborne 

geophysics over the Obvious Geological Blocks (OGB). This data will add enormous 

value to the first class geological database that already exists. The challenge will to be 

to integrate these datasets and apply knowledge of orebody exploration models to 

define conceptual targets for intensive tenement exploration. 

 
Mineral exploration is a step wise process from: 
Project generation           Anomaly definition          Drill testing         Inferred resource           Indicated 

resource           Reserve 

 
Orebody models form a key ingredient in all exploration programmes, especially 

in the early stages when formulating the ground based exploration. In highly 

metamorphosed VMS systems it is important to identify the metamorphosed equivalents 

of the primary VMS system. Petrology plays a crucial role in, for example, being able to 

distinguish between metamorphosed feldspathic sediments and acid volcanics by noting 

the morphology of the resistate minerals.    

Throughout the exploration process it is crucial to continually monitor the work 

and upgrade plans and maps with new information as it is acquired. This is particularly 
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so in gold exploration where there will often be multiple mineralisation events often 

related to different structures. 

The success of country wide mineral exploration is based on nothing simpler 

than the amount of money being spent, which in turn allows extensive drilling 

programmes to be undertaken. In 2012 both Australia and Canada spent +$10b on 

exploration of which in Australia $4b was spent on drilling.  

Australia and Canada are mature mineral exploration domains but still today 

orebodies are being discovered. One of the latest orebody discoveries in Australia is the 

Teena deposit “rediscovered” in 2012 by thorough analysis of old State Government 

explorationrecords. Today this Teena deposit contains 58mt @ 11.1% Zn, 1.6% Pb in a 

classic shallow water shale carbonate system on the border between Northern Territory 

and Queensland. 

In mineral exploration there must be an on-going focus on technical excellence, 

data integrity (compliance) and equally importance time. This last point is best typified 

by the Wafi Golpu Project where Newcrest took a 163mt @ 0.56g/t Au, 1.1% Cu in 2009 

and over three years had converted this to 1 000mt @ 0.63 g/t, 0.90% Cu. It is 

important to note that many of the drillholes exceeded 2km in length. 

In Australia there is a simple ABC system whereby Government ensures land 

access, human and intellectual capital and State-of-the-Art precompetitive Geoscience 

and Mineral Systems Data and Targeted R&D. The Private Sector supplies finance 

enabling high quality and quantities of exploration which leads to ongoing orebody 

discovery. 

In India today there are many concealed Tier 1 orebodies awaiting discovery 

which will take time as today there is no participation by the private sector in greenfields 

exploration. This is said based on the lack of Tier 1 Government discoveries over the 

last fifty years outside of the bulk commodities.  

 
The key requirements for Tier 1 Orebody Discovery in India today are: 

1. Private party participation 

2. Access to large area permits with a right to a ML 

3. Timely grant of permits 

4. High quality geological data 

 
Following high levels of intensive tenement based mineral exploration the baseline 

geoscience being planned will increase in importance. Hence for the medium term the 

planned Baseline geoscience data focus is fully supported and it is felt this initiative will 

be a significant contributor to any future successful Tier 1 orebody discovery in the 

greenfields arena. 
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WATER RESOURCES OF INDIA: A PARADIGM SHIFT IN THE 
PERCEPTION OF CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES 

 

P. RAJENDRA PRASAD 

Sir Arthur Cotton Chair Professor, Dept. of Geophysics,  

Andhra University, Visakhapatnam. Email: rpatury@yahoo.com 

 

Exploding population, changing climate, ever increasing industrialization, 

urbanization and irrigation needs coupled with imminent pollution have been mounting 

heavy stress on water resources availability and use  in time and space.  In India, there 

has been a drastic reduction in per capita annual availability of water resources from 

5000 M3 in 1950 to 1545 M3 in 2011. At the same time there has been a threefold 

increase in area of land being brought into agriculture leading to a fourfold 

enhancement in per/ha production of wheat and rice reflecting an effective and scientific 

resource management.  Currently, 85% of India’s usable water resources are being 

consumed for irrigation while India still strives to supply 40 and 135 LPCD for the rural 

and urban population respectively. It is estimated that the reuse of treated waste water 

from urban conglomerations alone can provide 5.6% of the irrigation needs leaving 

alone the treatment and reuse of return flows of agricultural canal networks. At the 

same time, around 30% of the wastewater generated from urban areas is treated while 

the rest find their way into natural systems polluting the surface and the sub-surface 

water regime and impacting human health. Unaccounted water loss in distribution in 

most of the cities in India is estimated to be around 35%. 

 The precipitation and its distribution pattern on the Indian continent projects a 

little over a third of its area as drought prone.  Until early 1980’s most of the national 

water resources needs were met from surface water resources while use of ground 

water was confined mostly for drinking and domestic needs, even in rural and arid 

areas.  But the exponential growth in industrialization, agricultural production and 

urbanization supplemented by frequent failures in monsoon occurrence, popular 

government policies has created a lucrative situation for the user community to exploit 

the ground water resources as a reliable and sustainable resource to meet most of their 

needs including agriculture. In addition the developmental activities for augmenting 

water resources by way of interventions on the surface water networks supplemented 

by long range changes that took place in climatic conditions have rendered most of the 

perennial rivers to be ephemeral.   

Though India could till now, has been successful in addressing such challenges 

through a phenomenal development of water resources,  the increasing need for safe 

quality water resources  to meet the national demand in  domestic, agricultural and 

industrial sectors has become a bigger challenge both from resource and environmental 
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points of view.  The growing pollution affecting the quality of available fresh water 

resources, the environment and the human health has induced a great deal of 

complexity in water resources system as a whole.   

Further the increase in occurrence of extreme events like flashfloods, cyclones 

and storm surges in recent times is said to be one of the impacts of climate change 

along with anthropogenic interventions on the fluvial regime, urbanisation, intensive 

agricultural practices, industrialisation, demanding living standards have been 

contributing to an exponential growth in waste water generation,   and emerging 

pollutants, affecting the quality of available water resources and the very environment 

as a whole.  The fact that a number of STP units were established, in urban regions, 

many of them do not perform to the expected level due to a variety of reasons beyond 

the comprehension of a common man. 

In a national perception, the water conflicts within and across the States is ever 

increasing. These conflicts, influenced by extreme events, tend to become more 

complex.   

Thus, growing pollution of water sources, especially through industrial effluents, 

thereby affecting the availability of safe water besides causing environmental and health 

hazards,  wide temporal and spatial variation in availability of water coupled with floods 

and droughts, extraction and use groundwater beyond replenishable levels, lack of 

awareness and consciences approach to the  scarcity and economic value of water  

resulting in its wastage and inefficient use, lack of a holistic and inter-institutional 

approach are some of the challenges and the possible opportunities  to address them 

using a synergy approach needs to be in place. 



 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GEOSCIENCE EDUCATION-  
EXPERIENCES AND  

FUTURE PERSPECTIVE 
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ENGINEERING GEOSCIENCES EDUCATION AND  
CAREER PROGRESSION 

 

M.V.RAMANAMURTHY 

68-1-3/1, Netaji Street, Ashok Nagar,Kakinada - 533 003, Distt: East Godavari, 

Andhra Pradesh, India. 

Email: rmmalladi46@gmail.com, Ph: Mobile +918985762499, Ph: +918842346644. 

 
 Isolation of science, technology and engineering and its non-adoption is 

unrealistic and inevitable in the frontiers of modern nano-technology regime. Science 

invents, technology adopts and then engineered. A holistic modern technological 

adoption in geosciences education system, globally applicable, with decent blend of 

academics and professionalism is the need of the hour. A fact should be noted with all 

seriousness. This paper elucidates a proposal in pursuance of such an endeavor. 

Globally, medical system is the enviable classic example of a time tested and proven 

utility system, In developed nations MD PhD is an example, adopted with modern tools  

of inter, intra and trans multi-disciplinary (being poly componential). A team work. 

Learning has four cardinal foundation pillars: education/training, teaching/research, 

consultancy/professionalism and publication. Abroad in engineering. B.S/B.Sc (Egg) 

and M.S/MSc(Engg) modernized. In UG/PG/PhD in GSc/Esc Technology courses, 

basics/specialization/super-specialization respectively suggested. Teaching/exams and 

dissertation/thesis from UG to PhD with live solutions be in place. Train geo-scientific 

technicians. Should get patents. Mutual deputations from universities and 

research/professional institutes will enhance as excellency centre, more so, under UN 

university for its objectives and offers. . Industry sponsorship in education and R & D is 

desirable for mutual benefit. Field/lab duties, pay and perks as per international norms. 

Above all is the need of the hour 

 
COURSE CURRICULUM IN GEOLOGY AND  

QUALITY OF GEOSCIENCE EDUCATION IN INDIA 
 

DILIP SAHA 
 

Geological Studies Unit, Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata 700108.  

Email: dsaha@isical.ac.in 

 
Geology course curriculum in undergraduate and master’s levels in Indian 

universities is guided by an overarching white paper released by University Grants 

Commission (UGC) in 2001. The prescribed model is only indicative of what UGC 

approved colleges use as framework for the geology syllabus in 3-year undergraduate 
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programme. In consonance with the autonomy of universities and IIT's, the syllabus 

actually followed varies considerably depending on availability of trained teachers, 

infrastructures and even tradition. Added to this is the shift in emphasis over the years 

on what constitutes a good geology degree. Given employability is one main 

consideration, geology students apparently are lured by promise of campus interviews, 

or glittering statistics on alumni job records. In tandem with degrees in engineering and 

technology, and enhanced fees in universities and IIT’s, parents and their wards expect 

value for their money, and courses are modified to fit the bill which appear to suit the 

expectations of potential employers. It is not so much that wholesome instructions in 

core and traditional areas in geology getting lesser coverage, with more emphasis on so 

called applied areas, which potentially subvert the quality of geology education. The 

slow but steady decline in standards is more from instructional/pedagogical infirmity that 

the institutes, the policy making bodies and even educated society at large fail to 

monitor, and suggest course corrections at appropriate points of time. Take for instance 

the success rate of MSc applied geology pass outs. . In 2015, there were over 20000 

applicants for about 100 finally selected geoscientists in the Union Public Service 

Commission geologists' examination. Given that in each year about 500 to 1000 

graduates in geology receive their master’s degree, it is likely that there are many 

leftover graduates each year, leading to a staggering number of unsuccessful 

candidates. While the number of actual vacancies, other job prospects and entry to 

research programmes or higher degree courses are important factors to be taken into 

account, the failure metric is also a reflection on how prepared the fresh average 

graduate is, and by deduction, a sad reflection on the quality of instruction and its 

effective assimilation by the recipient of the qualifying degree. Another metric that one 

may consider is the cut off marks for CSIR-UGC NET examination. Again in 2015, 

candidates securing as low as 42% are qualifying for LS category in the unreserved 

group, and about 31% in some of the reserved category. These NET-LS qualified 

graduates are potential candidates for entry level teaching job in undergraduate  

colleges, potentially further jeopardizing the  quality of instruction for years to come. 

 Is there a way forward? A quick survey of course curriculum and syllabus from 

some leading universities and IIT’s shows that the courses leading to applied geology 

degree is a fair but varied mix of theoretical subjects, lab classes and field work in core 

areas as well as applied areas of earth science. However, the field training constitutes 

at best 5% of the total credit. Moreover, unlike syllabus for theory papers or lab classes,  

required assignment in field geology is not clearly spelt out. Notwithstanding some 

exceptional teachers do take utmost care in field geology instruction, a formal statement 

on what should field geology constitute is need of the hour, particularly when the 

prospective employers are looking for field skills that test ability to employ theoretical 

knowledge or those acquired in lab classes to real problems of mapping and evaluating 

a mineral deposit, preparing and objectively describing a stratigraphic log, a drill core, 
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and so on. In order to achieve that it is necessary to put greater emphasis on formal 

field geology course, enhancing the credit to at least 10% from the present level. While 

we cannot just wish away the cadre of teachers in undergraduate/postgraduate courses, 

imparting not up-to-the mark instruction to geology students, one can devise strategies 

for upgradation in quality of teaching. We still have to devise ways and means of 

teacher benchmarking. While existing summer or winter schools organized under the 

auspices of DST, UGC or other national science academies, are important for continued 

upgradation of knowledge base on specific earth science areas or high end analytical 

lab techniques for attendee junior teachers, regular holding of field workshops covering 

not only elements of regional geology , but also aspects of modern mapping techniques, 

drill site evaluation of cores, objective sampling methods, and how to orient/design field 

geologic observations to address topical problems, to name a few, may pave the way 

for quality improvements if sincerely pursued over the years. 

 
GEOSCIENCE EDUCATION IN INDIA: A CASE OF PARADISE LOST? 

  
VIVEK S. KALE 

Managing Trustee, ACWADAM, Pune 411021. 
  

Looking back as a new student of Earth Sciences, a few vivid memories remain 

fresh. Our teachers spent weeks with the students emphasising that Earth Science is a 

field science that is based on unbiased data collection on the exposures and basic 

sampling procedures. That and the work in the laboratory, where they insisted that we 

look up text books and classical works to understand how the earlier workers laid the 

foundations of this subject were critical components of our education more than 30 

years back. How many teachers today do that? And then why do they expect their 

students to match them in knowledge?  

Having spent some time in the industry a key learning as a manager recruiting 

freshers was that, most come with fancy degrees and specialisations, but barring rare 

exceptions, none are even aware of the basics. They need to be taught the basics if 

they are to contribute meaningfully to the industry; and the employer company needs to 

spend time training them.  

On this gloomy background, one wonders what went wrong and how can it be 

corrected? Many experts and peers will find it easy to list many things that went wrong. 

Without joining the bandwagon, I would humbly suggest that two basic tenets of earth 

sciences are missed out completely in all formal education in earth sciences. The first 

and foremost is the “spirit of enquiry”. Most of the current institutions and their faculty 

feel ‘offended’ if a student ‘questions the teacher’ in front of the class! By discouraging 

open debates (however absurd the student’s queries may be), these teachers ensure 

that the students’ quest for alternative answers (a key paradigm of scientific growth) is 

smothered at its formative stage itself.  
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The second is the unholy thirst of the institution managers to procure 

‘sophisticated equipment’ through special and research grants without a thought to what 

that instrument is expected to yield and the cost of maintaining that equipment in a 

productive manner in the long run. It is for the science managers of the country to 

assess how many ‘modern, sophisticated analytical instruments’ costing several 

hundreds of crores lying around across the country are actually capable of producing 

‘reproducible, calibrated and globally accepted results’ ? If they are not, why are they 

there in the first place? How many teachers are capable of handling them meaningfully?  

How many publications on Indian geology have resulted from analyses using the large 

banks of these analytical instruments and fancy computer software available in the 

‘parent departments’ as a ratio of publications using analyses conducted abroad?  

 If we recognise that there is a malicious cancer that is corroding the system of 

earth science education in the country; only then will some solutions and treatments 

emerge. If we remain ‘ostrich-like’ and insist that all is well, we are depriving the future 

generations of the glory of the subject that we all bask in. Time is running out. 

 
GEOSCIENCE EDUCATION IN INDIA : FRAMEWORK AND 

STRUCTURE IN A DIGITAL AGE 
 

V. P. MISHRA 
 

Palaeontological Society of India, Lucknow. Email: mishravijayp@gmail.com 

 

 A Brain Storming Session (BSS) on Geoscience Education in India: Framework 

and Structure in a digital age was organised on 21st and 22nd October, 2016 at 

Lucknow. Geoscientists /academicians from various universities, institutions, 

geoscientific associations and professional organizations (GSI, ONGC) attended the 

Brain Storming Session. Following are the important points which were thoroughly 

discussed and the outcome is detailed below in brief:  

1.  Geoscience Education at Pre-University Level 
 Participants unanimously resolved that Geoscience education should be part of Pre-

University education. Elements of geosciences should be introduced at this level. If 

possible, the subject may be independent or initially it should be substantial part of 

Geography/Environmental curriculum. This recommendation should be pursued 

with the State Education Boards, CBSE and ICSE Boards. 

2.  Geoscience Education on Digital Platform. 
 Government has invested huge amount resources for digitatization of the 

information for teaching such as NKN (Nodal Agency IIT Khargapur), MOOCS, IIT 

Bombay, E –Pathshala, Virtual Classrooms, E learning. Besides, several other 

agencies like SEPM lectures are available for consultation. Popularisation of these 

resources is required so that information is percolated at Pre-University and 
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University level. Geoscience courses on digital platform are also available on the 

websites of many foreign universities and global energy companies which can be 

downloaded and used in teaching. 

3.  Structure of Degrees (Integrated Five Year vs Three years). 
 Aspects of degrees imparted by various universities were discussed. Plans of 

Integrated five years degree course were favored with the provision of exit after 

three years. First year students must be adequately exposed to other basic 

sciences. 

4.  Courses to be operated by corporate houses. 
 Participants were not in favour of degree courses to be run by the corporate 

houses. 

5.  Preparation of syllabus and course books by Indian authors 
 Primary syllabus, as available at UGC site (CBCS), prepared under the aegis of 

UGC should be discussed at National Level in order to make suitable modifications. 

Nearly 80% of the syllabus should be common nationally while allowing universities 

to modify the syllabus up to 20% to incorporate topics of regional interests. It is 

recommended to constitute a Task Force for this purpose with wider participation to 

revise, modify and upgrade the syllabus at periodic intervals. Geoscience Syllabus 

has to be dynamic in order to adjust to the changing macro-economic environment.  

 It has been noted that active and experienced faculty members are unwilling to be 

involved in the preparation of course books. The main reason behind this apathy is 

primarily due to lack of incentives. There is need for text books on various aspects 

of geoscience courses by Indian teachers with Indian examples. Attempts should be 

made towards the preparation of these books in E-Text Book Format which is most 

economical. These e-text books could in turn easily be made available on digital 

platform of different academic agencies. 

6.  Field component at UG and PG 
  Field is an integral part of Geoscience education. For preparing the next generation 

of well acquainted geoscientists, field work should be mandatory with specific 

duration. Purpose of the field should be well defined. Area may be selected on the 

basis of geographical accessibility depending upon the location of the university. 

Selection of area must be instructive. University and colleges should be encouraged 

to prepare suitable Field Guide Books of areas in their vicinity. Selection of the field 

area is of utmost importance and it should be carefully done with a help of field 

guide book. First year students of UG should be taken to field to apprise them about 

the nuances of the earth sciences. A proper balance between recent and traditional 

methods of field geology is to be maintained. Funding is the main constraint in 

implementing the field work. UGC should step in to support this activity and provide 

necessary funds. The quantum of funds should be periodically revised. There is a 

need to prepare short video films on the area to be visited. Students must be shown 
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these films before embarking on the field so that they are made aware of the field 

exposures. 

7.  Establishment of Natural History Museums and Conservation and 
Preservation of Geo-heritage sites; preservation of stratotypes and marking 
GSSPs in Indian basins.   

     India, as a country, is lacking in good Natural History Museums (NHM). Similarly 

Geoparks are also required to be maintained in different regions and localities. 

Establishment of NHMs is a necessity and part of Geoscience Education. Displays 

of the museums are to be integrated with education. Conservation and Preservation 

of different stratotypes, GSSPs and geological sites are important so that precious 

sites can be preserved for future generations. 

 
GEOSCIENCE EDUCATION: SOME PERSPECTIVES REVISITED 

D.M.BANERJEE 

INSA Honorary Scientist, Department of Geology ,University of Delhi, Delhi 

Email: dhirajmohanbanerjee@gmail.com 

                      

There is nothing new when I say that science education system in India 

continues to suffer from numerous anomalies. So is the case with the Geosciences 

which however affects a much smaller population as compared to other branches of 

sciences and social sciences. In spite of the fact Geoscience community is fairly small, 

there is hardly any convergence of ideas regarding  syllabus contents and methods of 

teaching. Being small in number, geosciences community is also not taken seriously by 

the  pan-Indian educational bodies. During my short tenure as HOD in DU, I vigorously 

entered into discussion with the Heads of CBSE and NCRT and prepared  a solid case 

for introduction of Earth Sciences in the pre-University courses. I argued for increasing 

the geology content of the social science syllabus and involve competent geologists to 

write those content, instead of getting geology chapter written by geographers 

.Geography as a subject is known to students and parents but they are mostly unaware 

of geology as a science discipline which can be studied at graduation level. I wonder if 

any other HOD ever pursued this matter, but I failed to convince authorities within my  

term of less than two years. 

Present day method of teaching with direct class room contact  can not be 

replaced because it allows the student to develop a bond with the teacher. However, 

lots of new ground can be covered by partially switching over to digital platform. UGC’s 

E-Pathshala, NKN at IIT Kharagpur, MOOCS at IIT Mumbai  are striving hard to make 

available digitized reading material  but most of them suffer from lack of  participation of 

the senior faculty in preparing the text. This is partially because of lack of adequate 
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monetary incentives, although very few will admit it. We need to identify and persuade 

knowledgeable writers to prepare these texts , although  substantial number of such 

virtual texts produced by many foreign universities are already available on the net . The 

teacher has only to direct the students to specific sites for consultation. 

I am also concerned with non-uniformity of course durations from one institution 

to other. Duration varies from two years to three years or even five years. There is now 

a general consensus that 5-years integrated course is a desirable option with a 

provision of exit after three years. This aspect needs more in-depth discussion because 

a 3- year pass out will not get a job as a geologist, nor can he get absorbed in pre-

University  schools where this subject is not being taught. 

 My next concern is the reluctance of Universities to undertake periodic revision of 

the syllabus. At the UGC level a Model Syllabus was prepared in 1998 or so after 

marathon pan-India consultation. This was circulated to all the UGC funded institutions 

making it mandatory to revise the existing syllabus or make changes as per local needs. 

Majority of Universities implemented it without any change barring a few large 

institutions mainly due to ego factor. A national commission is needed to look into this 

aspect which should include senior as well as young geoscientists as members with 

provision of consulting anyone in the country. We need not borrow from any western 

model because the academic environment and scientific ethos differ substantially. 

 
GEOSCIENCE EDUCATION – EXPERIENCES AND FUTURE 

PERSPECTIVE BIMALENDU  
 

B.B. BHATTACHARYA 
 

S. N. Bose National Centre for Basic Sciences, Salt Lake, Kolkata – 700098 
bimalism@gmail.com & bimal_ism@yahoo.com 

 
Geoscience education in India started about a century back in the form geology 

education in Calcutta (now Kolkata), Banaras (now Varanasi), Dhanbad, Madras (now 

Chennai), Mysore to name a few. The geology departments have proliferated 

considerably after independence especially in last three-four decades. The geology 

education in the country is offered mainly in two stages: graduate (now of three years 

duration) and postgraduate (two year’s duration) levels.  In fact Geological Survey of 

India initiated the work of exploration geophysics in the country immediately after the 

Second World War. It is after a decade of independence, India felt the need of 

indigenous effort for oil exploration and Oil and Natural Gas Commission (ONGC) was 

formed and oil exploration activities were mainly undertaken by ONGC. It is around this 

time that need for geophysics education was felt so that trained manpower for 

exploration geophysical activities in the country is made available. The geophysics 
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education at the post graduate level only was initiated in Andhra University and Banaras 

Hindu University. Immediately after, two more institutes, i.e., Indian Institute of 

Technology (IIT), Kharagpur and Indian School of Mines (ISM) (now IIT (ISM)), 

Dhanbad started imparting education in geophysics at the post graduate level only. The 

number of geophysics department now has just reached the double digit figure. The job 

market for the geology and geophysics students, with fluctuating trends, are in the 

organizations dealing mainly with oil, mineral, coal and groundwater explorations. 

The background of students pursing studies in geology up to graduate level are 

primarily from chemistry, botany, zoology, geography etc. The background of 

mathematics and physics is of secondary or at the most higher secondary levels in 

majority of the geology departments of the country. In case of geophysics departments 

it is up to the graduate level. The basic facilities in many of the geology departments like 

availability of hammer, compass, microscopes, field work is unsatisfactory, to put it 

mildly. The problem in geophysics department is of different nature. The main 

equipments for gravity, magnetic, resistivity, induced polarization, electromagnetic, 

seismic, logging, interpretation software for modelling   etc are to be purchased at a 

very high cost from abroad and the Universities or the University Grants Commission 

(UGC) have not provided even the basic support for such infrastructures. 

The real earth problems are becoming more challenging as deeper resources in 

a complex geological and environmental set up for oil, minerals, and groundwater are to 

be discovered for the higher economic growth of the country. Large scale structures like 

big dams, hydroelectric projects need reliable geotechnical solution. The subjects are 

growing enormously vertically as well as laterally and the technology is changing very 

fast.  It is simply not possible to provide a finished manpower product to the user 

organizations by the departments even in the best of the situations. Geoscience 

education has to be such that the students acquire the solid foundation of the core 

subjects such that they adapt to the rapid changes in the concept, synergy and 

technology with ease and elegance. In India we have not grown steadily, uniformly and 

effectively with desired faculty, balanced course content and proper departmental 

infrastructure. In addition there is lack of synergy between geology and geophysics, say, 

for even effective exploration strategy. 

Geoscience education in India is at a cross road. There are challenges of 

Himalayan magnitude ahead of us. It should be possible to climb the Everest with 

proper kits, training, background, determination and will to succeed with combined 

wisdom of the educationists, professionals, researchers, students to reach the summit 

successfully with sweat, smile, elegance and satisfaction. 
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NATURAL HISTORY PARKS AND MUSEUMS (NHPM): A MODALITY 
TOWARDS INTEGRATED GEOSCIENCES EDUCATION 

 
K.V. SUBBARAO 

 
Natural History Society of India 

e-mail: kvsubbarao_iitb@yahoo.co.in 

 

Towards abating the fast eroding ecological and biodiversity, concerned citizens 

via a forum called the Natural History of Society of India (NHSI) proposed the formation 

of the Natural History Parks and Museums (NHPM), with the first of its implementations 

now initiated in Vizag. A key objective to establish NHPM-Vizag comprising a Research 

Institute and a Museum is to create an educational arena for children and adults and to 

give them insight into the mysteries of planet Earth. The activities in the NHPM-Vizag 

will act as an adjunct to the Schools with freedom to work without inhibition. Via NHPM-

Vizag, we aim to: 

 

 present the diversity of Nature in the context of India in an orderly and objective 

manner.  

 create innovative models  and depiction of processes within the Earth, both visual 

and computer-aided simulations  on natural processes, and collection of rocks, 

minerals, gems, plants, animals and fossils from different regions diorams 

(stratigraphic horizons) of India. Efforts will be made to obtain rare specimens 

additionally from other countries.  

 serve as a repository for rocks, minerals and other biological aspects of the 

environment around us. 

 serve as a nucleating point for concerned citizens, professionals, scientists, school 

teachers to catalyze a change in the mind-set of the present and future generations 

to respect and protect the natural environment. 

 

We believe that the true value of any research activity lie in increasing the 

curiosity and providing answers to problems in exploration – a synergistic and holistic 

view of the environment and man’s exploitation of it will help shape the understanding of 

children and adults alike. We further believe that only via education and awareness, we 

can conserve our rapidly depleting bio - and geo -natural resources. Currently, the 

implementation modality and execution of NHPM-Vizag is ongoing via a public-public 

partnership, between the Governments of India, Andhra Pradesh and NHSI. 
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PERSPECTIVES OF GEOSCIENCES EDUCATION 
 

BHABESH C. SARKAR 

 
Professor, Department of Applied Geolgy, Indian Institute of Technology  

(Indian School of Mines), Dhanbad-826004 

E-mail: bhabeshsarkar2005@gmail.com 

 
Geoscience, with time, has turned out to be progressively interdisciplinary, 

multidisciplinary and transdisciplinary, prompting the requirement for students to have 

quality and additionally the capacity to work cross-disciplinary. The complex 

phenomenon of various parts of the Earth system includes the Earth's inside and 

surface, hydrosphere, climate, cryosphere, and biosphere, and in the chemical, 

physical, biological and geological processes. For a fruitful future, students are required 

to be prepared to apply a frameworks based approach, and in addition have a 

comprehension of profound time, including Earth's history and development, present-

day processes and future effects. Progressively, geoscientists in general and policy 

makers perceive that the geosciences have much to contribute in tending to societally 

essential issues, for example, natural hazards, water, energy, climate, sustainability, 

and natural resources, which makes readiness in morals, economics, risk management, 

policy, and communication ever more important aptitudes for undergraduate students. 

Students need abilities for all-round research, by and large, including basic 

intuition and critical thinking aptitudes; they should be effective communicators and 

have the capacity to take on a similar mindset as a researcher and keep on learning 

after they finish an academic degree. As geoscientists, they should have the capacity to 

think spatially and transiently, inductively and deductively, mention and utilize 

roundabout objective facts, take part in complex open and coupled frameworks 

considering work with vulnerability, non-uniqueness, and inadequacies. These abilities, 

capabilities and ideas are spotlighted in the following paragraphs alongside systems for 

executing them and overcoming hindrances to usage. 

 
Rational 
Graduate students should be able to reason judgementally and eagerly solve problems, 

specifically the ones requiring 3D and 4D explanations, alongside strong quantitative 

skills and an ability to apply related sciences to geoscience problems. Geo-intuition or in 

other words, ability to make inferences about the Earth system from observations of the 

natural world combined with the outcomes of experiments and models including 

integration of data from different sources and applications of mind, understanding of 

uncertainty and ambiguity constitute important ingredients for future graduate students. 

Also, an understanding of societal relevance of geoscience issues as well as their 

ethical dimensions is need of the hour. 
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Perceptions 
They are required to understand Earth as complex and dynamic system connecting 

different parts of the system (e.g., lithosphere, atmosphere, biosphere etc.). A deep 

understanding of the geologic time (including the origin and evolution of life), 

hydrogeology (including water, rock, and microbe interactions), natural resources 

(including energy), hazards, Earth materials and structure, surface processes, climate 

change, and the relationship between landscape and process are very important. 

Conceptualisation of the key areas identified in the geoscience literacy documents, a 

strong hold of the related sciences and ability to develop, manage and analyse large 

datasets, with a realisation that understanding of the geosciences are progressively 

changing in order to keep abreast of new finds are essential requirements.  

 
Expertise and Experiences 
Graduates should be able to solve problems more practically utilising available 

resources and overcoming all possible difficulties. More of field-related experience to 

connect to concepts and empiricism. They able to work with non-uniqueness, 

incompleteness, and indirect observations with improved thinking power. Independent 

research experience constitutes one of the pertinent tools for developing expertise. 

Notionally, experience includes completing research projects and/or internships. Best 

practices for independent research and internships are needed to facilitate broader use 

of the opportunities. Ability to work in a team is a key to confidence building that the 

budding geoscientists should realise. Teamwork can energize the students thinking. 

Field experience provides 3D visualization skills, community building, and practice in 

testing hypotheses.  

 

Comments 
In India, Geology has been gaining ground as a specialized subject / discipline Geology 

integrates all branches of pure and applied sciences, dealing with the study and 

exploration of the earth and its constituents. Besides, it deals with the study of 

associated fields, like environment, history of earth, minerals and so on. The discipline 

has been expanding with so many branches and specialized areas are coming up so 

rapidly that one has to keep abreast with latest knowledge. Engineering geology, coal 

geology, hydrogeology, mining geology, geostatistics, 3D and 4D seismic, concept 

based exploration for concealed mineral deposits are among the branches that requires 

more attention in most universities imparting education in geosciences 
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EXPLORATION FOR CONCEALED URANIUM DEPOSITS – 
CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES 

 
A.K.CHATURVEDI 

 
Additional Director, Atomic Minerals Directorate for Exploration and Research, 

Hyderabad, India 

 

Energy is deeply implicated in each of the economic, social and environmental 

dimensions of human development. The prosperity that economic development brings, 

in turn, stimulates demand for more and better-quality energy services. With growing 

demand of sustainable clean energy resources worldwide, nuclear energy warrant its 

use as one of the many methods of supply. Uranium ore which is non-renewable is an 

essential material in the preparation of nuclear fuel and occur in limited quantity. The 

impetus in exploration activity for uranium deposits over the last few decades has added 

significantly to our knowledge of uranium geology and the nature of uranium deposits. 

Bulk of the world uranium resources are accounted for by the Proterozoic unconformity 

related deposits found in Canada and Australia (33%), Middle Proterozoic ‘Iron-oxide 

Breccia Complex (IOB)’ (17%, e.g. Olympic Dam, Australia)  and Phanerozoic 

sandstone type (18%) uranium deposits (Dahlkamp 1993, IAEA 2009).  

The Proterozoic basin of India has shown promising results in hosting uranium 

deposits which are discovered by extensive exploration efforts. The past decade 

witnessed tremendous advancements in the field of mineral exploration and 

development, in terms of understanding mineral deposits in relationship to external and 

internal processes of the earth, exploration techniques, instrumentation, data 

processing and interpretation techniques. With the fast decline in uranium deposits 

within shallow depths, today it has become imperative for geoscientific community to 

look for deep seated high grade and large tonnage uranium deposits on short to 

medium term basis.  

The favourable geological milieu and mineral provinces in India has a great 

potential for hosting concealed uranium deposits.  For successful detection of deep 

seated uranium deposits exploration efforts need to be focused on associated 

structures, alteration and rock types. Geophysical signature of structure, host rocks and 

large envelop of alteration halos around uranium deposits often do exhibit some 

measurable physical property. The contrast in physical property presented by the ore, 

associated minerals and host rocks are critical to the successful application of a 

particular or combination of geophysical methods for uranium exploration. In this era of 

technological innovation, exploration techniques for exploitation of deep seated ore 

bodies up to a depth of 2500 m do exist but with high cost of investment and expensive 

exploration methodologies.  
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The advent of airborne magnetic and electrical field technology resulted in a 

string of discoveries that resulted in mineral production on a major scale in Athabasca 

Basin, Saskatchewan, Canada. The development of time domain electromagnetic 

surveys and borehole electromagnetic probes in pace with new analytical tools to 

measure sub-ppm levels of elements enabled deeper and more precise drill targeting. 

Air borne geophysical surveys with good survey design using right equipment for 

expected model in terms of depth and geometry, optimal sampling intervals for fairly 

good mapping resolution can provide critical information in support of local and regional 

geological framework mapping and uranium exploration modeling. During past decade 

few developments stand out which include, high resolution heliborne geophysical 

systems comprising advanced time domain electromagnetic, audio-frequency magneto-

telluric and airborne gravity and gravity gradiometry methods.  

A variety of GIS software systems integrate layers of a wide range of data types 

and formats. High resolution (100 to 400 m line spacing) airborne surveys for electro-

magnetics, magnetics and gravity mapping guide exploration targeting. Multi-array and 

multi-channel geophsyical setups detect electrical conductors at 1000m depth and map 

fault structures and rock alteration to 1-2 kilometres depth. It is possible to build 

predictive 3D geological models of the subsurface using geophysical inversions, but the 

results can only be reliable if all available geological knowledge is included in the 

process. Predictive 3D geological models of the subsurface can be developed using a 

range of available tools. The process commences by developing a solid understanding 

of the expected physical properties and converting geological observations into physical 

property constraints. The next step is to perform geologically-constrained inversions and 

finally applying geological classifier to the recovered 3D physical property models. 

 

Key words: Uranium, Proterozoic basins, Heliborne Geophysical surveys, 3D 

geological models. 

 
UTILISATION OF DOWN HOLE GEOPHYSICAL WELL LOGS IN 
OPERATIONAL CONTROL & TECHNICAL STUDIES IN COAL 

EXPLORATION. A CASE STUDY FROM JHARIA EXPLORATION BY TSL 
 

N V SAIRAM ¹*, P SRINIVASA RAO² 
 

Tata Steel Ltd., Jamshedpur – 831 001. Email: nv.sairam@tatasteel.com 

(¹* Principal Geologist (Coal), ² Chief Geologist Coal, Natural Resources Division,  

Tata Steel Ltd., Jamshedpur) 

 
Geophysical well logging is a unique tool widely being used in identifying Coal 

bands / seams in the boreholes drilled since coal has several physical properties viz., 
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low density, low radio activity and high resistivity in contrast to other associated 

lithologies in coal bearing sequence viz., sandstone and shale.    

Tata Steel is carrying out systematic Exploration to prove bottom set of seams 

through goaf areas of mined out seams in Jamadoba & Digwadih collieriesby drilling 

boreholes upto seam I to establish the continuity& quality of Coal seams and also to 

prove the faults. The drilling activity is outsourced and TSL is managing the entire 

exploration programme. Tata Steel is making use of geophysical well logging 

extensively for operational controlof drilling activity, viz.core recovery% confirmation, 

casing loss estimation, ensuring proper casing in Goaf areas, deviation of borehole as 

well as in technical studies like validating visual logging, depth & thickness confirmation 

of coal seams, deviation of the borehole etc..Some case examples on how this data has 

been used will be discussed in the paper. 

An attempt has also been made to predict quality parameters like ash% & VM% 

of coal through the interpretation of Geophysical logs for initial assessment. Three major 

parameters viz., long spaced density, natural gamma and resistivity logs are used to 

derive the ash% andShort normal resistivity and natural gamma logs are used to derive 

the VM% for Jhama of individual Coal seams of Jamadoba and Digwadih collieries of 

Tata Steel. These predicted quality parameters are validated with actual results and we 

found that there is close similarity.  

Key words: Core recovery, Casing loss, Deviation, Coal, Jhama, Ash%, Reconciliation 

 
EXPLORATION GEOPHYSICS: PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS 
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The methodology in exploration geophysics broadly follows the sequence of data 

acquisition, data processing, modelling (1D, 2D and 3D) and interpretation. In all the 

commonly used geophysical methods the requirement is that the signature from the 

target needs to be accurately measured to image the target accurately but in reality, in 

real earth situation, the signal from the target is superimposed with noise. It is not 

unique situation for geophysics. Similar situation is faced in the communication 

engineering dealing with signals in radio, television and mobile phones etc. Presently 

we all see the excellent clarity of voice in radio, mobile phones and that of image and 

voice in television.  

In geophysics the noise may broadly be termed as terrain noise consisting mainly 

of geologic, topographic noise and noise due to location and orientation errors. All the 
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geophysical methods, barring the self-potential (SP) method the local physical property 

inhomogeneity corresponding to the methods, regional gradient, bedrock relief etc play 

an important role. In resistivity, induced polarization (IP) and electromagnetic methods 

the buried contacts, shear zones, graphite horizons, masking effect of conducting 

overburden etc are the main source of geologic noise. The effect of topographic noise 

which except gravity method cannot be mathematically quantified. However the effect 

can be qualitatively visualised. The error due to location and orientation error, in most of 

the cases, can be made minimal. The problem of imaging the target using these 

methods is that the signal-to-noise ratio has to be improved the way it has been 

achieved in a different domain of communication engineering and also to an extent 

probably in medical imaging. 

The oldest, cheapest and fastest self-potential became an “ugly duckling”. In 

recent times, however, it is changing to a beautiful swan, thanks due to its utility in 

tackling various geoenvironmental problems. It may be mentioned here that the self-

potential phenomena is governed by four laws like Ohm’s, Darcy’s, Fick’s and Fourier’s 

and four effects like Seebeck, Soret, Peltier and Doufour effects. There is no other 

geophysical method which is governed by so many methods and effects. It should be 

the researchers’ paradise. 

One of the major challenges of exploration geophysics is the problem of mineral 

discrimination. The American school has tried to tackle the problem by spectral IP (SIP). 

The Russian school, however, tried the Contact Polarization Curve (CPC) and CHIM 

methods. A small team of Geological Survey of India modified the CHIM to Partial 

Extraction of Metals by Electrolysis (PEXMEL) – an interdisciplinary approach of 

geophysical and geochemical methods. Plenty of scope is available in carrying out 

further work in these methods. 

Considerable importance recently has been given to Smart City Planning (SCP). 

The planning will be like ‘putting the cart before the horse’, without a state-of-the-art 

near surface geophysical map to be used in conjunction with the surface map. The 

study of very outermost part of the earth’s crust is very important due to man’s 

interaction with it: he walks on it, drills and excavates into it, constructs structures, 

utilises its water and mineral resources and dumps wastes on to it. Geophysical surveys 

for SCP should be carried out in keeping two depth ranges in mind: up to a depth of 

about 5m and then 5 to 30m. 
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EMERGING SINGULAR SPECTRUM BASED ALGORITHMS  
FOR 2D AND 3D SEISMIC DATA PROCESSING: NUMERICAL 

RESULTS AND FIELD EXAMPLES 
 

R.K.TAWARI*1 AND  R. RAJESH 

 
1.Raja Ramanna Fellow (DAE), CSIR-NGRI, Hyderabad  2.CSIR-NGRI, Hyderabad 

email:rk_tiwari3@rediffmail.com, tiwari54@gmail.com 

 
Application of conventional geophysical techniques to the non-stationary and 

non-linear geophysical signal produces artifacts in the results leading to the deceptive 

interpretation.  Recent developments and advances made in the nonlinear geophysical 

signal processing techniques coupled with the high-performance computers algorithms 

provide an opportunity to the geoscientists to espouse un-conventional methods to 

process geophysical data.  Beginning with the development of Singular Value 

Decomposition (SVD), the different singular spectrum based techniques like Eigen 

Image, F-XY Eigen Image, and Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA), FX-SSA, 

Multichannel SSA and Time Slice have been suitably designed and applied to the  

different purposes of time series modeling, data  de-noising, frequency filtering and 

wave field separation.  

We present Singular Spectrum based data adaptive signal processing algorithms 

for (i) wave field separation of 2D seismic data for identifying the structural features 

associated with diffractions (ii) de-noising scheme for 2D, 3D seismic data and (iii) 

accurate interpretation of horizon time structures of seismic attributes (e.g. coherency, 

instantaneous phase, energy, most positive and negative curvatures) associated with 

the geological features. We also demonstrate the robustness of the algorithm through 

the testing on 2D and 3D synthetic data and finally illustrate its application on the field 

data.    

Key words: Singular spectrum analysis, 2D 3D seismic data, seismic attributes. 
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SUSTAINABILITY OF GROUNDWATER SYSTEM CAN BE ENSURED 
THROUGH JOINT EFFORTS OF SCIENTIFIC APPROACH AND 

PEOPLES PARTICIPATION 
 

SHAKEEL AHMED 
 

CSIR-National Geophysical Research Institute, Hyderabad-500007, India 

shakeelahmed@ngri.res.in 

 
Ensuring sustainability for groundwater either for its exploration or its 

management is difficult due to the fact that system in highly complex and variable. Thus 

scientific and advanced approaches are required to assess the sub-surface and 

estimate various parameters. Another very important issue related to groundwater is, its 

judicial utilization and making the groundwater flux balance. Thus only scientific 

approach is not enough, the stakeholder mainly the farmers have to involved at various 

steps so that they realize the complexity of the system and the uncertainty in the 

estimates. Moreover, in the present situation, in most part of the country a demand 

management is the most important for an effective management of the groundwater 

resource. 

In addition to the groundwater system being complex, the groundwater is 

invisible and the users need to understand its behaviours. Thus it is necessary that a 

large number of scenarios are developed in consultation with the end users and their 

effect on the groundwater system is analysed and a decision is left to them based on 

the result. This approach will allow the people to take their own decision and demand 

management becomes much simpler. However, most of the scientific approaches to 

estimate various components precisely are hidden.  

A lumped model has been developed as a decision support tool (DST-GW) 

designed for groundwater scenarios under variable agro-climatic conditions, which 

focuses on the impact of changing cropping pattern and artificial recharge on ground-

water levels.  

The method has been implemented in a small pilot watershed (53 sq. km, 

Maheshwaram, Ranga Reddy District, Andhra Pradesh, India), a representative South 

Indian catchment in terms of geology, over-exploitation of aquifers, climate (semi-arid), 

cropping pattern, rural socio-economic context, etc. The results show that if no solution 

is found quickly, groundwater decline will entail the loss of about 50% of the pumping 

borewells by around 2020, with all the accompanying serious socio-economic 

consequences. However, even if the groundwater situation follows a slippery slope, 

DST-GW foresees some sustainable solutions.  

DST-GW has been developed under an Excel software interface, which makes it 

a user-friendly single tool for all those involved in groundwater management. It is 
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important to reliably assess the availability of water resources and balance with the 

demand. The difference could and should be managed by changing the demand in the 

form of, for example, agri-change, improving irrigation techniques, artificial recharge etc. 

However, such an exercise should be interactive considering simultaneously all the 

aspects and therefore, development of DST-GW certainly fills the requirement.  

The DST is now operational in the Maheshwaram watershed and the developed 

methodology can be applied to any other watershed with similar context. However, 

calibration of the model requires numerous field data (assessment of pumping, water 

levels, etc.). At present, work is in progress to estimate all the groundwater budget 

components with lesser but more representative data. For example, it has been found 

recently using a geostatistical approach that the number of significant observation 

borewells could be reduced to 25 instead of more than 100. Moreover, DST will see 

more development and improvement, i.e. integration of energy issues, guiding the user 

for building realistic scenarios, impact on the population, effective cost of scenarios, etc. 

 
L-IWRM FOR SUSTAINABLE RURAL DEVELOPMENT 
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Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM) creates a framework for water 

management options to be introduced into broader national development planning in a 

structured way. IWRM strives for cross-sectoral integration and engages water users 

from different sub-sectors to develop solutions to challenges that are appropriate in 

terms of social and environmental impacts as well as economic efficiency. At national 

and basin level, IWRM principles are used to integrate water demand from different 

sectors of society and to balance this with water availability and to coordinate up-stream 

with down-stream uses. This is done in a consultative process involving stakeholders 

from all sectors. At the local level, IWRM is also linking water demand, water supply and 

water resources management in a sustainable way, involving communities in the 

decision making process.  

The IWRM principles of water management at the lowest appropriate level and 

the participation of community (especially women) in water management are central to 

the local-level IWRM (L-IWRM). The primary aim is to improve livelihoods of poor small-

scale water users. L-IWRM capacitates communities to manage their water resources in 

an environmentally sustainable manner and to co-design and implement water 

infrastructure development according to their own needs and priorities. The resulting 

ownership of infrastructure is the single most important condition for its financial, 

institutional and environmental sustainability.  
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The phasing out of top-down strategies and the growing popularity of 

participation and bottom-up processes encourages greater cooperation from local 

users. It is now widely accepted that bringing communities who are closest to the 

resource into decision making is essential for achieving sustainable solutions for natural 

resource management. In order to succeed in the Indian context, L-IWRM has to be 

planned in a bottom-up approach. Although activities are planned at the local level, an 

assessment of their impact on the watershed and basin levels is required. A sound 

community engagement at various stages of the IWRM Plan implementation is 

essential. 

Sustainable rural development requires effective utilization of land, water and 

other available natural resources, linked to the vulnerabilities and livelihood 

opportunities in the geographical area. Planning for development at the Gram 

Panchayat (GP) level inherently takes care of all available resources and effective 

utilization of the government funding schemes to address the issues of ‘Social Equity’, 

‘Economic Efficiency’ and ‘Environmental Sustainability’, which are the underlying 

principles of IWRM. Thus, application of L-IWRM at GP level integrates participatory 

water supply and water resource management for sustainable livelihood improvements. 

This talk presents the concepts of L-IWRM applied to water conservation and 

management in two case studies- one for Ur river watershed in Tikamgarh district of 

Madhya Pradesh and the other for Ibrahimpur-Masahi village in Haridwar district of 

Uttarakhand. Both these case studies have outlined the need of an exhaustive and 

reliable database for preparation of a sound IWRM Plan. A good use can be made of 

the commonly available GIS software to handle the variety of spatial information 

collected from the study area. Another useful tool to enhance the utility of an IWRM 

Plan is a Decision Support System (DSS), which facilitates the decision making process 

for the stakeholders in selecting appropriate water management practices on a 

sustainable basis. IWRM Plan at the local level can be successful if it is prepared in 

sync with the District Development Plan, and gives a clear picture of the required 

actions in a ‘what, where and by whom’ format. 

 
WATER TREATMENT AND POLICY FOR SAFE WATER SUPPLY 

ARUNABHA MAJUMDER 

Dept. of Geology, Anna University, Chennai(Madras) 600025 

Email: arunabhamajumder@hotmail.com 

 

In India, both surface water and groundwater are used for public water supply. 

Around 85% rural population use groundwater to meet their domestic needs including 

drinking. People residing in mega and metro cities mostly depend on surface water. But 

many cities and towns in the country are provided with water supply from groundwater 

sources. Surface waters mostly need treatment for removal of suspended, colloidal 

solids and pathogenic organisms. Conventional treatment systems adopting different 
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physico-chemical mechanisms are adopted for supplying water to the consumers. If 

groundwater is contaminated then it needs treatment by adopting appropriate 

technology. Presence of excess fluoride as well as arsenic contamination in 

groundwater has been reported from different States in the Country. Fluoride and 

Arsenic can be removed by Co-precipitation, Adsorption, Ion-exchange, Electro-

coagulation, Reverse-osmosis etc. Iron-elimination units are commonly used both in 

rural and urban areas. Desalination units using membranes have been developed and 

widely used in coastal areas. Micro-filtration, ultra-filtration and nano-filtration are getting 

utilized in water treatment for removing specific contaminants. In water treatment, reject 

management is to be considered and needs to be followed for safeguarding the 

environment and public health. The treated water must conform to the drinking water 

standard of BIS (10500:2012). In public water supply system water quality monitoring 

and surveillance program must be incorporated to assure safe water supply to the 

consumers.  The objective of providing protected water supply system is to supply safe 

and clean water in adequate quantity, conveniently and as economically as possible. 

Adequate pollution control measures are to be undertaken for protection of both surface 

water and groundwater sources from pollution. 

 
HYDROGEOLOGIC TESTING DURING DRILLING OF DEEP 
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Drilling of a deep borehole does not normally allow for hydrogeologic testing 

during the drilling period. The only time hydraulic testing is done during the drilling 

operations is when drilling experiences a large loss (or high return) of drilling fluid 

representing encountering of a large-transmissivity zone. Then, either the zone is 

cemented for drilling to continue or drilling is stopped for conducting, for example, a drill-

stem test (DST), which involves installation of a packer above the drilling depth and 

performing a pressure or flow transient test. The first alternative means loss of critical 

information on in-situ hydraulic transmissivities and the second option enables the study 

of only the one high-transmissivity zone, with a significant delay of the drilling schedule. 

The drilling of the deep borehole at Åre, Northern Sweden, presented an opportunity of 

conducting a particular hydraulic testing with negligible impact on drilling schedule, yet 

providing important and accurate information on in-situ hydraulic conductivities on both 

high- and low-transmissivity zones during the drilling period. This information can be 

used to guide downhole fluid sampling programs and future detailed borehole testing. 

The particular testing method used is the Flowing Fluid Electric Conductivity (FFEC) 
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Logging Method, which has the capability of identifying large and small hydraulically 

active zones and providing data for estimating their transmissivity values and local 

formation water salinity. In this presentation, the method will be described and its 

application to the drilling of the deep borehole presented. Results show that from 300 m 

to the borehole bottom at 2500 m, there are eight hydraulic active zones in selected 

deep borehole, with very low transmissivity values, which range over one order of 

magnitude. 
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Urbanization is a major geomorphic process affecting groundwater system. It 

alters topography and natural vegetation, stream flows and flooding characteristics, 

temperatures both above and below the land surface, and water quality of surface 

streams and groundwater. Major physical changes to the groundwater system include 

changes in water table elevation; altered permeability field created by construction and 

utility system emplacement; and altered groundwater recharge. Groundwater recharge 

commonly increases because of leakage from water distributions systems, sewer lines, 

detention ponds, and storm drains; over irrigation of lawns, gardens, and parks; artificial 

recharge; reduced evapo-transpiration; and infiltration through impervious cover. 

Groundwater abstraction results in progressive lowering of the water table/piezometric 

surface; decrease in well yield; changes in surface water – groundwater relationship; 

infiltration from rivers; saline water intrusion; and land subsidence. This paper also 

highlights the impacts of urbanization on groundwater system of Kolkata city and its 

neighbourhood including the newly developed urban centre of Rajarhat New Town 

using numerical modeling of groundwater flow and particle tracking.  Model results 

indicate that human-induced changes far outweigh topographic and geologic controls of 

the unperturbed/pre-urbanized groundwater flow system. These changes affect 

recharge area locations, which may shift closer to the city centre than before 

development, thereby increasing the potential for contamination and interference effect 

on wells. Therefore, the impacts of urbanization on groundwater systems are 

predictable and should be considered in urban planning from geotechnical, 

environmental, and water resources perspectives. It should also be appreciated that 

groundwater plays a fundamental but often unacknowledged role in the economic and 

social wellbeing of urban areas. 
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APPLICATION OF GEOSPATIAL TECHNOLOGY FOR DROUGHT  
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Drought incidence can be detected by monitoring Vegetation Health in Near-Real time. 

Vegetation health can be found by generating NDVI maps of the region of interest using 

satellite remote sensed images. Unhealthy status of Vegetation can be interpreted as a 

signal to indicate the onset of Drought. A technique for monitoring Vegetation Health 

using freely available remote sensed satellite data, processing images using Free and 

open-source software (FOSS) and dissemination of this information using a Mapserver 

is discussed. Satellite data from NOAA and TERRA are freely available in the internet. 

Recently Kerala has been experiencing an increasing number of localized drought 

incidents. This is mainly due to weather anomalies and developmental pressures and 

has resulted in severe economic losses.  To understand localized incidence of drought, 

panchayath level maps of each district were overlaid on the daily Vegetation health 

maps. Early detection of localized Drought incidence and dissemination of this 

information can help the State machinery to take necessary steps to mitigate drought 

impacts. 

 
Keywords : Near Real Time; Drought; NDVI; NOAA; TERRA; MODIS; FOSS. 
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Fluoride rich groundwater is occurring in many parts of the world. A systematic 

study is required to understand the behavior of fluoride in groundwater in terms of its 

seasonal and temporal variation. Present study is an attempt to assess 

hydrogeochemistry of fluoride rich groundwater in Vaniyar river basin and assess the 

feasibility of dug well recharge for mitigation of the problem. The study area is a hard-

rock terrain and marked as one of the fluoride-rich area in Tamil Nadu due to 

occurrence of epidote hornblende gneiss and charnockite with fluoride-bearing 
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minerals. Groundwater samples from about 38 wells were periodically collected and 

anlaysied for all major ions and fluoride for over four years. Fluoride concentration 

ranges from 0.9 to 6.1 mg/L and 0.6 to 5.1 mg/L during pre-monsoon and post-monsoon 

seasons, respectively. A pilot study carried out by a dug well recharge system carefully 

chosen based the long term hydrogeochemical studies in this area demonstrated the 

potential of reducing the concentration of fluoride in groundwater over an area of about 

1 km2. 

 
ESTIMATION OF SEDIMENTATION RATE INTO YERRAKALVA 
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The Yerrakalva is medium size river basin in West Godavari District of Andhra 

Pradesh.  The total catchment area of basin is 2725 sq km out of which 2330 sq km is in 

upland and 395 sq km in deltaic plain.  The river enters the delta near Nandamurru and 

thereafter called as Yenamadarru drain and debauches into the Bay of Bengal through 

Upputeru.  This basin is mainly divided into upper Yerrakalva basin and lower 

Yerrakalva basin.  The upper Yerrakalva basin is having reservoir and lower having the 

coastal deltaic region.  The upper Yerrakalva river basin up to reservoir has been 

assessed in terms of sediment.  The sediment rate into reservoir has been estimated by 

remote sensing techniques and it is found to be 39.33 ton/sq.km/year. The revised area-

capacity curve prepared from Remote Sensing techniques is validated with 

hydrographic survey data of reservoir. Further, sub basin wise soil erosion/sediment 

yield is also estimated by RUSLE equations.  The average annual soil loss and 

sediment yield estimated by RUSLE in Yerrakalva reservoir catchment area are 0.49 

ton/acre/year and 31.80 ton/sq.km/year respectively.  Sub basin prioritization is also 

carried out for controlling rate sedimentation into the reservoir. These scientific 

assessments are very useful for management of reservoir water allocation for drinking, 

irrigation and industrial purposes especially during non monsoon period. These 

hydrological assessments are to be a part of IWRM plans in the basin to match with the 

future demands.  

 

Key words: Sedimentation, Yerrakalva, RULSE 
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SIESMOGENIC DISTURBANCES IN THE GESOPHERE:  
TOOL FOR EARLY WARNING 

 

E.A. KHERANI 
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Natural hazards such as earthquakes and tsunamis have huge negative impact 

on human life. Their early warning is expected to reduce the losses that the society 

suffers. While seismo based methods are widely used for such purpose, recent 

development of geospheric monitoring is proven to be the alternative tool to study these 

natural hazards and their possible early warning. In this scenario, the geosphere hosts 

disturbances in the presence of seismic forcing at the Earth’s surface. These 

disturbances are amplified by the geospheric waves namely, Acoustic-Gravity waves 

(AGWs) such that any tiny seismic forcing of ~10−4 m/s undergoes amplification as 

these waves propagate radially upward, attaining the amplitude ~10 m/s at the 

dissipating height of 250 km. At this height, they disturb the ionosphere and excite 

Geospheric Traveling Disturbances (GTDs) having magnitude of ~ 5% of the 

background. These GTDs are detected from geospheric monitoring instruments. In this 

presentation, I intend to share recent results of tsunamigenic GTDs during Sumatra, 

Japan and Chile tsunami that occurred during last 10 years. The study will focus on 

observations and simulation aspects of these GTDs and will search for possibility to 

have their early warning signatures. 

 
IMAGING THE RAYLEIGH WAVE GROUP VELOCITY FROM  
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 The lithosphere and the atmosphere/ionosphere, continuously exchange energy 

through various coupling mechanisms. Earthquake creates waves of energy, e.g. direct 

shock acoustic waves (SAWs) and Rayleigh wave induced acoustic waves (RAWs). In 

the event of an earthquake occurring beneath the sea, atmospheric gravity waves 

(AGWs) are also generated. If the earthquake is large enough (Mw > 6), SAWs, RAWs 

and AGWs induce detectable ionospheric plasma perturbations. Inferring the 
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seismological information from these seismo-ionospheric manifestations is the subject 

that pertains to ionospheric seismology.  

 Both ground and satellite based advanced radio techniques are being used in 

monitoring ionospheric plasma perturbations. In particular, the TEC measurements from 

dense GPS networks can provide a direct measurement of the local Rayleigh wave 

group velocity. In order to image the Rayleigh group velocity, we considered the 

Rayleigh wave induced ionospheric response at various permanent GPS sites. Using 

arrival times of the waveforms, we determined the apparent Rayleigh wave group 

velocities by cross correlation between a set of pairs of GPS sites. We estimated the 

Rayleigh group velocity distribution for Indian region (e.g.  Andaman and Indian shield 

regions are 2100 m/s and 3900 m/s respectively) and validated with ground seismic-

derived results, thereby demonstrating the sensitivity of the ionosphere to lithospheric 

heterogeneities. 
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After an earthquake occurred there is seismic disturbance generating vertical and 

horizontal motion on the surface of the Earth. And in some cases, tsunami or oceanic 

gravity waves are also generated and produce surface oscillations. The atmosphere on 

the surface of earth is then forced to move with the same vertical velocity as the ground 

surface. These perturbations propagates upward as atmospheric waves and produces 

pressure and temperature variations. As the atmospheric density decreases with 

altitude, the perturbations that are propagating upward amplify and are easier to detect 

at the ionospheric altitudes by measuring the electron density changes. Both ground 

and satellite based advanced radio techniques are being used in monitoring ionospheric 

plasma perturbations. In the presentation the extraction of seismic response from GPS 

TEC data and the advantages of using TEC as a monitoring tool will be presented. 
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LITHOSPHERIC STRUCTURE OF EASTERN HIMALAYA ILLUMINATED 
BY PASSIVE SEISMOLOGY 

 
M. RAVI KUMAR 
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The relentless convergence of the Indian plate with respect to Asia since 

Cenozoic, has produced the ~2500km long stretch of the gigantic Himalayan orogenic 

belt, unique in terms of its high topography. Numerous deployments of broadband 

seismological instruments in the Himalaya, Tibetan plateau and foredeep regions 

enabled detailed imaging of the geometry of the colliding Indian and Asian lithospheres, 

with the underthrusting Indian plate traced close to the Bangong Nujiang Suture Zone 

(BNSZ) in southern Tibet. Images of the crust constructed from modelling of high quality 

converted waves reveal a gently dipping nature of the Moho from the lesser Himalaya 

(Moho depth ~40km) to the higher Himalaya (Moho depth ~60km), anisotropy within the 

crust and eclogizitation of the underthrusting Indian lower crust. A changing mode of the 

Indian plate subduction from the eastern Himalayan syntaxis to the Tarim basin in the 

west is seen, with the Indian lithosphere being sytematically shallower and progressing 

farther north from east to west. At much deeper levels, evidence for remnant detached 

lithospheric fragments resting within the mantle transition zone beneath the eastern 

Himalaya and southern Tibet is found. The detachment is affected either by convection 

or gravity removal of the lithosphere thickened due to continued subduction of the 

Indian plate since Mesozoic. 

 
SEISMOTECTONICS OF NORTHEAST INDIA REGION: AN APPRAISAL 
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Present day tectonics of northeast (NE) India region is much complex because of 

north-south convergence of the Indian plate along the Himalayan arc in the north where 

the Indian plate gently underthrust the Eurasian plate, and east-west convergence along 

the Burmese arc in the east, where the Indian plate atypically subducts below the Indo-

Burma Ranges (IBR), and being dragged to the north along the long N-S Sagaing fault 

in central Burma (Kayal, 2008). These two arcs, the ~2500 km long E-W Himalayan arc 

to the north and the ~ 1000 km long N-S Burmese arc to the east, meet at the Assam 
Syntaxis zone. The NE India intraplate zone is thus jawed between these two arcs. 
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Several contrasting views are put forward concerning the seismotectonics of NE India 

region that includes collision tectonics in the Himalayas, subduction tectonics in the IBR, 

pop-up tectonics in the intraplate Shillong plateau and transverse tectonics in the 

Assam valley along the long NW-SE trending Kopili fault that separates the two 

fragmented parts of the Shillong - Mikir plateau, a part of Indian shield (Fig. 1). In 

addition, there are several long seismogenic or active faults, like the Dhubri fault to the 

west, Naga-Disang thrust to the east, Brahmaputra river fault to the north and the Dauki 

fault to the south of the Shillong plateau (Fig. 1). The long E-W Dauki fault separates 

the Archean Shillong plateau to the north and the world largest Bengal delta basin to the 

south. Within the intraplate Bengal basin lies the hinge zone (subsurface ridge) to the 

west and the active Sylhet fault to the east. In this presentation, all these different 

tectonic zones, seismic source zones and the active faults are examined using the 

teleseismic and the local earthquake data to understand the present day tectonics vis-a-

vis the recent strong and large earthquakes.  

The Himalayan earthquakes, in western as well as in central Himalayas, are 

mostly shallow (depth < 25 km), and occur above the plane of detachment by thrust 
faulting  due to collision tectonics. Earthquakes in the northeast Himalaya are, however, 

much deeper (0-70 km). The deeper earthquakes (depth > 40 km) are mostly caused by 

transverse tectonics (Kayal, 2008). For example, the 1988 Bihar earthquake Mw 6.8, 

depth ~60 km and the 2011 Sikkim earthquake Mw 6.9, depth ~ 45 km occurred by 

strike-slip mechanism (Kayal et al., 2011, Ravi Kumar et al., 2012).   

The (IBR), on the other hand, is formed by atypical continent-continent 

subduction; earthquakes occur at depth down to 180 km. The shallower (depth <90 km) 

events occur by normal and strike-slip faulting, and the deeper events (depth > 90 km) 

by thrust faulting within the Benioff zone (Rao and Kalpana, 2005). Regional seismic 

tomography reveals deeper (~600 km) subducted structure below the IBR; the Benioff 
zone or the seismic zone is, however, confined to the upper part of the subducted 

structure down to a depth of 180 km only (Koulakov, 2011).  

The Assam Syntaxis zone had been the source zone for the 1950 great 

earthquake, revised Mw 8.4. There had been argument on two types of mechanisms for 

this event, thrust faulting at shallower depth (~ 25 km) and strike slip faulting at deeper 

(~40 km) depth. Geological and geophysical investigations and recent earthquake data, 

however, favour the solution of strike-slip mechanism at the deeper depth, though thrust 

faulting shallower earthquakes also occur in this zone (Kayal, 2008).   

The intraplate Shillong plateau was the source zone for the 1897 great 

earthquake, revised Mw 8.1. The local earthquake data show that the the plateau is 

seismically much active. Pop-up tectonics model has been suggested to explain the 

Shillong plateau earthquakes. Rao and Ravi Kumar (1997) first proposed the pop-up 

tectonics, and suggested that it is facilitated by the four boundary faults around the 

plateau as mentioned above. Bilham and Englad (2001), on the other hand, proposed a 
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boundary fault south of the Brahmaputra fault, named it Oldham fault, and gave a pop-

up tectonic model between the Oldham fault and the Dauki fault. Kayal et al. (2012), 

however, based on local network data suggested the pop-up tectonics between the 

Dapsi thrust (western segment of the Dauki fault system) and the Brahmaputra fault 

which are geologically and seismologically supported. The existence of the Oldham fault 

is much debated (Rajendran et al. 2004, and Tapponnier. P, 2012, Pers. Comm.).  

 

 
Figure 1: Tectonic map of NE India region (modified from Kayal et al., 2010), two great 
earthquakes (Mw > 8.0) and three recent strong earthquakes (Mw > 6.0) are shown by red 
stars, the past large earthquakes (Mw > 7.0) since 1869 are shown in red circles. The known 
convergence boundary faults are shown. The hat type curvilinear line in the Shillong plateau 
shows the intensity XII of the 1897 great earthquake. Strike slip solution of the 1950 great 
earthquake is shown. 

The Kopili fault that separates the Shillong - Mikir plateau is also seismically 

much active (Fig. 1). This fault is identified to be transgressing into the Bhutan Himalaya 

to the northwest (Kayal et al., 2010) and extends to intersect at the junction of the Dauki 

fault and the Naga-Disang thrust to the southeast. This fault generated two large 

earthquakes in the past, the 1869 earthquake, revised Mw 7.4, at the southeast end and 

the 1941 Mw 7.0 earthquake at the centre of the fault (Fig 1). Kayal et al. (2010) argued 

that the 2009 Bhutan earthquake Mw 6.7 occurred at the northeast end of the Kopili 

fault that transgresses into Bhutan Himalaya and intersect with the Main Boundary 

thrust (MBT) (Fig. 1). The most recent 2016 Manipur earthquake Mw 6.7 occurred at the 

southeast end of the Kopili fault where it intersect the junction of the Naga-Disang thrust 

and Dauki fault; the rupture propagation, aftershock trend support this observation 

(Singh, A P, 2016; Pers .Comm.). 

The Bengal basin is adjacent to the NE India region, and much associated with 

its tectonics. This intraplate thick sediment filled basin area has generated two large 

earthquakes, the 1921 Mw 7.0 event at the junction of the Hinge zone and the Dauki 
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fault, and the much devastating 1918 Mw 7.0 earthquake in Srimangal at the transverse 

Sylhet fault (Fig. 1). Most recently Steckler et al. (2016) argued that the Bengal basin 

accumulated enough strain to generate a mega earthquake Mw > 9.0 any time in future. 

I, however, argue that this could be an over estimated magnitude in view of the tectonic 

setting of the region. 
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The Himalayan mountain range is believed to have originated through a collision 

between the Indian and Eurasian plates in the Eocene time. Collision resulted in crustal 

thickening, and isostasy created elevated topography in a region of thickened 

continental crust. This elevation can be seen today, and therefore, an ‘orogen’ today is 

visually easy to identify. Orogens created in the geologic past would, in all likelihood, 

have been eroded. Thus, identifying past orogens in present-day terranes is an exciting 

but formidable challenge. 

In India, the Eastern Ghats Belt is accepted to have been part of an earlier 

supercontinent that collided with the rest of India in the Proterozoic time. The belt is 

characterized by granulite facies rocks that are believed to have been metamorphosed 

as a consequence of the collision. Recent geochronological information suggests the 

granulites of the belt are not coeval; the Eastern Ghats Province, a major component of 

the belt, is the part that is believed to have been continuous with the Rayner Province in 

Antarctica. Specific parts of the province preserve evidence of thermal imprints in the 

late Mesoproterozoic (1200-1000 Ma), and at several times during the Neoproterozoic, 

specifically at 980-930 Ma, 900-650 Ma and 550-500 Ma. During each of the 

Neoproterozoic events deformation accompanied high grade metamorphism. Strain 

during the first Neoproterozoic event was distributed throughout the entire province, 

while both strain and thermal anomalies during the later events were restricted to the 

province boundaries. The western boundary zone of the province is characterized as a 

thrust, with the granulites being emplaced on the craton. However, the precise location 

of the collisional front is itself uncertain, as parts of the granulite belt preserve an 

Archaean granulite signature, with no Proterozoic overprint. The structural and 

metamorphic evidence for a suture, as expected in collisional zones, is not 

unambiguous. On the other hand, the northern boundary with the craton has evidence 

for both thrusting and strike-slip deformation; the latter may significantly post-date the 

former. Unlike the western boundary, the northern contact is sub-vertical; this has been 

further supplemented by gravity studies across the contact. Geophysical studies also 

indicate that a shallow, sub-surface discontinuity separates dense granulites from lower 

density rocks below. This has implications for the geological evolution of the belt, and 

the existence of palaeo-topography in the Eastern Ghats Belt following the granulite 

event. The precise tectonic affiliation of the granulite metamorphism remains 

ambiguous. 
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Out-of-sequence deformation in the Himalaya has been mainly by thrusting. Out-

ofsequence thrusts (OOSTs), usually N/NE dipping foreshear planes, occur inside the 

SubHimalaya (SH), Lesser Himalaya (LH) and Greater Himalayan Crystallines (GHC). 

Where absolute dates are available, the youngest slip within the SH is near the Janauri 

anticline (India) at ~ 1400- 1460 AD, within the LH is the Munsiari Thrust (India) at ~ 1-2 

Ma, and in GHC is the Main Central Thrust Zone in Marsyandi valley (Nepal) during 

Holocene (~ 0.3 ka). Except the Riasi Thrust (Kashmir, India), the Paonta Thrust 

(Himachal Pradesh, India) in the Siwalik, the Tons Thrust (Garhwal region, India) within 

the MCZ Zone, crustal shortening related to OOST in the Himalaya has been 

insignificant. The major litho-/stratigraphic contacts within the SH and the GHC at 

places acted as an OOST. OOST in the SH were detected mainly based on 

geomorphological observations. On the other hand, more quantitative geochronologic 

studies detect ~ 22 Ma up to Holocene OOST in the GHC based on age jump, 

especially within the MCT Zone. Crustal channel flow (specifically for the GHC) and/or 

critical taper model with or without erosion explain the Himalayan OOSTs. Study of out-

of-sequence deformation in collisional terrains is important in the context of seismicity, 

petroleum geoscience and tectonics. Thrusting is the most common manifestation of out 

of sequence deformation in the Himalaya from Pakistan in the west up to Arunachal 

Pradesh (India) in east. Other than faulting, less common mode of out-of-sequence 

deformation in the Himalaya has been fracturing related to earthquakes. Examples from 

India are from Nurpur, Nadha, Kala Amb and Rampur Ganda (Himachal Pradesh), Lal 

Dhang and Ramnagar (Uttarakhand), and Punjab. The vast stretch of Siwalik-, Lesser 

Himalaya (LH) and Greater Himalayan Crystallines (GHC) consist of several out-of-

sequence thrusts (OOSTs) that usually strike NW and dip NE. OOSTs (in the Himalaya) 

have been recognized by (i) they cut across recent sediments, (ii) geomorphic indicators 

e.g. landslides, (iii) trials in cross-section balancing exercises, (iv) disparity in 

geochronologic age across a tectonic plane. The first three techniques have been more 

applied on Siwalik, whereas the fourth method has been worked more profusely in the 

GHC. Some of the OOSTs in Salt Range (Pakistan) and Barsar Thrust and Majhaur 

Thrust in the Indian Siwalik are backthrusts. Rates of crustal shortening related to 

OOSTs usually are trivial compared to Himalayan tectonics. Notwithstanding, the Riasi 

Thrust is an OOST that seems to be accommodated significant crustal shortening. 

OOSTs can either be surface breaking (South Kalijhora Thrust in Darjeeling, India) or 

blind ('SjBt' in Himachal Predesh, India), can have gentle, moderate or steep dip, and 

may have an in-sequene deformation history with or without associated drag folds. Out-
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of-sequence faulting can display oblique slip (Muzaffarabad Fault: Siwalik, Pakistan; 

possibly Garampani-Kathgodam Fault: Siwalik, India), normal faulting (e.g. Singhauli 

Fault in Siwalik: Himachal Pradesh, India; Salt Range: Pakistan), strike slip (Ganga- and 

Yamuna Tear Fault in Siwalik, near Dehradun, India), and significant dip slip component 

(Tamar Khola Thrust, GHC, Nepal). Single OOSTs, such as the Kala Amb Fault, Pinjaur 

Garden Fault, Hajipur Fault (Himachal Pradesh), Munsiary Thrust (Uttarakhand, India), 

and Main Dun Thrust in LH and the Physiographic Transition from the MCT Zone 

(Nepal), on higher resolution reveals more than one strands of coeval/different 

activation timings. The Siwalik Himalaya along the Himalayan trend varies in critical 

taper condition. Intensity of deformation along individual OOST can vary along its 

length, such as the Medlicott-Wadia Thrust and the Main Dun Thrust. Temporal 

variation of slip rate of OOST is also deciphered for the Medlicott-Wadia Thrust, and 

varied slip along the Kathgodam-Garampani Fault. At places in between the Upper- and 

the Lower Siwalik (e.g. Paonta Thrust, Pinjaur Thrust and Nahan/Nalagarh Thrust in 

Himachal Pradesh, Chaura-Marin Thrust in Nepal, South Kalijhora Thrust in Darjeeling, 

India), between the Upper- and the Middle Siwalik (e.g. Soan Thrust in Himachal 

Pradesh, Ramghat Thrust in Arunachal Pradesh, India), between Lower Siwalik and 

alluvium (e.g. NalagarhThrust:L Himachal Pradesh, India), the upper- and the lower LH 

(Bari- Gad Kali -Gandaki Fault), and between the upper GHC and lower GHC 

(Zimithang Thrust in Arunachal Pradesh, India) defines the OOST. Lithological contacts 

in different units of the Himalaya thus favourably acted as the OOST at few places, 

which is common in many other regional shear zones (Gerbi et al. 2015’s review). 

However, such thrusting amongst major lithologic division does not exist everywhere in 

the Siwalik. For example, the structural cross- section along Dun valley does not have 

any thrust between Upper- and Middle, and between the Middle- and the Lower Siwalik 

(see fig. 4 of Thakur and Pandey 2004). Secondly, the Chamuhi Fault (Himachal 

Pradesh, India) developed wholly inside the Upper Siwalik unit. Additionally, due to 

litho-facies variation along the Himalayan trend, not all the major- lithologic/stratigraphic 

contacts can be traced continuously. Finally, the contact between the GHCU and the 

GHCL in Nepal is the pre-India-Eurasia collisional Higher Himalayan Detachment 

(HHD), which is quite different from OOST. OOST within the GHC has been reported 

from 13 or more spot locations in various Himalayan sections. Except few sections, The 

MCT Zone reactivated/acted like OOST as discrete thrusts, deciphered most notably 

from the Marsyandi valley in Nepal. OOSTs of unconstrained mechanisms exist as the 

contact between domes/windows ansklippens with GHC and LH. The deepest 

exhumation of the hanging wall block of the OOST in GHC has been around Kakhtang. 

OOST in GHC links in a complicated way with the deformation of the GHC and also the 

LH, and spans ~ 22 Ma up to the Holocene. OOST in the GHC has been deciphered 

noting (significant) age jump of rocks across the Himalayan trend. However, the jump 

has also been explained by duplexing mechanism. Secondly, whether any age jump 
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really exists has also been questioned. Whether duplexing was followed by OOST has 

remained uncertain. While Robert et al. (2011) and Grandin et al. (2012) almost 

negated OOST in the GHC, Kohn et al. (2001) from an alternate petrologic study 

supported the OOST activity within the GHC. One would expect higher shear strain near 

the OOST in Siwalik, SH and GHC. Such a quantitative study is yet to be undertaken. 

However, even if higher strain is obtained near a tectonic plane/zone, it cannot act as 

an independent proof for OOST. This is because pre- Himalayan/pre-Collisional ductile 

shearing (as in Montomoli et al. 2013) might be the other possibility. Erosion and crustal 

shortening during channel flow can produce age jump in the GHC, hence can explain 

OOST in GHC (Beaumont et al. 2007). On the other hand, Mukherjee et al. (2012) 

analogue modeled GHC's channel flow, same as restricted channel flow of Wang et al.’s 

(2013) and Hollister and Grujic’s (2006) mechanism, where OOST generated without 

any erosion of the extruded material. Whether OOST can form for a weak channel flow 

in some Himalayan section is yet to be explored though models. OOST can also be 

explained easily by critical taper mechanism with or without enhanced erosion. Recent 

finding of OOST of STDSU indicates more complicated tectonics of the GHC(Mukherjee 

2015). 

 
Reference:  
Mukherjee S. 2015. A review on out-of-sequence deformation in the Himalaya. In: 

Mukherjee S, Carosi R, van der Beek P, Mukherjee BK, Robinson D (Eds) Tectonics of 

the Himalaya. Geological Society, London. Special Publications 412, 67-109. 
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In the Himalayan foreland- propagating fold-thrust system the Main Boundary 

Thrust (MBT) and Himalayan Frontal Thrust (HFT) bound Himalayan front is 

neotectonically active and is locus of surface rupture during great earthquakes 

accommodating one third of active convergence during Late Quaternary period. Further 

the MBT-HFT wedge is also undergoing deformation leading to the active faulting within 

the wedge. These active structures are mostly expressed in the form of geomorphic 

signatures covered with Late Quaternary sediments fluvial and piedmont sediments and 

landform. the structural expression preserved in these landform act as repository to the 

past earthquakes. A broad aspect of the same shall be discussed with some case study 

from the in Himalayan front. 
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Foreland sediments indicate direct sediment sourced from an evolving orogeny. 

Study of detrital zircon age spectra to the foreland successions from the northeastern 

and northwestern Himalaya reveals and constrains tectonic evolution of the orogeny. 

We focus on the synorogenic Paleogene-Neogene sediments of the Assam 

foreland basin which were derived by erosion of adjacent crustal and orogenic sources 

following Greater India-Eurasia collision since ~55 Ma. To constrain source sediment 

influx, and its relation to Himalayan tectonics, from pre- to post-collision time, detrital 

zircon U–Pb geochronology and their Hf isotopic compositions were carried out. The 

varying detrital zircon spectral patterns analyzed from the Paleogene Jaintia, Barail and 

Neogene Surma and Tipam Groups, with sediment petrography, track source sediment 

derived from cratonic India, Gangdese and eastern Transhimalayan batholiths and the 

eastern Himalaya. These sources are tested against Cenozoic paleopositions proposed 

for the northeastward motion of the Indian plate.  

We compare the detrital zircon age patterns with the coeval foreland from the 

Subhimalaya of NW India which exposes a well-developed marine to continental 

foreland sequence preserving sediments shed from the tectonically evolving Cenozoic 

Himalayan orogeny. The Subathu sub-basin is comprised of the basal marine Subathu 

Formation followed by continental deposits of the Dagshai, Kasauli and Siwalik 

Formations. From the NW Himalayan sequences, we infer that differences in the 

continental sediment detritus into the foreland basin reflect a straightforward sediment 

mixture of variable proportions from fixed Himalayan lithotectonic sources which 

progressively shifted towards the foreland with development of the orogeny. 
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USE OF ELASTIC PROPERTIES FOR RESERVOIR 
CHARACTERIZATION 
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The drivers for enhanced reservoir characterization of oil and gas reservoirs 

relate to enhanced productivity of hydrocarbons.  To achieve this goal, it is important to 

integrate geological, well-logs and seismic data to understand the fairways or the sweet 

spots in the reservoir which are characterized by favourable lithology, petro-physical 

properties and hydrocarbon saturation. 

As the P-wave impedance is affected by factors such as lithology, porosity, 

density, shaliness, pore-pressure, confining pressure, temperature,  anisotropy and the 

composition of hydrocarbons; it is imperative to look into more rock properties such as 

Vp/Vs ratio, Poisson ratio and density of the reservoir rock. To separate out the effects 

of lithology, porosity, shaliness, nature of hydrocarbon fluids and pore pressure, the 

acquisition and integration of elastic well-logs and multi-component seismic data (This is 

more easily done onland than offshore) may be helpful. The study of elastic well-logs 

along with the well testing data can throw light on the P-Wave, S-Wave velocities, 

VP/VS ratio, Poisson ratio and the diagenetic trend of the reservoir zones. The  

understanding derived from the study of elastic well-logs keyed into the results of the 

pre-stack seismic inversion of seismic data with adequate offsets and azimuth along 

with the geologic facies information derived from high resolution sequence stratigraphy 

can help identify the fairways and thereby optimizing the number of wells drilled for the 

field development. 
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India is responsible for about 4.5% of global greenhouse gas emission and is the 

world’s third largest CO2 emitting country. In December 2015, the Paris agreement was 

adopted by 185 nations including India to restraint the rise in global temperature due to 

CO2 emission. One of the beneficial ways to mitigate climate change effect due to CO2 
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is capturing and injecting anthropogenic CO2into subsurface geologic formations under 

suitable conditions so that it remains safe underground.  

This work summarizes the adverse effects of continuing rise in CO2 emission and 

the possibility of CO2geosequestrationin various geological formations such as saline 

aquifers, uneconomical coal seams, hydrocarbon reservoirs, basalt formations, deep 

ocean formations, etc. Each geologic formation has its own benefits and challenges 

which has been discussed here, and suitable geologic formations are recommended 

based on the lesson learned from carbon capture and storage projects throughout the 

world. In response to Paris declaration, the role of India for climate change mitigation 

through CO2geosequestration is also discussed. 
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The role of geophysical methods in coal prospecting and mining is well proven. 

However, in practice the methods, may be with an exception of geophysical well-

logging, are not receiving due attention. Given an opportunity by the Singareni Collieries 

Company Limited (SCCL) to work in their problem blocks and to demonstrate further 

efficacy of geophysical methods we conducted mainly surface gravity and magnetic 

surveys supported by seismic refraction and electrical resistivity measurements in 

Koyagudem Block. 

The Koyagudem Block is a typical sub-basin – one among the many formed 

along the western margin of the Lower Godavari Gondwana basin. It is located on the 

highway, midway between Yellandu and Kothaguden and is shaped and defined by, 

mainly  the post-Gondwana tectonics and metamorphism leading to silicification of 

some of the sandstone horizons. Sporadic exploratory drilling by SCCL led to identifying 

coal occurrences at depths varying from 20m to 200m but with unpredictable lateral 

continuity due to numerous faults and also in the depth direction due to varying 

basement and lithology. 

Four gravity and magnetic traverses- two in near E-W direction and two in near 

N-S direction were laid  for varying lengths of 2km to 6km and station interval kept at 

50m generally but reduced to 10m at places of interest so that the entire block is 

covered for shallower and deeper information. Along one E-W traverse electrical 
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resistivity and seismic refraction surveys were also conducted to obtain control for 

refining the gravity and magnetic interpretation. 

Analysis of gravity gradients and magnetic data along all the four profiles led to 

preparing a structural map defining the configuration of Koyagudem sub-basin. Fourier 

spectrum analysis of the gravity data helped in identifying window length and spacing of 

data points suitable for tracing the coal seam in the lateral and depth direction. These 

results were verified with the drilling data at a few locations provided for comparison by 

SCCL.  Subsequent to these investigations the SCCL had started mining activity in this 

Koyagudem Block. 

 
VERY LOW FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS: 
THEORY AND ADVANCEMENT IN INTERPRETATION TECHNIQUES 
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The Very Low Frequency (VLF) electromagnetic method is a popular plane wave 

electromagnetic (EM) method to map the shallow geological conductors in large scale 

due to its low cost and fast survey speed. The VLF method uses high powered and long 

vertical transmitters as a source of primary field. These transmitters are located around 

coastal areas worldwide and used for long distance marine communication as well as 

communication with submarines. Accordingly these transmitters operate on the lower 

frequency band (15-30 kHz) in comparison to the high and very high frequencies 

(several hundred kHz to GHz range) used in radio, television and mobile signals. 

Signals transmitted from these transmitters travel a long distance and can be detected 

several thousand km away. At sufficiently long distance these signals acts like plane 

electromagnetic waves. Due to low frequency these signals diffuses into the Earth’s 

subsurface and electromagnetic induction takes place in subsurface conductors. On the 

Earth surface amplitude and phases of two orthogonal magnetic field components as 

well as one electric field component are measured and transformed into real, imaginary 

components, apparent resistivity and phase anomaly. To interpret the VLF 

electromagnetic data two types of interpretation procedure has been developed namely 

qualitative, and quantitative. Qualitative approaches are faster than quantitative 

techniques and provide the apparent/ equivalent current density distribution of the earth 

subsurface whereas quantitative approaches will provide the true resistivity distribution 

of the subsurface. The approach is used for mineral, groundwater and other shallow 

depth investigation. The presentation will focus on theory, applications and advances 

made in the quantitative interpretation of VLF data over 2D and 3D subsurface 

structure. 
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Since the era of exploring easy oil/gas is almost over, industry looks forward for 

the exploration of hydrocarbons in sub-volcanic Mesozoic sediments where more than 

50% oil has been found globally. A vast tract of western India (both onshore & offshore) 

has been covered by volcanic rock that has made conventional techniques incapable of 

probing such sediments due to inherent limitations. We have provided solution to this 

challenge by wide-angle seismic experiment, and delineated large-wavelength velocity 

structure in the Kutch, Saurashtra and Tapti basins using traveltime tomography of 

wide-angle seismic data. However, these models lack in structural details. It is the 

computationally intensive full-waveform inversion (FWI) that can exploit the entire 

seismic data (traveltime, amplitude, frequency, phase etc) and provide still finer details. 

We shall demonstrate the application of FWI to both the theoretical and field data. We 

have observed that for successful FWI, we need a very good starting model, preferably 

the traveltime tomography model, and the inversion should be carried out from very a 

low frequency upward. 

 
GEOCHEMISTRY OF AURIFEROUS QUARTZ CARBONATE VEINS, 

AJJANAHALLI OROGENIC GOLD DEPOSITS, DHARWAR CRATON; 
IMPLICATION TO THE SOURCE OF GOLD MINERALIZING FLUIDS 
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Goldfarb and Groves (2015) have suggested the most possible source of fluids 

responsible for the gold mineralising fluids for the orogenic gold deposits world-wide is 

metamorphic devolatilisation during slab melting in the subduction zones based upon 

the field, tectonic setting, and different types of isotope data. However, such a scenario 

has not been verified geochemically. In this work, we examine the possibility of such a 

scenario by geochemical studies in the Ajjanahalli Orogenic gold deposits, Dharwar 

Craton. 
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Orogenic gold deposits world-wide are intimately associated with or hosted in 

quartz carbonate veins (QCVs) irrespective of host rocks they get emplaced. Hence, the 

source/origin of fluids responsible for these QCVs emplacement will also reveal the  

source/origin of gold mineralizing fluids. Therefore, geochemical studies of REEs and 

HFSEs in the auriferous QCVs  in the BIF hosted Neoarcahean Ajjanahalli gold deposit, 

Dharwar Craton has been done to constrain the source of auriferous fluids.   

The contribution of by slab melting, can be verified by studying the covariation of 

Ba/Th, Th/Nb, U/Nb, Th/La, Th/Nd and chondrite normalized La/Sm ratio (Orozco-

Esquival et al. 2007). Fluids generated by slab melting/dehydration during subduction 

process results in the positive correlation of these elemental ratios (Orozco-Esquival et 

al. 2007) However, the auriferous QCVs of Ajjanhalli gold deposit show poor correlation 

amongst these elemental ratios indicating lack of any contribution from sediment 

devolatilisation or slab melting during subduction. Therefore, this indicates that the fluids 

responsible for the emplacements of QCVs have not been contributed by slab 

melting/dehydration/ during metamorphic devolatilisation. Such as observation is 

consistent the stable isotope composition of the QCVs  which suggested a juvenile 

source of the auriferous fluids for the Ajjanahlli gold deposit (Sarangi et al.,2012). 

Therefore, fluids for the orogenic gold deposit of Ajjanhalli have not been generated by 

metamorphic devolatilisation of pre-existing greenstone belts volcano-sedimentary 

rocks as thought earlier (Paul and Mishra 2004; Kolb et al.,2004).  
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RED SEA SPREADING EFFECTS ALONG THE SW MARGIN OF 
SAUDI ARABIA – GEOPHYSICAL INSIGHT 

 

MANOJ MUKHOPADHYAY* 

King Saud University, Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 

 

The west coast of Saudi Arabia is ~1900 km long that evolved as a result of breakup of 

Arabia from Nubia where the Red Sea opened ~32 Ma. The Cenozoic volcanic fields 

were produced in Arabia in a wide strip parallel to the Red Sea coast in extensive lava 

fields (called the harrats). The harrats and other volcanic structures are broadly grouped 

as the Large Igneous Province (LIP) in Saudi Arabia. The Mecca-Madinah-Nafud 

Volcanic Line (MMNL) formed within the LIP is traceable for 600+ km where volcanism 

is evidenced from 28 Ma - present. Both seismicity and volcanism in western Arabia 

have been related to continuing spreading under the Red Sea axial trough located 

typically 100-120 km away from the coast and resultant lithospheric upwelling. Here we 

look for geophysical evidences on the effects of Red Sea spreading in a continental 

environment; this is best described from three segments in SW Saudi Arabia: (1) Harrat 

Lunayyir (HL) near the SW coast, (2) MMNL in central part and (3) southern Red Sea 

bordering the Farasan Islands. 

(1)  Most recent seismicity under HL was the 2009 earthquake swarm where 30,000 

events originated in a time span of two years containing largest event of mb 5.4. 

The swarm posed a potential threat for magmatic intrusion and dyking to the 

surface. This resulted in large scale evacuation of local residents by the Saudi 

authority. An analysis of LANDSAT 8 images proves useful in charting the spatial 

configuration of the lava flows under the HL where three generation of lava flows 

are found within a small area of ≤ 20 km radius circumventing the swarm epicenter 

zone.  

 Analysis of the relocated hypocenters for the 2009 HL swarm reveals: (i) the basic 

pattern in magnitude distribution of the swarm events in the range of 3.0 >ML > 5.4      

during the initial 120-190 Julian days, (ii) Temporal distribution of b-values when       

the swarm activity was at its zenith, (iii) b-value character within 2-18 km focal      

zone in a crustal seismic section below the HL, (iv) characterization of the swarm:      

Gaussian distribution in the cumulative number of events, magnitude versus event      

population, depth distribution of events and peak-period Magnitude Completeness     

(Mc) of the swarm events and finally (v) Coulomb stress distribution pattern      

associated with the main shock of the swarm constrained by four time-dependent     

situations: foreshock and aftershock epicenters, foreshock hypocenters, and    

aftershock hypocenters. Results demonstrate the effect of inflation and deflation of     

the magmatic reservoir pressure conditions in correspondence to normal fault 

zones and the ambient stress field imparted from the Red Sea spreading.  
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     Qualitative interpretation of aeromagnetic anomalies mapped illustrates how the      

regionally-extensive NW-striking anomalies correlate to the Great Dykes of Red 

Sea origin crossing HL and how are they locally intercepted by HL Swarm 

Epicenter Zone  (HLSEZ). Joint 3-D inversion of magnetic and gravity data are 

next applied for quantifying the subsurface anomalous mass to a depth of 15 km in 

correspondence to the two arms of HLSEZ. Inversion results infer magmatic 

intrusion, of low magnetic susceptibility, at eastern HL locality extending vertically 

from ~1.5 km altitude to its bottom edge at ~15 km depth. Source zone geometry 

for the residual gravity field, constrained by the available 1D P-wave velocity 

model, points towards a mass deficit zone up to intermediate crustal depth 

(>15km) under western parts of the HL that probably acts as the seat of a magma 

reservoir. Relocated hypocenter depths of the HLSEZ locate intrinsically within the 

harrat reservoir.  

 

 A High-Precision Repeat Gravity (HPRG) monitoring program has been 

undertaken for the HL for subsurface imaging of the source zone of the magmatic 

reservoir using a set of 25 Gravity Benchmark Stations (GBM) distributed in a 

radial direction over the epicenter zone. FGL Absolute Gravity measurements at 

King Saud University Riyadh done over the last 5 years are used for Gravity Base 

tie for HPRG field surveys. 

(2) Morphometric analysis is done to establish the basic characteristics for 87 sizeable 

scoria cones belonging to MMNL and adjacent harrats by using ASTER GDEMs, 

Arc GIS 92 and Surfer 9.0 for parameters: Cone Height (HCO), Cone Basal 

Diameter (WCO), Crater Diameter (WCR), average Cone Slope angle (S), HCO/WCO, 

WCO/WCR, HCO/WCO versus slope and slope angle versus HCO/WCO and Cone 

Volume covering the life-span of LIP. Crater diameter to Cone basal diameter ratio 

for MMNL varies from 0.32 to 0.41. River Drainage Network is wider eastward for 

the harrat Rahat, concentric for harrats in Kishb-Hadan-Buqum, but it is drastically 

different for the older Hadan Volcanic Field (~ 28 Ma). 

(3) Initial results on crustal configuration below the Arabian shield and its transition 

towards the southern Red Sea came from IRIS deep seismic experiment done by 

USGS in 1983. The crustal transition between the typical continental to oceanic 

crust supposedly occurs along the border of the Asir Mountains under the Hizaz-

Asir Escarpment (HAE). The latter is characterized by large elevation variation 

(from 45 – 2700 m) and gravity anomaly changes (Free-air: -30 to +220 mgal, 

Bouguer: +22 to -175 mgal). Significant change in the trend of regression relation 

between the elevation and gravity anomalies occurs at ~400m threshold of 

elevation across the pediment of the Asir Mountains -- at about 45 km inland of the 

shoreline. 2D-gravity modeling constrained by two seismic shot points from IRIS 

profile across HAE provide evidences for the seaward margin of the Tertiary mafic 
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crust below sediment cover of the Asir pediment that refers to the 400 m threshold 

of elevation. Here the thinned continental crust coincides with a prominent seismic 

reflector at about 22 km depth where the Moho shows an anomalous uplift (from 

22-10 km depth) under HAE bordering the Red Sea rift architecture. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

* Study supported by Vice-Rectorate for Graduate Studies & Research – ISPP, King 

Saud University 
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We are able to decipher the tectonic evolution of the Bay of Bengal, a puzzle 

which has not been satisfactorily solved in the past, and we are also able to shed new 

light on origin of the buried 85°E Ridge. We do so by incorporating a number of 

disparate items into a unified solution. These items are the marine magnetic anomalies 

in the Western Basin of the Bay of Bengal, the Rajmahal and Sylhet traps, and Deep 

Seismic Sounding lines in India, a prominent magnetic anomaly doublet and seismic 

Seaward Dipping Reflectors in Bangladesh, and a new precise gravity map of the Bay 

of Bengal. We identify seafloor-spreading magnetic anomalies ranging in age from 

132 Ma (M12n) to 120 Ma (M0) in the Western Basin. These anomalies are “one sided”; 

the conjugate anomalies lie in the Western Enderby Basin, off East Antarctica. The 

direction of spreading was approximately NW-SE, and the half-spreading rates varied 

from 2.5 to 4.0 cm/yr. With the arrival of the Kerguelen plume around M0 time, seafloor 

spreading was reorganized and a new spreading axis opened at or close to the line 

joining the Rajmahal and Sylhet traps. The prominent magnetic anomaly doublet 

connecting the Rajmahal and Sylhet traps indicates that these traps are not individual 

eruptions at about 118 Ma, but rather, together, define the new line of opening. 

Spreading started at this line, and subsequently, India changed direction from west to 

north. The new oceanic crust, thus generated, underlies Bangladesh and the Eastern 

Basin of the Bay of Bengal and is younger than 118 Ma. The western boundary of the 

new ocean floor is a transform fault, which was generated by the spreading axis jump. 

This transform fault appears as the 85°E Ridge, and further north, on land, as a 

negative free-air gravity anomaly strip. A unique feature of the northern boundary of the 
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new oceanic crust is that due to the later deposition of enormous sediments derived 

from the Himalayan orogeny, it lies onshore Bangladesh, in contrast to most continent-

ocean boundaries in the world, which lie offshore. 
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Gas hydrates are ice-like crystalline form of water and mainly methane gas. It is 

found in shallow sediments of outer continental margins and in the permafrost regions 

at low temperature and high pressure environment. Gas hydrates are considered as 

potential source of future energy resource. In general, the presence of gas hydrate is 

identified on the seismic data by mapping the base of the hydrated sediment, which is 

called as bottom simulating reflector (BSR). BSR is a pressure and temperature 

dependent physical boundary between hydrate (above) and water (below) saturated 

sediments, provides valuable information about geothermal gradient and heat flow over 

a region. BSR in Andaman is characterized by very low geothermal gradient (~10-44 
oC/km) and heat flow compared to KG and Mahanadi basin. High resolution 2D and 3D 

multichannel seismic data have been used to delineate the BSRs in Krishna Godavari 

(KG), Mahanadi and Andaman offshore basins. Simultaneously, identified BSRs are 

characterised using coring and well logging measurements. Results shows different 

characteristics of gas hydrate depositions in KG, Mahanadi and Andaman offshore 

basins. In KG basin, gas hydrate are distributed as lenses, noodles, massive and 

fracture in-fill form in clay dominated sediments. However, in Mahanadi basin, gas 

hydrate are distributed in sand dominated channel fill and levees (less pronounced 

sand). One of the deepest gas hydrate deposit found in the sediment of Andaman 

offshore is dominated by volcanic ash. Presence of gas hydrates in sediment increases 

the seismic velocity and resistivity with respect to the water saturated host sediments. 

This enhancement in velocity can be translated into saturation of gas hydrate in the 

sediment using rock physics modelling and velocity porosity relationship. The resistivity 

anomaly is utilized to estimate gas hydrate saturation using Archie's empirical relation. 

Estimated gas hydrate saturations are site specific and shows moderate to low values. 

To know the aerial and vertical extent of gas hydrate saturation, acoustic impedance 

inversion performed on seismic data and inverted impedance is translated to gas 

hydrate saturation. 
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Near about the middle of the 20th Century, definition of exploration had been 

radically transformed in its definition, field procedures & methods. “Exploration”, 

indispensable for mineral exploitation ventures, became mandatory owing to near-

exhaustion of the clues to the presence of surface showings of the sub-terraneam 

orebodies to ensure continued supply of mineral resources to maintain the modern 

standard of living of human civilization of the rising population. In its modern concept, 

mineral exploration is considered “the effort to find and acquire a maximum number of 

new economic mineral deposits or orebody with a minimum cost in a minimum amount 

of time (Bryant, Donald G., 1972)”. Inclusion of the terms time and cost is significant to 

bring exploration in the ambit of industry. As a result, it has become competitive with the 

industry in terms of expenditure and duration of any exploration programme. Therefore, 

search for remotely-located or deeply-buried sub-surface deposits and their exploration 

has to be cheaply and within stipulated time limit.   

For keeping these two parameters in mind, it’s necessary to select a favourable 

area or a region as we know it well that ore can be found most simply and cheaply if you 

know where to look for it. Traditionally, guides to ore were the primary clues and they 

will remain so to locate favourable mineral-bearing sites. Therefore, one of the mining 

geologist’s first aim is to discern ore guides, especially the practical ore guides for 

unexplored areas. In addition, there are a number of regional guides for the selection of 

regions for large-scale exploration exercise. Passing reference will be made on these 

guides to ore.  

New Approach: To obviate risk of high expenditure on regional exploration, the 

innovative concept of metallogeny, although enunciated by De Launay in 1923, began 

its upward trajectory in 1960s and integrated with global tectonics for preparing geologic 

models for regional exploration. Such integrated models have provided new tools and 

technologies for dampened mineral exploration industry during 1960s world over to bail 

out the confidence of explorationists to successfully search remotely-located and sub-

surface ore deposits. As detailed description of the concept of metallogeny cannot be 

spelt out here because of time limitations, it may suffice to say that the conceptual study 

of genetic or environmental factors, responsible for the concentration of valuable 

minerals in the earth’s crust such a study has become essential exercise for regional 

exploration. Metallogeny and plate tectonics go together to develop deterministic 
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models – a model in which we know all the parameters quite well, but this is not always 

the case. We may, however, consider these aspects in somewhat more details during 

presentation.  

Procedures of Investigations: In the first instance, pre-requisite of a successful 

exploration programme involves selection of favourable regions for ore search, which is 

usually divided into four stages: regional appraisal, detailed reconnaissance of 

favourable areas, detailed surface appraisal of target area, and three-dimensional 

sampling and preliminary evaluation. The increase in favourability, accompanying a 

successful programme, usually results in a reduction in size of the favourable areas so 

chosen.   

 For appraisal during different stages, four methods or procedures are available: 

(1) Prospect examination, (2) “Elephant country” approach, (3) Saturation prospecting, 

and (4) the model or concept-oriented programme. These will be briefly discussed and 

the exploration need of ore deposit models, viz. genetic, combined magnetic-tectonics-

metallogenetic and plate tectonic, will be precisely discussed.  

The Models: The most detailed and integrated models for ore deposits that are 

designed for the concept-based programmes, best suited for large-scale (regional) 

exploration, have essentially been in vogue since 1950s. These are based on concept, 

or model, which is essentially a multiple-working hypothesis or model. The different 

parameters, or features of the model, aid in the selection and proper sequencing of the 

available search techniques of geology, geophysics, geochemistry, remote sensing & 

geostatistics. Features described in the model include geologic distribution, 

metallogeny, rock-types, geochemical or trace element dispersion, ore distribution 

(conceptualized) in the horizontal & the vertical realms, and the geophysical responses 

which are anomalous. Anomalies related to orebodies are sought & distinguished from 

others, not related to ore. The primary objective is to discover economically workable 

deposits. These methods permit rapid, inexpensive reconnaissance of large areas, if 

applicable to measurements of the model based on the derived geotechnical data. The 

targets so set forth are then followed by pitting, trenching & drilling – the latter is most 

discriminating and expensive and must be used only in the last stages of target 

definition.  

Quite a few studies on preparing genetic models have been carried out by 

research students and the author for a number of investigations of orebodies, namely of 

wolframite chromite, wollastonite and rare metals. Case history of one or two will be 

presented to show the way how approach to designing ore deposit genetic models can 

be made to serve as an example for the proposed sought for new deposit.   

Other Tasks of a Mining Geologist: Apart from field exploration, there are some 

other tasks that an explorationist has to perform such as to determine presence of ore 

at depth, depiction of lab. models, valuation of prospect for investment of funds on the 

property, and also to sell or purchase the property; amenability of ore to treatment, to 
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tackle engineering and hydro-geological problems, geological work at operating mine, 

valuation of abandoned mine for reopening – a few more. Each topic constitutes an 

instructional exercise & these formerly had been by passed in the class-room but are 

now most demanding.  

Ending up, it is to be emphasised that  the quality of students and education have 

to be relevant for the growth of exploration technologies, for own professional career, for 

usefulness to the mineral industry, special techniques of ore search & orebody 

investigations have to be taught both theoretically as well as field-based parameters.  
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Estimation of cutoff grade (fractional assay) in mining is crucial for profit 

maximization. But is a very complex problem both in static and dynamic modeling. A 

high cutoff induces lower profits as less ore material can be extracted whereas a low 

cutoff also induces lower profits as a much larger quantity of lower grade ore and waste 

materials of little sale value have to be handled which increases the cost of mining and 

processing. As the life of mine is usually of the order of 15 years or more, all profits 

must be reduced to net present value (NPV) for economic comparisons and decisions. 

Static model assumes time-invariant geological and economic random variables (rv.s) 

or random vectors needing simpler statistical analysis (Sahu,2005), whereas dynamic 

modeling is realistic and require them to time-varying that need very complex time 

series analysis (Sahu, 2003).The fractional assay values, x, are known to have log-

Normal probability density function(pdf) in independent samples/blocks (Ahrens, 

1954;Sahu,2003,2005, 2013) and hence all statistical estimation and tests are made on 

ln(x) basis for static as well as dynamic models. 
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Under static model the geological characteristics of mineral resource, spatial 

distribution of assay values, probability density function (pdf) of fractional assays, x (0 

<x<1), in ores/rocks measured on independent REV samples/blocks and economic 

variables such as sale price(s/ton) and production cost (c/ton) are considered time-

invariants but under dynamic modeling these are considered to be time-varying. The 

optimal cutoff grade x(CO) can be obtained by statistical risk analysis, x(BR) 

(Sahu,2005) where the sale of additional low grade ore below break-even grade, x(B), is 

balanced by cost of not mining the material from minimum assay, x min, or zero assay 

upto the optimal cutoff grade, x(CO) , which equals x(BR) value. Under dynamic 

modeling, the cutoff grade equation have to be linearised by log transformation of (1- 

x(C)), (1- x (B) or X(BR)), sale price (s/ton) and production cost (c/ton)and criterion 

variable can be predicted using linear regression equation. Forecasted values of the 

predictors from the concerned model parameters (Sahu, 2003) are then used as inputs 

to above regression equation. Optimal cutoff grade, x (CO), is time-step specific and/or 

block specific and cannot be globally valid. Therefore, general solution to optimal grade, 

x(CO), under dynamic analysis cannot be made. 

In summary, cutoff grade(fractional assay) in minerals resources, x(C), involves 

many complexly interrelated geological; spatial distributional; probability density 

function(pdf), (ln(x) is known to be Gaussian; and highly volatile economic factors such 

as sale price (s/ton) and production cost (c/ton). Cutoff grade is greatly important in 

mining as it determines decision on blocks of value to mine for profits or to be left in situ 

without mining as waste thereby saving mining cost. Cutoff grade, x(C), is a random 

variable which should be estimated for each mineable block and for each time-interval 

of operation/accounting. Static modeling assumes these random variables are time-

invariant which yields simpler solutions. Dynamic modeling are realistic yielding better 

profits but their solution include complex time series modeling and forecasting as the 

inputs are time-varying random variables/ random vectors. 

Optimal cutoff grade, x(CO), yielding maximum profits in any time-step and/or for 

any block, lies in the range: minimum grade to breakeven grade ( without (x(B) or with 

statistical risk, x(BR)). Minimum grade, x min, can be estimated as exp [mean – 3 

(sigma)], where the mean and standard deviation (sigma) can be calculated on ln(x) pdf 

being Normal/Gaussian. Break-even grade, x(B), depends on the ratio (c/s) and x(BR) 

can be estimated and this value may same as the desired x(CO). Optimal cutoff grade, 

x(CO) is to be estimated for each mineable block and for each time-step of 

operation/accounting under dynamic modeling approach in order to maximize the 

overall profits. Dynamic models for estimation of x(CO) is necessary and recommended 

for mining precious metals and gemstones such as Pt, Au, REE, U and Diamonds, 

these minerals possess extremely volatile sale values. 
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Mining and mineral sector is one of the core and important sectors of economy of 

any country which provides basic raw materials to many important industries. In India, 

the mining sector contribute about 2.4% of GDP in 2014-15 as per Central Statistical 

Office. It is pertinent to recall that the mining sector recorded a negative growth of 0.6% 

in the year 2011-12 and 2012–13 which was mainly due to policy paralysis and the 

mining activities were stalled owing to court cases, environmental regulatory& land 

acquisition issues.  To remove the drawback in policies, Govt. of India amended Mines 

& Mineral Development Rule (MMDR) Act in 2015.  

 
Amended MMDR Act 2015  
The amendment in MMDR–2015, which is the regulatory mechanism in the mineral 

sector, removed discretion by instituting auction to be sole method of grant of major 

mineral concessions and, thereby bringing in greater transparency in method of 
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allotment. A minor amendment has been incorporated again in the year 2016 for 

defining lease area and to allow transfer of captive lease, which have not been acquired 

through auction. As concessions are being available through systematic and 

transference process auctioning by state Govt. it is now also mandatory to complete 

exploration before grant of mining concession. Another new type of concession is now 

introduced as PL–cum-ML apart from Mining lease. The Government has also decided 

to enhance exploration by providing adequate funds through National Mineral 

Exploration Trust (NMET).  

 

Necessary legislative changes in enabling the auction of mineral blocks under the 

MMDR-2015 have also been made, which includes:  

- Mineral (Auction) rule, 2015 

- Mineral (Evidence of Mineral Content Rule) 2015  

- National Mineral Exploration Trust (NMET) Rules 2015.  

- Funding Exploration project through NMET  

- District mineral Fund (DMF) Rules, 2015  

- Mineral (Mining by Govt. Company) Rule, 2015  

- National Mineral Exploration Policy for fixing National Mineral Exploration Priorities.  

 
Government of India also formulated ‘Model’ tender document to facilitate the 

State Govt. to expedite the auction process. Further, handholding of support was also 

provided for implementation of auctions of Mining lease and PLs–cum- MLs by team of 

GSI, IBM, MECL, MSTC, SBICAP and MECON to further assist in crucial activities of 

auctioning.  

 
Impetus on Exploration 

There is a progressive decline in the availability of non–bulk surface deposits, on 

account of exploitation of all known deposits, which has sustained the human civilization 

over several millenniums, it has become imperative world over to look for deep seated 

mineral resources and also intensifying exploration in the country for meeting the ever 

growing need of the industry.  

Traditionally, India’s exploration spend has been low compared to other mining 

economies. India accounts for only 0.4 percent of the world exploration budget. Further, 

only 11 companies have planned exploration activity in India. India needs to increase its 

exploration spend to keep reserve development in line with production. To address the 

issue in mineral exploration, Government has also notified a National Mineral 

Exploration Policy.  

To encourage Mineral Exploration in the country, a National Mineral Exploration 

Trust (NMET) has been created. Every production mine shall pay a sum equivalent of 

2% of the royalty paid in terms of the second schedule to the concerned State Govt. 

The State Government shall transfer the amount in NMET. The reforms in Mineral 
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sector will result into acceleration of mineral exploration which will in term make 

available more block for auctioning by state Governments.  

 

Role of MECL  
Mineral Exploration Corporation Ltd (MECL) has been identified as a “Nodal Agency” for 

mineral exploration under National Mineral Exploration Trust by Govt. of India. Aligning 

pace with new initiatives, MECL has taken up exploration in number of blocks so that 

availability of block for auction increases. It has also signed “Tripartite Agreement” with 

all mineral rich States for smooth exploration activities in their States.  

Further, MECL is also entering in the greenfield exploration activities in which 

modern techniques of exploration including survey through UHV will be carried out. 

Looking to such massive work of exploration, MECL is also modernizing its all vertical of 

exploration including survey, geophysical work, drilling technology, chemical studies 

and ore body modelling. 

 
INTERPRETATION OF GEOPHYSICAL EXPLORATION DATA FOR 

MINERALS BY INVERSION TECHNIQUES AND MODELLING 
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E-mail: bimalism@gmail.com 

 
In geophysical exploration for minerals, the signal measured is the response of 

the target superimposed with noise. A target embedded in a homogeneous medium 

having contrasting physical property of density, susceptibility, conductivity or resistivity 

and chargeability, under favourable subsurface conditions gives significant geophysical 

signature. Then, in a general short of way, it can be stated that the response (R) of the 

target is a function of the corresponding field (F) to which it is subjected to, dimension 
(D) of the target, physical property contrast (PPC) and the geometrical factor (GF) 

(Bhattacharya and Shalivahan, 2016; Ward and Rogers, 1967). Represented 

mathematically, it is: 

R = (F) (D) (PPC) (GF) 
In field measurements, however, noise (N) caused by the geological and 

topographic environment as well as orientation errors is superimposed over the 

response. The measured signal is, therefore, R + N.  The challenge in exploration 

geophysics, therefore, is the process of filtering the noise to decipher the 

uncontaminated response (R) of the target so that a subsurface model close to actual is 

realised. 

This article restricted mainly to the electrical property of resistivity/conductivity as 

it is used extensively in ore zone investigation. It may not be out of place to reproduce a 
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part from the book by Bhattacharya and Shalivahan (2016, Chapter 10). “The term ore 
zone means the aggregate deposit genetically related to massif of igneous rock 

exposed to the surface or located close to the surface. It is the aggregate genetically 

related to the ore with relatively close grouping directly related to its structure”. Then, 

there can be zones that are genetically similar with magmatic ore complex having unit 

source, thermodynamic condition of hydrothermal fluid and other related factors. The 

shape of the ore zone depends as well on the structural element segment of the ore 
zone controlling the position of the individual ore cluster, altered zone and their 

interrelationship. The overall shape of the ore body generally has spatial branches that 

are separated in clusters with surrounding alterations making the ore zone.  The 

individual branches are important for the geophysical studies in the ore zone. 

Geophysical surveys are carried out to obtain the physical parameters of the 

earth to be subsequently explained in geological terms. The physical properties vary in 

all directions while the data sets are sparse. The surveys are designed keeping 1D, 2D 

or 3D models in mind. The geophysical data, as stated in the first paragraph of this 

article, are noisy. The noise imposes a bias in the data set that should be carefully 

removed so that the features at the scale of interest are not overwhelmed. The “inverse 
theory is a set of mathematical techniques for reducing data to obtain useful information 

about the physical world on the basis of inferences drawn from observations” 

(Bhattacharya and Shalivahan, 2016). A forward model, prepared on the basis of laws 

of physics, generally provides data for a given model. The essential elements of 

inversion are (i) data, (ii) model parameters, (iii) forward problem, definition of an 

error/misfit function, (iv) optimization methods, and (v) knowledge of error in theory and 

data (Bhattacharya and Shalivahan, 2016). 

There are several global optimization techniques, but in this article only the 

following three based on the principle that simulate the social behaviour of animals, and 

primarily conceptualized in the Department of Applied Geophysics, IIT (ISM) have been 

selected for discussion., viz. (i) particle swarm optimization (PSO), (ii) ant colony 

optimization (ACO), and (iii)  grey wolf (GW) optimizer (GWO). 

PSO simulates the social behaviour observed in a flock swarm of birds searching 

for food. A simple search strategy in PSO guides the algorithm towards the best solution 

through constant updating of the cognitive knowledge and social behaviour of the 

particles in swarm. The total gradient of potential fields generally exhibit several 

symmetrical bell shaped functions of different magnitudes and with different decay rates 

β, termed as ‘source geometry factor’ to describe the nature of the causative sources. 

The non-linear inversion of the total gradient with multiple sources of different 

geometries has been accomplished through ACO. Grey wolves (GW) considered as 

apex predators motivated the ISM (IIT) group to simulate GW in optimization of 

geophysical data sets (personal communication from Shalivahan on the basis of papers 
of his group, currently under review). GW optimizer (GWO), a swarm based meta-
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heuristic algorithms, inspired by GW mimick their social leadership hierarchy and 

hunting behaviour. The leadership hierarchy is simulated by employing alpha, beta, 

delta and omega types of GW, whereas the three main phases of hunting, i.e., 

searching, encircling, and attacking prey, is implemented for optimization. Global 

minimum from GWO has been obtained with 5 to 12 pack of wolves and 100 to 500 

iterations. It is also seenobserved that GWO has a better capability in handling noisy 

data.  
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Minerals are basic and strategic raw materials for the production of a wide range 

of industrial and consumer products, military and transport equipment, infrastructure, 

energy, communications and many other essential services. The history of mineral 

extraction in India dates back to the days of the Harappan civilization. Great challenge 

of modern times has been to raise living standards further, particularly in less developed 

countries and regions, thus demanding continued development in construction, 

transportation, communications, health care and other sectors. With rising expectations 

and economic growth, increases in demand for natural resources is imperative. 

However, supplies of readily available mineral commodities in particular, appear to be 

limited. Demand for raw materials like iron ore and metals for advanced technological 

applications — platinum group or rare earth elements, for example — has been growing 

steadily, often outpacing the rate at which new ore discoveries are made.  

Considering the global spread of occurrence of the minerals and metallogenic 

provinces, it is realized that no country is self-sufficient in its mineral resources. India 

has a geological and metallogenic history similar to the mineral rich shield area of 

Antarctica, Australia, South Africa and South America. India’s geological domains are 

well endowed with mineral resources; however, they are yet to be fully explored, 

assessed and exploited. India produces around 88 minerals, viz. 4 fuel-related minerals, 

10 metallic minerals, 50 non-metallic minerals and 24 minor minerals. As on 31 March 
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2016, the country had around 1,878 reporting mines, excluding mining areas for minor 

minerals, crude petroleum, natural gas and atomic minerals. Mineral resources and 

reserves in India are extensive and cover all these categories comprising a wide variety 

such as barite, bauxite, chromite, coal (bituminous), copper, diamond, gold, iron ore, 

manganese, petroleum/oil, zinc and a host of other industrial minerals. The country’s 

barite, bauxite, chromite, coal, limestone and manganese reserves or resources are 

among the ten largest mineral reserves in the world. India, today, is a major minerals 

producer ranking among the world’s leading producers of chromite, coal (bituminous), 

iron ore, manganese, bauxite and zinc.  

After adoption of the NMP in March 2008, a large number of initiatives were 

taken, including detailed reviews of specific activity domains. These included review of 

GSI by a High Powered Committee, (completed in March 2009 and has been 

implemented in phased manner), drafting of a new Mines and Minerals (Development & 

Regulation) Bill, 2011 (much debated and now modified version is approved and passed 

by the Parliament as MMDR Act 2015), preparation of a Sustainable Development 

Framework, a skill mapping study for the Mining Sector conducted by CII, a review of 

IBM by a High Powered Committee, and a Strategic Plan for the Ministry (based on 

stakeholder consultation by McKinsey & Co) have already been accomplished. This was 

followed by constitution of the National Working Group for the Mining and Exploration 

Sector and its four Sub-Groups that had to address comprehensively issues such as 

strategies to accelerate pace of Mineral Exploration, on the supply and demand issues, 

on the required infrastructure and financing, and R&D and HR matters in mineral and 

mining sectors.  The Report of the Working Group was adopted by the Government of 

India after discussion in the meeting held on 24th October 2011.  

The passages of the MMDR Act 2015 and Coal Mines Act (2015) have brought in 

fundamental changes, primarily in the process of granting of mining concessions. 

However, the National Mineral Exploration Policy (NMEP) unveiled in July 2016 reflects 

the directional intent of the Government which leverages immense mineral potential in 

India.  At the mining level, small size mines dominate the industry. Indian mining is a 

combination of open cast and underground mining practices. Mining in India is largely 

public sector driven with Public Sector Undertaking (PSU’s) accounting for around 66 

per cent of the value of mineral production; the rest emanates from medium and small 

mines that are largely privately operated. Mining accounts for around 2 per cent of the 

GDP and India is major exporter of minerals such as iron ore. In 2011–12, there were 

2,076 mines operating in the country, lower from the previous year that recorded 2,355 

mines.  According to the Ministry of Mines website, 11 states accounted for 93.64% of 

total number of mines in the country in 2011–12, Andhra Pradesh - 354 mines, Gujarat - 

308, Rajasthan - 241, Madhya Pradesh - 225, Karnataka - 180, Tamil Nadu - 156, 

Odisha - 119, Jharkhand - 106, Chhattisgarh - 99, Maharashtra - 86, and Goa - 70.  
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THE WAY FORWARD 
Most of the exploration activities in the country have been of conventional type (based 

mostly on geological data) with restricted input from geochemistry, geophysics and 

remote sensing. Areas of weakness is in application of sophisticated modern 

techniques, wider application of latest techniques of remote sensing, regional 

geophysical and geochemical surveys, multi-sensor aerial surveys and proper 

interpretation of data by computer using latest soft-wares requires infusion of high-end 

technologies in the field of exploration particularly for deep seated and concealed 

deposits. Exploration has been carried out mostly to assess the resources up to depth 

of 120 m even though exploration and exploitation techniques for deep seated bodies 

exist up to a depth of 2,500m. It requires quality geological, geophysical and 

geochemical data. Synergy between key stakeholders (states, industry, concerned 

ministries and departments, local communities) is to be ensured for hassle free 

sustainable mining. Challenges and opportunities exist in exploring concealed terrains 

especially in the obvious geological potential areas. Following recommendations are 

made for effective implementation and way forward:  

a) It becomes imperative to mount meaningful mineral exploration programmes 

based on sound geo-scientific knowledge base and integrated multi-disciplinary 

applications. Infusion of modern technology in mineral exploration [e.g. heliborne 

geophysical sensors systems, hyper-spectral large scale mapping of targeted 

areas] ore-deposit modelling and deep drilling with state-of-art chemical/ 

petrochemical, isotopic geochemical analytical laboratory back-up, systematic 

sustainable mining methods, mineral beneficiation and multi-elemental extraction 

techniques are pre-requisite in such efforts to strengthen mineral and mining 

sectors in India.  

b) Besides, a steady pool of skilled man-power and group of mentors for different 

mineral commodities needs to be nurtured through training and capacity building, 

Training for Trainers [ToT] programmes with focus on accepted best international 

practices needs to be adopted on continuing basis. 

c) GSI has seeded several organisation and PSUs that are dedicated to mineral 

resource assessment and actively engaged in pursuing mineral group specific and 

general mineral exploration and exploitation. Post-independence GSI has 

augmented mineral resources in India and discovered several new mineral and 

coal deposits. However, it has pursued conventional types of methodology with 

antiquated drilling machine operation for subsurface probes. It has inadequate 

infrastructure and lacks skilled man power and modern high technology machines. 

Lackadaisical and slow laboratory support and lack of mechanised sample 

processing are impediment to launch focussed mineral exploration. High Quality 

reproducible laboratory results are needed for realistic and accurate mineral 

prognostication. 

d) It is imperative to conduct integrated studies of the mineral belts [collation and 

synthesis of geological, geochemical, geophysical data also from airborne platform 
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for targeting potential mineral rich ore bodies] need for formation of dedicated 

teams involving experts from various domains in GSI. The challenges and 

concerns emphasised include: exploration of low concentration high value scarce 

mineral/ metal commodities, e.g., REE, PGE, Au, diamonds, etc.  

e) Expeditious availability and sharing of geoscientific data to prompt concept 

oriented mineral exploration and 3-D ore genetic modelling. All the known and 

mapped 150 mineral belts in India must be digitized as geospatial maps on priority 

by GSI so as to re-evaluate its worth and correlate related land-cover ground 

truths by stake holders. 

 

f) Detailed follow-up of investigations are needed to correlate and match the three 

dimensional exposures of ore body in the open-cast and underground mines with 

those ore-body profiles and configurations that were visualised / estimated and 

projected or predicted based on drill-hole line intersection and analyses as proved 

reserves. Such understanding will necessarily improve ore-body modelling and 

provide additional explanations for geological controls.  

g) Intensify search for deep seated and covered deposits. Collaborative and 

international ventures are required for application of modern technology and 

geostatistical tools to interpret integrated data sets.  

h) The Ministry of Mines has constituted 12 thematic Geoscience Committees for 

Central Geological Programming Board in GSI with membership drawn from 

various Departments and expert groups in India. The recommendations made by 

these committees need to be subject to periodic review and implementation 

through collective and inclusive mechanisms for desired outcomes. 

i) GSI has recently formulated conducive and open policies for sharing of Geo-

science Research Data by way of GSI's revised ‘Data Sharing & Accessibility 

Policy-2014' and 'National Drill Core Libraries and Accessibility of Geological 

Material Policy-2O14', wherein the policies and guidelines with reference to 

'National Core Repository' (NCR) and 'Regional Drill Core Library' (RDCL) have 

been developed to ensure that important geo-scientific material (including off-

shore marine drill cores) and information is efficiently and accurately collected, 

maintained to the highest standard, and made available to stakeholders and 

researchers. This will definitely ensure inter-institutional collaboration on various 

fundamental and applied aspects related to mineral & mining sector. 

j) Measures to encourage and facilitate offshore mining geoscientific activities. India 

is a pioneer investor and has been allocated a mine site of 150,000 square 

kilometres in Central Indian Ocean Basin for exclusive survey and exploration. 

Deep ocean resources represent an exceptionally large and potentially important 

mineral resource. With the induction of RV ‘Samudra Ratnakar’ equipped with 

integrated systems for exploration of marine resources shall be expedited.  

k) GSI shall be identifying mineral rich zones along with the seabed mapping in the 

shallow water sector for placer minerals/ lime mud / phosphatic sediments etc., 
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and in deep water sector for Polymetallic nodules and hydrothermal deposits / gas 

hydrates / Ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC) along Search for sulphide 

mineralization in the Andaman Sea within EEZ and beyond in the Mid Oceanic 

Ridge System in the Indian Ocean. 

l) The GSI needs to complete its National Geophysical and Geochemical mapping 

expeditiously, so as to develop potential areas for prospecting. India needs to have 

a dedicated centre for R&D in Mineral Exploration. 

 

GSI has over 150 years of legacy database with core competency in Base metal 

exploration in Western Region, Jaipur; Diamond exploration in Southern Region, 

Hyderabad etc., where such dedicated centre for R&D in Exploration can be established 

to act as ‘National Centres of Excellence in Exploration Geosciences’.  As the 

stress towards blind and deep seated deposits, the centres of excellence may work in 

tandem with IBM, MECL and academic institutes like IIT (ISM) and other IITs. 

 
EXPLORATION AND 3D MODEL OF KAMTHAI RARE EARTH DEPOSIT 
 

S. K. BHUSHAN 

 
Ramgad Minerals and Mining Limited 

Baldota Enclave, Abheraj Baldota Road, Hospet – 583 203 

Emal:sk.bhushan@rmml.in 
 

The rare earth group of lanthanides has fifteen elements in the periodic table with 

atomic number from 57 to 71 namely from La to Lu. The light rare earth elements 

(LREE) have atomic number from 57 to 63(La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Pm, Sm, & Eu), where as 

heavy rare earth elements (HREE) are those with atomic numbers from 64 to 71(Gd, 

Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Yb, and Lu). Senso stricto there are only fourteen REE, Pm being 

scarce due to highly unstable and radioactive nature. 

The REE are characterised by high melting point, conductivity and thermal 

conductance. Due to their unique magnetic, fluorescent and chemical properties, REE 

are key components in hybrid rechargeable batteries, catalyst converter, glass, 

polishing, magnets, laser, components of colour TV, superconductors, ceramics and 

high end defence systems.  Most of the REO deposits are   deposited/dominated by 

(REO) with more than 80% consumed by La & Ce.   The prices of REO have seen its 

pinnacle during 2011 and are presently near its Nadir point. As a result many 

exploration companies have become dormant or are surviving on same high price (REO 

e.g. Sm and Nd.). 

 The REE minerals are hosted by magmatic carbonatites or as hydrothermal 

deposits formed by replacement and even supergene enrichment of in-situ weathering 

of carbonatite bodies. The other rocks hosting either LREE or HREE minerals are 

pegmatites, alkali syenite, phonolite, bauxite, laterites, metamorphic rocks, phosphorite, 
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clay, placers and heavy mineral beach sands. The major REE bearing minerals are 

bastnaesite, ion-absorption clays, monazite, xenotime and laporite. 

Carbonatite melts represent extreme enrichment in REE and some 

orthomagmatic and magmatic hydrothermal deposits of REE are related to carbonatite. 

The large ionic radii of the REE limits significant substitution of the elements into 

minerals. However the presence of hydrothermal deposit of REE indicates relative 

mobility of these elements is hydrothermal fluids.  

Globally there are 527 carbonatites occurrences, with 49 of these being 

extrusive, ranging in age from Archean to present.  Most of the extrusive carbonatites 

are pyroclastic in nature.  There are 140 REE deposits being explored out of which only 

12 deposits have>1% rare earth oxide (REO). 

In Indian, REE are of endogenic as well as exogenic origin.  The endogenic type 

includes carbonatite pegmatite and metamorphic- metasomatic veins.  The exogenic 

variant includes coastal or beach placers and offshore placers. Monazite is the principal 

ore mineral occurring in beach placers along west as well as east coast of India. 

Kamthai comprises of ultrabasic alkaline rocks, lamprophyre, nepheline syenite, 

phonolite and carbonatite. These are intrusive into the Neoproterozoic Malani rhyolites 

and lower Cretaceous sandstone.  Around Kamthai the Malani rhyolite occurring as 

basement rock is seen towards, south, west and eastern side, whereas in north, 

nepheline syenite pluton of alkaline complex intrude through the rhyolites. This is 

intruded by lamprophyre plug having intrusive relationship with the adjacent Malani 

rhyolite and foidal syenite. The first influx of calciocarbonatite, alivikite type, occurred as 

thin to thick E-W trendings intrusives through the lamprophyre. The second and strong  

Ba & Sr bearing calciocarbonatite phase, soviet type, pierced through the lamprophyre 

plug resulting in concentration  of high  grade bastnaesite (>8%REE) with small amount 

of either synchysite or ancylite. 

The Calciocarbonatite differ in their mineralogical assemblage and exhibit 

bimodal distribution. The SE block has carbocernaite as dominant rare earth mineral 

(+80%) where as eastern block has voluminous bastnaesite with small amount of 

ancylite or syncisite. Quantitative evaluation of minerals by scanning electron 

microscopy (QEMSCAN) was carried out. The dominant REE containing mineral in the 

sample is a Sr and Ca rich REE carbonate (11.9 Wt%), whose chemical composition  

best matches with the mineral carbocernaite (( Ca,Na)( Sr, REE, Ba) Co3)2). Parisite is   

the next most abundant mineral containing REE (0.92%). All the REE containing 

minerals have a significant proportion of calcite, which is the dominant gangue mineral. 

The mineralization at Kamthai is interpreted to have formed in two stages. The 

first witnessed magmatic fluids rich in calciocarbonatite dominated by carbocernaite rare 

earth mineral, pierce through lamprophyre. The second stage with voluminous 

bastnaesite intruded as structurally controlled hydrothermal veins and dykes.  

An attempt has been made to prepare open pit design and 3D modal of the 

Kamthai rare earth deposit.  Kamthai is characterized by REE hosted carbonatite dykes 

and veins and veinlets within lamprophyre host rock. The vein and veinlets are 

intricately and irregularly emplaced appearing as stock work. 
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DATAMINE model works well when there are well defined correlatable bands of 

mineralization like well behaved dykes and veins because the wire frame of such bands 

can be made easily. 

At Kamthai major part of reserve almost 80% constitutes thin veins and veinlets 

within ultramafic rock. Manually it is difficult to correlate thin veins and veinlets or stock 

work by manual wire framing in Datamine. For this reason block model in Datamine, 

cannot give a true shape of mineralization. The block model is totally based on 

interpretation of chemical assay without looking for the correlativity of bands.  

The Leapfrog software uses mathematical algorithms for the wire framing of 

stock work or irregular mineralization which are otherwise difficult to correlate manually 

and produces 3D implicit modeling which can be imported to Datamine for the 

resource estimation. 

The wire framing based 3D model can give true shape of the mineralized body or 

deposit which will be much helpful in understanding the exact behavior of mineralization 

and mine planning. 

 
INTERNATIONAL LEAD ZINC EXPLORATION METHODOLOGY 

 
TERRY BARCLAY 

 
Hindustan Zinc Limited, Udaipur 

E-mail: Terry.Barclay@vedanta.co.in 

 

Lead-zinc exploration programmes must be underpinned by lead-zinc orebody 

models, regolith knowledge and access to technology and highly skilled geoscientists. 

However, it must be kept in mind that these models are empirically based and specific 

to each district so they may have to be continually fine tuned as exploration advances. 

The final ingredient required is to have significant funding available over a five to ten 

year time frame.  

The top five lead-zinc producing countries in the world are China, Australia, Peru, 

United States and India in descending order. The key orebody model types mined in 

these countries are Sedimentary Exhalative (Sedex), Volcanic Massive Sulphide (VMS) 

and Mississippi Valley Types (MVT).  This presentation will focus on the first two types 

only.  
 

Sedimentary Exhalative Types 
Within this field, there are two key types typified by the Broken Hill and Mt Isa  

Orebodies. The Broken Hill Orebody is hosted in the Middle Proterozoic Broken Hill 

Group which comprises an oxidized sequence of pelites and psammites with continental 

tholeiites in the footwall of the Orebody and quartz feldspar biotite garnet gneiss 

associated with both amphibolites and the Orebody. Graphite is negligible and is mainly 

confined to prograde and retrograde shear zones. There are five major stratiform 

orebodies comprising from the base; B Lode, A Lode, 1 Lens, 2 lens and 3 lens.    
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The Mt Isa Orebody is hosted in the Middle Proterozoic Urquart Shale which 

comprises interbedded carbonaceous shales and dolomitic siltstones with a number of 

ash fall tuffite marker beds. There are fourteen orebodies varying from 3m to over 20m 

thick. 
 

Volcanogenic Massive Sulphides  
Orebodies within this field vary dramatically in size and distribution from +200mt single 

orebodies such as Kidd Creek to fields like Noranda where there are multiple small 

orebodies. There is a continuum from mafic through to bimodal to felsic volcanic with 

the former predominantly copper zinc rich to the latter being predominantly zinc-lead-

copper rich with both types having associated gold and silver.  

 

Exploration Safety: Safety must be a major focus with detailed safety manuals detailing 

procedures and processes for all personnel movement and equipment operating 

procedures. These requirements must apply to all staff whether they be permanent, part 

time or contractors.   

Exploration Compliance: All the exploration to be undertaken below must be undertaken 

to satisfy all required compliances as stipulated under the operating international 

regime. 

 
Regional Exploration : The key datasets required will comprise regional geology, 

airborne magnetics and radiometrics and stream sediment geochemistry with a variety 

of satellite images which will be partly controlled by whether the area to be searched is 

semi-arid or sub-tropical. All available literature relevant to the search must also be 

acquired.  

 
Exploration Tenement (100 – 200 sq km) 
Airborne EM will be required for the Broken Hill and VMS exploration but not the Mt Isa 

programme owing to the conductive nature of the host sequences. 

 
Once this stage is reached and prospects have been delineated, the key 

exploration components are going to be detailed geological mapping, ground based EM 

and magnetics and soil and/or weathered bedrock geochemistry.  All the chips from the 

weathered bedrock programme must be logged as this data will assist in producing a 

geological map. For the Sedex type, mapping will focus on structure, stratigraphy and 

facies changes whilst for the VMS the focus will be structure, alteration and facies 

mapping looking for indications of agglomerates and/or intense sericitic and sulphide 

alteration which will be indicative of proximity to the vent system.  

Once the all the data has been compiled and targets identified comprising 

multiple signatures drilling can commence. The first phase of drilling will involve 

diamond drilling with holes varying from 250 to 500m.  All the drillcore must be 

orientated with the orientation line used to orientate the core for logging and sampling. 

Orientated drillcore will provide “in space” structural data that will allow balanced cross 
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sections to be compiled. Stereo net plotting of this structural data will verify the integrity 

of this data and any mis-identified structural features will be easily identified. All drillcore 

sampling must be undertaken along the core orientation line to maximize the integrity of 

the assay data. Duplicate samples must be also undertaken together with the submittal 

of approved “standard samples”. All pulps from the first reconnaissance rock chip 

samples to the drillcore pulps must be returned from the assay laboratory and stored.  

Delineation of orebody outlines determine the integrity of any reported mineral 

resource/reserve statements and as such there must be a demonstrable commitment to 

incorporate all structural data, especially in highly complex geological environments like 

Rampura-Agucha. The culmination of a successful lead-zinc exploration programme will 

be the announcement of a fully compliant new lead-zinc discovery. The latest example 

is the announcement by Rox Resources for the Teena deposit in the Northern Territory, 

Australia of 58mt @ 11.1% Zn, 1.6% Pb. 

 
ECONOMIC MODEL OF GOLD MINING 

 

R. H. SAWKAR 

Secretary, Geological Society of India, Bangalore 

E-mail: sawkar35@gmail.com 

 
Economics of mining of mineral deposit depends on parameters such as capital 

cost, scale of operation, method of mining, grade of ore, recovery of metal. Fixed and 

variable costs and market price of metal. Each deposit has its own parameters and 

model has to be built for each mineral. Based on the latest costs for producing Gold 

bullion in HGML, economic model for new gold projects is suggested. Similar models 

have to be built for each demarcated block of ore deposits classified under UNFC code 

for different mineral industries. Total cost per tonne ore in terms of stores, power, 

selling, administration direction and royalty are derived from HGML Balance sheets. 

Interest is calculated on mining borrowed money at 15% and depreciation is calculated 

based on 10%, straight line method on the investment of Rs.250 crores to develop mine 

and mill. Economics of Gold mining is expressed by the following formula. 

                     
         Fixed cost 

Breakeven =  -------------------------------------------- 

                   Contribution (Sale Value-variable cost)                                                

                                            
Percentage of fixed and variable costs based on HGML data and breakup of 

turnkey capital expenditure for 1000 TPD mine and mill at a budgeted cost of Rs.250 

crores and an assumed average price of Rs. 2500/gm in the year 2003 are used in the 
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calculation. It has to be modified based on revised capital, interest, depreciation, 

variable and fixed costs and price of gold at the time of financial closure of the project. 

Based on Rs.250 crores of budgeted quotations for a turnkey project of 1000 TPD mine 

and mill an economically workable mine require 7.30 m/t of drill indicated resources at + 

3g/t, out of which 1.8  m/t should be under reserve category at +3g/t to implement the 

project. The capital cost will get reduced if we get resources for open pit mining 

integrated by underground mining. A mineral system approach (Bernicoat, 2008) can be 

used to help to understand where, when and why gold deposits form. Mode of 

occurrence and exploration options of different Indian gold deposits described by 

(Radhakrishna, 1999, p-21-55) can be used to reduce large areas to a minable target. 

In Gadag Gold Field (GGF) estimated summary of reserves and resources in nine 

developed blocks totaling a resources of 110 tonnes gold inclusive of Sangli block  is 

available for development of world class mines of 7 tonnes gold production per annum, 

on sustainable basis.  In HGML block of 5 km x 2 km there is a potential resources of 

658 tonnes of gold to a depth of 3 km out of which 49.5 tonnes have been extracted upto 

a depth of 800 meter (Radhakrishna, 1999. P-100). The concept of  long term 

development plan of HGML and GGF resources in three stages to mill 3000 tpd (Sawkar, 

1999) will lead to the concept of development of 7 centres to produce 54 tonnes of gold 

per annum by creating Karnataka Gold Authority (JGSI, v.76, Sept. 2010). Properly 

conceived and executed 78 known ancient workings, British developed mines and GSI 

explored deposits can mature into sustainable working mines at seven centers at the 

current price of gold varying from Rs. 2500 to 3000/- per gram. It may kindly be noted 

that gold prices have an increasing trend ever since 2006 . In Gold mining industry there 

is always a margin of 50% profit. Gold Mining companies reinvest these profits in 

locating new deposits. 

A detailed integrated study towards understanding the techno economic 

feasibility of developing water, gold and wind power resources in Kappatagudda hill 

range is a must. The study would involve extensive field geological data interpretation, 

hydrological studies to decipher vertical movement of water recharge and discharge 

areas to indicate direction of groundwater movement, and wind simulation studies. This 

type of study will be one of the most relevant initiatives towards optimum utilization of 

groundwater, mineral resources wind power generation and can form a model for similar 

geological terrains in Karnataka.  

There would be different stages of mining and scale of operations. When all the 

prospects are converted into mine, it would lead to direct employment of about 10,000 

persons in semi-skilled/unskilled jobs and around 50,000 in the secondary and tertiary 

sectors resulting in the increased CSR activities of the mining company which will help 

the local population in various ways including water shed development, increase in cost 

of agriculture land and standard of living. 
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Gold mine, in large part, being underground exploitation will not in any way affect 

either the forest growth or the potential for development of medicinal plants. There is a 

possibility of all round development around mining areas similar to Kolar Gold Fields 

(KGF). KGF has developed in sectors of education, industries (BEML) thus improving the 

socio-economic status of the locals. As the extent of the gold deposits in Kappatagudda 

is around 16 km in length, covering nearly 20 villages, there is a huge potential to 

transform the substantial area economically and will benefit the state exchequer in the 

form of royalty, taxes, levies etc in a big way and the sectors like construction, 

transportation, automobile, education, health etc., would get a major boost. Development 

of GGF will be precursor for development of 58 known occurrences of gold grouped into 

7 prospecting areas to produce 54 tonnes of Gold per annum (Radhakrishna and Curtis, 

1999).  

Gold is still the backbone of international finance and the one commodity whose 

value has often steeply appreciated through decades. India has traditionally been a 

leading consumer of gold in the world. Its domestic production has fallen to insignificant 

amounts compared to total demand. Therefore, demand is met almost entirely through 

imports. Gold price has witnessed a gradual rise during the first half of the 2000s and 

then at a faster pace in the second half with a major correction of around 25 percent 

during the financial crisis in 2008. The price of gold has surged to record highs recently, 

breaching US$ 1900 per ounce in 2011 for the first time and corrected again. Indian 

prices too have risen to historic highs due to depreciation of rupee. Gold is an 

internationally traded commodity and once produced will be a permanent asset unlike 

other wasting asset of minerals. 

India is known to be the largest importer of gold in the world. The imports of gold 

by India have been rising unabated in recent years notwithstanding the sustained 

increase in gold prices. The total gold imported for the year 2009-10 accounts to 63 

percent of total imports of metal and alloys and is the second most imported commodity 

in the year 2010 (IBM-year book 2013). Such large import of gold, when the gold prices 

are high, is one major sources of building trade deficit. The deterioration in current 

account deficit (CAD) due to large gold imports and the falling rupee has implications for 

finance which would reduce the foreign exchange reserves and could, become a drag on 

the external debt.  

  The reserve Bank of India in its review of micro-economic situation has said that 

the Current Account Balance is a cause of concern because of unrealistic demand for 

gold. In view of such an important role of gold in Indian economy we have to see the 

prospects of gold mining in Karnataka nd in other parts of India. In order to ease out the 

CAD and to reduce the burden of importing gold to some extent, it is imminent to take up 

gold mining in India. Presently Hutti Gold Mining Company Ltd (HGML) is the only 

company producing gold in India. It is imminent to open up all known gold deposits to 

meet the domestic demand and to save valuable foreign exchange. 
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Growth of energy consumption is taken as a standard definitive index of 

development of any country by the economists and social scientists throughout the 

globe. In India , though  per capita consumption rate has increased manifolds during 

past few decades , it is still much behind the advanced countries and need to enhance 

faster to cater to the steeply increasing demand. As about 55% energy requirement of 

India is generated from coal, it remains the primary source of energy and shall continue 

to be so in the foreseeable future. Concerted efforts by the GOI and the major coal 

producing companies have increased coal production in India from about 300 mt in 

2000 to 608 mt in 2015. However, future projections by the industry experts put 

expected deficit of coal supply to be around 250-300 mt at around 2022-23 as demand 

has escalated from about 300 mt in 2000 to 608 mt in 2015 in India. This situation, if 

allowed to occur, it shall either cause slow down of industrial growth or adversely affect 

foreign exchange balance due to higher quanta of coal import. Indian economy shall 

suffer badly in either case. It is, therefore, imperative to enhance coal production by 

increasing production of the operating mines and also open new large capacity mines at 

faster pace. To achieve this goal, critical need is to enhance coal exploration to: 

 

(a)  Identify more potential mineable coal properties through regional (Promotional) 

exploration; 

(b)  To complete detailed resource evaluation of the selected mineable blocks at faster 

speed to facilitate quicker feasibility studies and investment decisions with lower 

risk factors. This is needed at faster rate than growth of mining since incubation 

period between completion of exploration and opening of a mine varies between 5-

10 years. 

This paper primarily deals with the issues pertaining to the detailed exploration, as 

mentioned   above. In keeping with the urgency of enhancing coal production, rate of 

coal exploration has also been enhanced by CMPDIL and other agencies at very rapid 

pace by upgrading drilling technology and introducing outsourcing of exploration to 

private agencies. Available statistics show that drilling for detailed coal exploration by 

CMPDIL has increased from 2.10 lakh m in 2007-08 to about 10.0 lakh m in 2015-16, 

and target for 2019-20 has been fixed at about 12.0 lakh m (inclusive of outsourced). It 
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is, however, pertaining to note that rate of increase of "proved" reserves is progressively 

lower even with more drilling due to: 

(i)  Rapid exhaustion of shallow coal deposits and increasing average depth of the 

coal deposits being taken up for exploration;  

(ii) Present and future blocks are for underground mining for which exploration needs 

to be more intensive in terms of data density. Addition of reserve between 2011 

and 2012 is of the order of 7.0 mt, whereas that between 2014 and 2015 is only 

5.0 mt, though drilling increased substantially during this period. 

It is, therefore, demonstrated that boosting of drilling targets/ achievements is NOT 

the ultimate solution for meeting the challenge of proving/upgrading  more coal 

resources to mineable reserve in shorter time . Present coal exploration practice is 

primarily guided by the "Indian Standard Procedure For Coal Exploration (ISP, 1957)" 
and is heavily dependent on coring drilling, which is costly, time consuming and 

restricted in forests / eco-sensitive zones. The ISP (1957) is outdated and needs to be 

replaced urgently because it fails to address the present requirements in the following 

key areas: 

a) It stipulates one fixed data density for widely varying geological complexities in 

about 60 coalfields across the sub-continent, covering about 2240 sq.km;  

b) Basis of the spacing of data points, as defined in the ISP, is not clear and 

therefore, it lacks clarity and authenticity of a scientific code; 

c) It does not take into consideration of the modern exploration methods; and  

d) It does not provide for quantification of confidence level/ error estimates at 

different stages of exploration. 

 

As decided by the GOI, UNFC code had been adopted for categorization of Indian 

coal resource. However, practices as per ISP (1957) do not match with those of UNFC 

and therefore, the continuing effort of matching the two is meaningless.  

In order to resolve the issue of faster exploration and proving / upgrading coal 

resource at the required speed, coal exploration need to be optimized by integrating 

modern technological tools like various advanced geophysical methods to fulfill 

enhanced data density requirement with less coring drilling. It is demonstrated through a 

test case that detailed exploration of the same block (5.0 sq. km), carried out by 

integrated exploration (HRSS + full geophysical logging) by coring and non-coring 

drilling approach, replacing only coring drilling approach shall result: a) saving of time by 

55%; (b) data density/sq.km increasing by 30-35 times, i.e. higher confidence level; (c) 

operation cost saved upto 25-30%; and (d) POL consumption reduced by 40%. 

 

It is, therefore, an issue of utmost urgency to take immediate steps to: 

a) Evolve a scientific coal exploration code for Indian coal deposits and replace the 

ISP (1957) immediately to specify optimum data density required to achieve 

different confidence levels.  
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b) The code should be developed by applying geostatistical methods for different 

geo-mining parameters on the data of different coalfields to cover full variation 

range; 

c) The code should specify optimum data density required to achieve different 

confidence levels. Data generated by geophysical methods should be treated as 

valid data points; and 

Specify "Competent Person" (Geologist) to certify resource evaluation and GRs', as 

provided in well known reporting codes, viz. JORC, SAMREC, VALMIN etc. and specify 

competent regulatory authority to monitor implementation of the code. 

 
EXPLORATION STRATEGY FOR ATOMIC MINERALS IN INDIA 

 
ANAND KUMAR CHATURVEDI AND ASHWINI KUMAR RAI 

 
Atomic Minerals Directorate for Exploration and Research (AMD),  

Begumpet, Hyderabad-500016. E-mail: amdhyd@ap.nic.in 

 

Mineral exploration is the process of finding ore or mineral deposits in 

commercially viable concentrations. A near accurate estimation on the volume of 

mineral deposits is very important because mineral exploration is a capital intensive 

operation. Atomic Minerals Directorate for Exploration and Research (AMD) plays a vital 

role in front end fuel cycle of nuclear power programme and carry out survey, 

prospecting and exploration of atomic minerals required for the nuclear power 

programme of the country. The activities include assessment, analysis, evaluation, 

characterization and categorization of atomic minerals which includes minerals of 

uranium, thorium, niobium, tantalum, beryllium, zirconium, lithium and REE, design and 

fabrication of radiometric survey instruments and also laboratory scale leaching studies. 

In addition, AMD also plays role in middle and back ends of the nuclear power 

programme by carrying out site selection for nuclear power reactors and waste 

disposals.  

 

Uranium Exploration  
Exploration for uranium is similar to exploration for other minerals with the exception of 

usage of some specialized radiometric instruments for detecting the presence of 

naturally occurring radioactive elements such as uranium, thorium and potassium. 

Uranium exploration has seen remarkable advances worldwide as well as in India 

during the past five to six decades both in terms of the instrumentation and also the 

geological knowledge about metallogenesis. Uranium distribution in geologic times is 

prominent in certain specific time (time bound) periods owing to the favourable physico-

chemical environments existed during those periods. Based on the tectonic setting and 

mineralisation patterns fifteen principal types of uranium deposits, have been identified.  
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Uranium exploration in India dates back from early fifties and the first uranium 

deposit (vein type) was discovered at Jaduguda in 1951 in the Singhbhum Shear Zone 

(SSZ), Jharkhand. Keeping pace with changing uranium exploration scenario around 

the globe, AMD is constantly updating itself with new concepts in uranium geology and 

exploration techniques and establishing uranium deposits in several geological 

domains. The fundamental parameters considered while framing an exploration strategy 

in a particular geological domain, include its age, the possible host rock/structure for 

mineralisation and physical and chemical contrasts created by the ore forming 

processes. The geological activities involve appraisal of an area’s uranium potential. 

The orientation surveys are generally followed up by surface exploration methods such 

as radiometric surveys. However, for identification of deep seated deposits indirect 

methods such as geochemical and geophysical exploration are widely used. The last 

decade has witnessed tremendous advancements in uranium exploration in almost all 

the stages, right from the reconnaissance stage up to the evaluation of a deposit.   

Reconnaissance radiometric and geochemical surveys play an important role in 

initial stages of exploration for narrowing down the target. Hydro-, litho-, pedo-

geochemical and geo-botanical sampling are usually carried under geochemical 

surveys. Multivariate statistical methods are usually employed for target selection as 

well as to understand the association of different elements in the geochemical 

environment.  Geophysical prospecting can be conducted from an aircraft, on the 

ground or in boreholes. For uranium exploration, ground geophysical methods such as 

magnetic, gravity and electromagnetic methods are routinely employed to narrow down 

the target areas.  

AMD is a pioneer in heliborne geophysical surveys in the country and important 

geological domains of the country have already been covered.  The heliborne 

geophysical surveys usually employ gamma ray spectrometry, magnetic and time 

domain electromagnetic (TDEM) methods. The modern approach in heliborne 

geophysical surveys includes the application of Audio Frequency Magneto Telluric 

(AFMAG) / Z-TEM and gravity gradiometric methods. The heliborne gamma ray 

spectrometric, magnetic and TDEM data products are presently most useful in 

reconnaissance and detailed stages of exploration. Presently exploration targets are 

being invariably prioritized based on the interpretation of ground and heliborne 

geophysical data.  

Detailed survey and prospecting are carried out prelude to the subsurface 

exploration. Subsurface exploration plays an important part of any exploration 

programme and presently the most modern and state of the art hydrostatic rigs are 

being employed for achieving greater drilling productivity. AMD’s drilling productivity has 

increased manifold during the recent years and has also become a bench mark for 

other exploration agencies in the country. Borehole gamma ray logging plays an 

important role in establishing uranium deposits and innovations in instrumentation have 

made the multi-parametric and multi-spectral borehole logging possible. 
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For any successful exploration programme timely and precise feedback from the 

laboratories, is important. In this direction, the analytical capabilities of AMD have been 

upgraded significantly keeping pace with the exploration program.  These include 

advanced petrological microscopes with image analyzing software, Electron Probe 

Micro Analyser (EPMA), XRD, ED and WD - XRF for petrological and geochemical 

studies, IRMS and TIMS for isotopic and geochronological studies and NABL accredited 

wet chemical analytical facilities including state of the art ICP-MS, AAS, etc. In addition, 

portable XRF, GPS-enabled portable gamma ray spectrometer and portable infrared 

drill-core scanner will be put into use in near future for rapid assessment of the uranium 

potential of a particular geologic unit. Uranium assay by physical methods in AMD is of 

international standards and the Physics Laboratories are capable of assaying uranium 

in geological samples upto ppm level using high resolution HpGe (High purity 

germanium) detectors and several major and trace elements using INAA technique. 

 
Present uranium exploration strategy 
The multidisciplinary exploration strategy for uranium, adopted by AMD mainly based on 

the conceptual geological models, which analyse the potential of the various geological 

domains for hosting different types of uranium mineralization. From the point of view of 

uranium exploration, three categories have been defined based on the uranium 

potential of a particular geological domain for further exploration.  

Category-I:  Exploration in this category is aimed for rapid augmentation of uranium in 

the already established geological domains of the country. Six important geological 

domains in this category are Southern Cuddapah basin, Andhra Pradesh, Singhbhum 

Shear Zone (SSZ), Jharkhand; North Delhi Fold Belt, Rajasthan and Haryana; Bhima 

basin Karnataka, Mahadek basin, Meghalaya and Northern Cuddapah basin, 

Telangana. 

Category-II:  Exploration in the geological domains in this category is aimed at 

establishing uranium deposits in near future, where discovery of large tonnage and high 

grade uranium deposits are possible. The detailed information about geology, controls 

of mineralization, structure, etc., of these geological domains has already been accrued.  

A number of the potential sectors, spread all over the country namely Dharmapuri Shear 

Zone (DSZ), Tamil Nadu; Dongargarh - Kotri Belt, Chhattisgarh, Chotanagpur Granite 

Gneiss Complex (CGGC) Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh and Uttar Pradesh;  

Narendranagar - Shivpuri syncline in Uttarakhand; Gulcheru Formation of the Cuddapah 

Basin, Andhra Pradesh, Siwalik Group, Himachal Pradesh; Kaladgi basin, Karnataka; 

Gondwana basins of Central and Eastern India and Proterozoic basins such as 

Chhattisgarh, Bijawar, Vindhyan and basement fracture systems surrounding these 

basins fall in this category.  

Category-III:  A number of virgin / potential sectors which can be developed for future 

by means of carrying out extensive R&D are classed into this category.  Fundamental 

research on geological aspects, structure, petro- mineralogical and geochemical 

aspects will lead to the development of many new sectors, besides enhancing the 
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potential of the already established sectors. The geological domains under this category 

include the calcretes of the western Rajasthan, the alkaline intrusives of the Southern 

Granulite Terrain (SGT), the marginal portions of the Deccan traps and phosphorite 

deposits of India.   

 
Rare Metal and Rare Earth (RMRE) element exploration: 
RMRE, being large- ion lithophile elements, are incompatible in the structure of upper 

mantle minerals and are thus fractioned into the earth’s crust.  RMRE elements are 

largely concentrated in pegmatites, granites, peralkaline and peraluminous volcanics 

and alkaline-ultramafic and carbonatite complexes.  In Indian context, granite 

pegmatites are important source of RMRE - Li, Be, Cs, Nb, Ta, Sn, Y and REE. Granite 

related RM and RE deposits are associated with alkaline and A-type granites. In world 

scenario, alkaline-ultramafic and carbonatite complexes are the major source of niobium 

and an important source of Rare Earths.  Alkaline magmas, rare phenomena, are 

unusually enriched in elements such as zirconium, niobium, strontium, barium, lithium 

and the rare earth elements.  Major deposits of REE are also associated with syenites, 

ion-adsorption clays, iron oxide breccias, residual laterites, nepheline-syenites, 

phosphorites, hydrothermal iron deposits, brines, inland and beach placers.   

In India, the pegmatite belts of Bihar, Rajasthan, Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, 

Madhya Pradesh and Chhattisgarh are explored for Rare Metals. Lepidolite, 

ambligonite, spodumene (Li); beryl (Be); columbite-tantalite, pyrochlore-microlite, ixiolite 

(Nb-Ta); monazite, xenotime (Y, REE), are the main RM and REE minerals in the 

pegmatite belts and carbonatite complexes of India. Recent work has exhibited that the 

carbonatite complexes of Ambadongar, Panwad - Kanwant (Gujarat), Siwana Ring 

Complex, Rajasthan and Pakkanadu, Tamil Nadu have immense potential for RM and 

RE mineralization. In addition, the other alakaline complexes such as  Sung Valley 

(Meghalaya),  Samchampi (Assam), Sevattur (Tamilnadu), and Newania (Rajasthan) 

and alkaline complexes such as Rasimalai. A-type within-plate granites of Kanigiri in 

Prakasam district, Andhra Pradesh, Idar granites of Umedpur, Gujarat also contain 

appreciable concentration of rare metals (Nb, Ta, Y).  

The Inland riverine placers developed downstream of two mica granites 

containing xenotime in Chhattisgarh and Jharkhand and the vast coastline endowed 

with heavy mineral deposits in beach sands occurring along east and west coasts of 

India, teri sediments in Tamil Nadu have been the major contributors in Rare Earth 

resources of India.   

 

Exploration for Beach Sand Heavy minerals 
India has a long coastal stretch of approximately 6000km along east and west spread 

over nine states, with rich deposits of heavy mineral placers.  The mineral such as 

ilmenite, rutile and leucoxene (titanium bearing minerals), garnet, sillimanite, zircon and 

monazite (thorium and REE) are the major constituents of the heavy mineral suite. India 

has abundant quantity of thorium resources contained in the mineral monazite occurring 
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in the beach sand placer deposits as well as the inland placers in parts of Kerala, Tamil 

Nadu, Odisha, Andhra Pradesh, West Bengal and Jharkhand and Chhattisgarh. The 

development of placer sand deposits along Indian coast is facilitated by the hinterland 

geology, tropical to sub-tropical climate, coastal geomorphology comprising bays and 

barriers, drainage system and wave action. AMD has significantly augmented heavy 

mineral resources of the country, which has reached the 1000 million tonnes mark. 

Recently sonic drilling has been initiated in AMD to probe the beach sand heavy mineral 

concentration beyond the depth of 15m and upto 50m. This effort will substantially 

augment the heavy mineral resources of the country. 
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Pollution of groundwater in the Bengal Basin (West Bengal and Bangladesh) by 

arsenic (As) puts at risk the health of more than 100 million consumers. The source of 

this As is the Himalayan Mountains to the north. Wind, rain, and the grinding action of 

glaciers have worn down the mountains into small particles of sand, silt and clay, which 

are then carried by the rivers and deposited in the delta to build the land or in the sea. 

During this process of erosion iron oxides are formed which are deposited as coatings 

on the rock particles. The iron oxide coatings collect As from the river water as the 

sediments move down the river to be deposited in the sea or in the soils of the river’s 

delta. These sediments along with the iron oxide and its load of As are then buried. The 

iron oxide remains stable in the sediments till the depth up to which oxygen penetrates 

along with the infiltrating rainwater. Under reducing condition the iron oxide becomes 

unstable, undergoes reductive dissolution and release the sorbed As to groundwater. 

The process is driven by natural organic matter in peaty strata both within the aquifer 

sands and in the overlying confining unit.   

Recent work suggests that the distribution of As-pollution in groundwater of the 

deltaic aquifers of south-eastern Asia is controlled by the subsurface distribution of 

Holocene palaeo-channel sediments and late Pliestocene palaeo-interfluvial sediments. 

To test this idea, termed the palaeosol model of As pollution, various workers have 

drilled at various sites in Bengal Basin (West Bengal and Bangladesh), analysed 

groundwater from  shallow and deep wells, field tested thousands of samples for As, 

and used well-completion colour as a guide to the presence or absence of As-pollution. 

The workers logged palaeo-interfluvial (PI) sequence of brown sand capped by a 
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protective late Pliestocene Last Glacial Maximun Palaeosol (LGMP) which host 

groundwater with low As (<10 μg/L). The aquifer is predicted to be at a depth of as little 

as 25 m below ground level (mbgl), and typically no more than 70 mbgl. The palaeo-

channel sequence of grey sands may be shallow of Holocene-to-Recent age at depths 

< 35 mbgl known as shallow palaeo-channel (SPC) aquifer or deep of Holocene age at 

depths 35 - 70 mbgl known as deep palaeo-channel (DPC) aquifer and contains 

groundwater which is As-rich. At places the SPC sequence is absent and there we have 

flood plain deposits of silt and clay. The protective LGMP that caps the PI aquifers 

prevents downward movement into them of As-polluted groundwater in the SPC aquifer 

and ensures that the PI aquifers will yield low-As groundwater for the foreseeable 

future. Their use, in place of the As-polluted SPC aquifer, would rapidly mitigate the 

health risks from consumption of As-polluted groundwater. 

The sedimentological setting is reflected in the composition of groundwater in the 

vicinity of the boreholes. In wells screened at depths < 70 mbgl, groundwater from PI 

aquifers were found to contain low Cl/Br, Cl, Fe, As, and SO4, and high Mn, U and V. 

Groundwater from SPC aquifers contained high Cl/Br, Cl, Fe, As, SO4, U and V and low 

Mn. Groundwater from DPC aquifers contained high Cl/Br, Cl, SO4 Fe, and As, and low 

Mn, U and V. The composition of groundwater allows subsurface sedimentology to be 

predicted in the absence of drilling control. Recent works have shown that across West 

Bengal and Bangladesh, concentrations of Cl in much groundwater exceed the natural, 

upper limit of 10 mg/L. The Cl/Br mass ratios in groundwaters scatter along mixing lines 

between waste-water and dilute groundwater, with many falling near the mean end-

member value for waste-water. The data show that shallow groundwater tapped by 

tube-wells in the Bengal Basin has been widely contaminated by waste-water derived 

from pit latrines, septic tanks, and other methods of sanitary disposal, although reducing 

conditions in the aquifers have removed most evidence of NO3 additions from these 

sources, and much evidence of their additions of SO4. In groundwaters from wells in 

palaeo-channel settings, end-member modelling shows that >25% of wells yield water 

that comprises ≥10% of waste-water. In PI settings, only wells at the margins of the PI 

sequence contain detectable waste-water. Values of Cl/Br and faecal coliform counts 

are both inversely related to concentrations of pollutant As in groundwater, suggesting 

that waste-water contributions to groundwater in the near-field of septic-tanks and pit-

latrines (within 30 m) suppress the mechanism of As-pollution and lessen the 

prevalence and severity of As pollution. In the far-field of such sources, organic matter 

in waste-water may increase groundwater pollution by As. 

The depth profiles of As, SO4, conservative tracer Cl/Br and numerical modeling 

of groundwater flow paths show that As in Pliestocene groundwater beneath DPCs is 

relict and does not arise from migration of downwards of As-polluted groundwater in 

overlying SPC aquifer. In areas where the deep aquifer is protected by an overlying 

LGM palaeosol deep pumping is unlikely to drive in arsenic and waste water from the 
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shallow aquifer. The protection against pollution afforded by the LGM palaeosol means 

that the palaeo-interfluvial aquifers and deep aquifers below them will provide a long-

term source of low-As groundwater to mitigate As pollution of groundwater in the 

shallower, heavily used, palaeo-channel aquifers. This option for mitigation is cheap to 

employ and instantly available. In the deep aquifer below PI aquifer high yielding wells 

should not be installed because it may draw in As-rich water from the adjoining palaeo-

channel aquifer. The deep wells below the PI and PC settings should be periodically 

monitored for As and other potentially harmful elements which would both characterize 

the state of water quality in the aquifer and serve as an early-warning system for the 

impending arrival of contaminants in water supply wells. 

Future research in As-pollution in India should be targeted towards 

understanding (i) the Holocene and Late Pliestocene sedimentology to understand the 

distribution of As-pollution by using geological, geophysical and geochemical 

techniques, (ii) Cl/Br as a tracer of surface sources of pollution, and (iii) numerical 

modelling of groundwater flow to understand As transport in aquifers. To explain 

holistically the quality of groundwater in terms of As-pollution in Ganga-Brahmaputra-

Meghna Basin it is also essential to initiate collaborative research work involving 

national and international government organizations, universities, research institutes 

and funding organizations. 
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One of the prime indicators of growth of any country is the per capita 

consumption of steel. As such the biggest challenge facing the domestic steel industry 

is to have the per capita steel consumption in India at par with the average global 

standards. The new central Government has, however, demonstrated priority in 

manufacturing through the “Make in India” campaign and is committed to implement the 

ambitious infrastructure projects. The plan for smart cities, improved road and rail 

connectivity by building highways, bridges and dedicated freight and superfast rail 

corridors have huge potential to upscale domestic steel demand. Given the current 

stage of economic development and the projected growth needs, the planners in India 

are of the view that the steel demand growth is likely to mirror the GDP growth for long 

time. Steel demand in the country is predicted in the range of 135-165 million tonnes by 
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the year 2025 and 465-540 million tonnes by the year 2050 (Source: Iron & Steel 

Review – September 2009). This quoted demand, being at a very conservative side, is 

likely to go up to cater to the diversified steel requirement in India with a focus on 

achieving global competitiveness in terms of cost, quality, product mix, efficiency and 

productivity. 

Iron ore is the basic raw material for steel production and till now India has been 

largely dependent on its domestic sourcing. If the estimate of steel consumption at 7% 

GDP growth is considered, the steel industry at the projected levels of steel production 

will require 7.3 billion tonnes of iron ore by 2035-36. Going by the available known 

resources, the country’s effective iron ore reserves of high and medium grades of 

haematite will be over by then. As on date the magnetite reserves are small and that of 

other unconventional sources BHJ etc is uncertain. 

India is endowed with rich deposits of iron ore in terms of quality and quantity. 

Indian iron ores are credited with attractive demand in the overseas market especially in 

Asian markets. Beneficiation of low grade iron ore and fines, which are available in 

plenty in the country, could be potential additional raw material for the industry. Further, 

massive exploration campaign in the country could bring out new iron ore deposits in 

the green-field areas and substantially augment the current iron ore resource base. 

Banded Iron Formation namely Banded Hematite Quartzite and Banded Magnetite 

Quartzite could be other potential sources of iron ore and technology needs to be 

explored to beneficiate BHQ/ BMQ to extract iron ore economically. About 97% of iron 

ore is used in India for production of iron & steel and sponge iron and remaining 3% for 

cement, alloy steel, coal washeries, ferro-alloys, foundry, glass, refractory etc. India is 

one of the leading iron ore exporters in the world. Hence, the economical exploitation of 

iron ore and proving of reserve in consistent manner shall be critical for the country. 

The world reserves of crude iron ore are estimated to be around 190 billion 

tonnes. In terms of iron content, the iron ore reserves are estimated to be around 87 

billion tonnes. In 2013, the world production of iron ore was 3,157 million tonnes. China 

(46%), Australia (19%), Brazil (10%), India (5%) and Russia (3%) were the principal 

producers. These five countries accounted for about 83% of the world production of iron 

ore.  

Liberalised economic policy initiated by Govt. of India has led to acceptance of 

United Nations Framework Classification (UNFC) system for classification of reserves/ 

resources. Based on UNFC the total resources of iron ore are placed at 28,524 million 

tonnes. Out of these resources, 8115 million tonnes are reserves which are readily 

available for exploitation. Rest 20,411 million tonnes are the remaining resources. 

Haematite and magnetite are the two important iron ores in India. Of these haematite is 

considered to be superior because of its higher grade. As per UNFC system, the total 

resources of haematite as on 1.4.2010 are estimated at 17,882 million tonnes of which 
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8,093 million tonnes (45%) are under 'Reserves' category and the balance 9,789 million 

tonnes (55%) are under 'Remaining Resources' category. By grades, Lumps constitute 

about 56% followed by Fines (21%), Lumps with Fines (13%) and the remaining 10% 

are black Iron ore, Unclassified, Not-known and Other grades. Major resources of 

haematite are located in Odisha (5,930 million tonnes or 33%), Jharkhand (4,597 million 

tonnes or 26%), Chhattisgarh (3,292 million tonnes or 18%), Karnataka (2,159 million 

tonnes or 12%) and Goa (927 million tonnes or 5%). The balance resources of 

haematite are spread in Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, 

Maharashtra, Meghalaya, Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh. 

Unperturbed by the collapse of iron ore prices to a ten-year low of around $40 a 

tonne in the midst of the prolonged supply glut, Vale of Brazil and Anglo-Australian 

miners Rio Tinto and BHP are all doubling down on capacity expansion and increasing 

sea-borne ore supply.  

As Vale is to complete expansion of the world's largest iron ore complex at 

Lajaras in Brazil later this year, both Rio and BHP are investing heavily to expand their 

network of mines and infrastructure in Australia's Pilbara region. Not only are supplies 

rising from the big three, Hancock Prospecting, of which Australia's richest person Gina 

Rinehart is the chairperson, has begun shipments of iron ore from its 55mt Roy Hill 

project, claiming an investment of $11 billion. All these groups have their mines 

designed for highly cost efficient production. For example, Rio, the industry's lowest cost 

producer, incurred cash costs of $16.20 a tonne in the first half of 2015. Therefore, even 

if the forecast of Citigroup that ore prices could fall below $30 a tonne materialises, 

industry leaders would still remain in profits but with their margins squeezed. Falling 

prices have forced closure of high cost mines in China and elsewhere.  

Iron and steel were the harbinger of industrial revolution in late 18th and early 

19th century. It is one of the very few industries that have assumed a global character 

with developments in one region affecting the industry almost everywhere else; and 

India is no exception. Most of the subsidiary industries such as automobiles, 

locomotives, rail tracks, shipbuilding, machine building, bridges, dams and a host of 

other industrial and commercial activities depend upon iron and steel industry. Besides, 

the impact of urbanisation will have a key role to play in the future. It is estimated that a 

little more than 1 billion people will move to towns and cities between now and 2030. 

This major flow will create substantial new demand for steel to be used in infrastructure 

developments such as water, energy and mass transit systems as well as major 

construction and housing programmes. 
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 Mineral deposit modelling and evaluation process provides improved estimates 

by involving the definition of mineralisation constraints or geological domains, the 

statistical and geostatistical parameters of sample data, and the application of an 

optimal grade imaging technique for adequate resource estimation. Geologically 

complex grade distributions within a deposit are often modelled without paying much 

attention to the deposit geology and controls of mineralization. Much of the time is spent 

on collecting, coding, and storage of geological information of a deposit often at great 

expense, but at times, rarely incorporated in geostatistical modelling procedure. The 

reasons for this could be that either one is unsure how to link a geological model to a 

geostatistical approach or a computer package in use is too unwieldy or inflexible to 

cope anything other than simple assay values per drill section. Geostatistics, despite its 

wide dissemination and growing acceptance in mineral deposit evaluation for reserve 

modelling, mine planning and grade control over the years, there has been some 

reticence in its use. The foremost reasons that account for the reticence include: (i) 

considerable increase in the assumptions of underlying theories; (ii) growing complexity 

of the mathematical treatment of these theories; and (iii) less geological consideration in 

the estimation procedures. 

Once a geological model is as complete as the available data on knowledge of 

the geological setting and genesis of the mineralization, the data must be coded 

according to its domain. A domain is defined to represent an area or volume within 

which the characteristics of the mineralization are more or less similar than that of 

outside the domain.  Resource evaluation domains should complement the deposit 

geology wherever possible, but where this is not achievable, some other form of domain 

boundary needs to be imposed. Typically this is a grade boundary defined by a cut-off 

grade that should bear some relation to the economics of the deposit to be evaluated. 

Domains may be defined by a combination of statistical and geostatistical means, in 

addition to or instead of by a cut-off grade. Statistical analysis, at times, help in deciding 

the nature of the domain boundaries. The analysis should include studies of how grades 

change at domain boundaries. Once a series or several series of coherent domains are 

defined, the numerical characteristics of the mineralization in each of these areas 

should be described. Statistical analysis should be carried out within the domains 

defined by geological model. One prerequisite of data analysis is that all samples 
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should represent an equal volume. This is called the 'support' of the sample. The 

accepted way of ensuring equal support of all samples within a domain is to composite 

the samples (usually drill- or interval-related data) into equal lengths. The generation of 

semi-variograms and their subsequent modelling should reveal the structure of spatial 

continuity of the data, and should confirm geostatistically any geological trends 

previously modelled or observed. One should always seek a geological explanation for 

the principal directions revealed by a semi-variogram analysis. As a tool for the 

geologist, semi-variogram analysis provides a powerful aid in confirming a geological 

hypothesis. If it is impossible to gauge geological continuity, one cannot expect a semi-

variogram to exhibit good geological definition. 

 Once the semi-variogram parameters characterizing information about the 

expected sample variability with due respect to deposit geology are defined, the 

subsequent step involves estimation of block values together with their associated 

variances employing geostatistical estimation technique, kriging. At this stage, a 

homogeneous mineralized zone is considered and sliced into a number of regularly 

spaced horizontal sections by projecting sample data from various transverse sections. 

Mineralized boundaries are then delineated on each of the horizontal sections based on 

geological and mining considerations. The spacing of horizontal cross-sections is 

manipulated from constant length at which drill hole samples are composited, generally 

equaling bench height  (in the case of an open pit) or vertical lift (in the case of an 

underground operation). This involves minimum projection of sample data from 

transverse sections onto horizontal sections. Each of the horizontal sections (slices), 

with a mineralized boundary delineated on them, is divided into smaller grids equalling 

the size of a block. 

Decision on the choice of a block size, or in other words, a selective mining unit 

(SMU) is generally influenced by several factors such as sampling density, geological 

structure, precision of sample data, method of mining, equipment capabilities, 

production target, desired use of block, and capability of manipulating a huge number of 

blocks. Ideally, height of a block should usually be taken as that of the proposed 

bench/cut height. The other two dimensions should equal at least a quarter of the 

average drill spacing. Daily production target is another important contributory factor, 

since the choice of equipment depends on the tonnage of material it can handle. The 

individual slices, when segmented into smaller grids based on SMU, form a set of X 

(Easting) and Y (Northing) arrays of blocks with constant Z (Elevation) value. The arrays 

of blocks are then kriged slice-by-slice producing kriged estimate and kriging variance 

for each of them and also a slice average. Block estimates are displayed, assessed 

visually and a comparison of block sample, composite and individual sample values is 

then made for a reconciliation of the results. Only when the reconciliation process is 

complete to the satisfaction of all concerned with, the estimated block values be 

accepted and used for mine decisions.  
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 Kriged blocks stacked level-wise one below the other from top to bottom provide 

a 3D array of regularly spaced gridded blocks with kriged estimates and kriging 

variances. Development of such an array provides total stock of mineral in place and is 

called a ‘mineral inventory’. Following the development of a mineral inventory, a step-

wise integration of the estimated block grade frequency distribution over a range of 

grade values produces a series of grade-tonnage estimates at various hypothetical 

cutoff grades. Plots of these estimates provide Grade-Tonnage Curves (GTC) that aid in 

deciding the degree of mining. 

Geostatistics is one important tool where spatial correlation is the basis for 

exploration and evaluation. It quantifies geological interpretation and re-enforces it when 

used in estimation. Many case studies have highlighted the importance not only of 

understanding the geological processes but also of understanding the statistical and 

geostatistical features inherent in a mineral deposit. 
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The paper encompasses the studies conducted by the authors on fO2, P-T-D 

estimates, Ni-Thermometry, Sub-Continental Lithospheric Mapping etc of some Indian 

kimberlites/lamproites. The fO2–P-T and depth estimates provide information about the 

diamondiferous and barren nature of the kimberlites. Diamond and graphite stabilities 

as a function of P-T-fO2 suggests that the carbon gas species are essentially CO2 and 

CH4, at respectively, high and low values of fO2. Diamond and graphite are in 

equilibrium with the system C-O-H over a range of intermediate fO2 values; diamond is 

stable at lower values than is graphite and the equilibria change as functions of fO2, P 

and T, i.e., diamond is stable with redox conditions between Wustite-Magnetite(WM) 

and Iron-Wustite (IW) buffers. As per the calculations the values of temperature 

obtained for Majhgawan pipe is 1150°C and the oxygen fugacity value for the Ilmenite-

Magnetite pair is calculated as -9.2. The P-T plots for the garnet samples yielded a 

temperature between about 1150-1400°C and correspond approximately to a slightly 

elevated conductive model. Garnets with temperatures > 1150°C probably were derived 

from the diamond stability field (Griffin, pers. comm.). In the Majhgawan pipe rock 

(Madhya Pradesh), the values of fO2 and T for coexisting ilmenite-magnetite fall in the 
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equilibria field defined by iron-wustite and wustite-magnetite indicating sampling of the 

diamond from a depth of 155 km and corresponding pressure of 46 kbars. Ilmenite-

magnetite pairs were analysed from Wajrakarur pipe-7 (in Anantapur District, Andhra 

Pradesh) and Kotakonda (Mahaboobnagar District, Andhra Pradesh) and as per 

calculations, the value of temperature obtained for Wajrakarur pipe-7 is 1200°C and the 

fO2 is calculated  to be -8.3 and fall in the equilibria field defined by IW-WM buffers and 

these values are very much in the diamond stability field. The equilibration temperatures 

at an assumed 50kbar pressures for the garnet-clinopyroxene nodules from Wajrakarur 

pipe-7 range from 1050 to 1140°C. In the case of Kotakonda, the values of fO2 (-10.3), 

T and P fall in the equilibria field defined by IW-WM buffers. Geothermometry yielded a 

temperature of 1050°C indicating depth of origination at about 120km (approx.) at a 

pressure of about 35 kbar, which is not in the diamond stability field. A total of one 

hundred and fifty garnets were analysed from Venkatampalli pipe (Wajrakarur pipe-7) 

by Stockdale Prospecting Limited, Australia. The majority of the garnets are calcium 

saturated and low TiO2 Iherzolitic varieties. Nine garnets are of high interest, sub-calcic 

varieties. Thirty one garnet grains (1-2 m in size) were analysed from Kotakonda 

kimberlite and Q-cluster analysis have resulted in the identification of Group 1, Group 3 

and Group 9 garnets using the CaO and Cr2O3 compositions of garnet associated with 

diamonds. The absence of "G10" garnets in Kotakonda kimberlite indicates a barren 

nature of the diatreme. Based on the Q-Cluster analysis of 536 garnet grains, the 

garnets of Majhgawan are classified as Group 1, Group 2, Group 9, Group 10 and 

Group 11.  The major element chemistry of these garnets confirms that they are 

moderately sub-calcic and have high Cr-content with a well defined Ca-Cr trend.  

The TNi in Majhgawan yielded a geotherm defined between 1150-1400°C and 

corresponds approximately to a slightly elevated 42mW/m2 conductive model. Garnets 

with temperature >1150°C probably were derived from the diamond stability field. TNi is 

used to discriminate garnets that could have come from diamond stability field and then 

basing the evaluation. On the distribution of different chemical fingerprints within those 

garnets, an average probable grade upto 15 carats / 100 tonnes could be suggested for 

Majhgawan diamondiferous pipe and the omega value calculated (<30) correlates well 

with the actual grade reported during mining operations. 

Most exploration companies conduct stream sediment/ grid loam/ till sampling in 

the initial stages of exploration viz., Reconnaissance stage. Trace element analysis of 

garnets / clinopyroxene / chrormite must be given weightages so that SCLM 

composition can be analysed at an early stage and the approach can minimize the 

diamond exploration budget. These studies were conducted in few of the Kimberlitic 

clusters of Kalyandurg, Brahmanapalli and Wajrakarur, Andhra Pradesh. Striking 

difference in the SCLM (100-200m depth) along a traverse from Kalyandurg–

Brahmanapalle-Wajrakarur in Anantapur District in Andhra Pradesh suggest that the 

NE-SW ends  of the traverse represent distinct lithospheric blocks separated by distinct 
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suture zone. The differences in the SCLM beneath the Kalyandurg–Brahmanapalle-

Wajrakarur kimberlite fields suggest that each cratonic block carried its own root at the 

time of their collision and the root beneath the eastern block may already have been 

less depleted. 

 
ORE BODY MODELLING WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO URANIUM 

EXPLORATION AND MINING IN INDIA 
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E-mail: aksarangi@gmail.com 

 

Deep-seated ore bodies pose challenges not only for understanding its signature 

through exploration bore holes, but also interpretation of the data/findings. The task 

becomes all the more complex while taking into consideration the grade, geo-technical 

characteristics, amenability to mining and processing, among others. It is observed that 

low grade and narrow vein type mineralizations are more vulnerable to such 

inaccuracies. Further, the investment decision demands accuracy in extension and 

configuration of the ore lenses. Possible extension of ore body and future potential for 

further exploration in and around the area are also valuable inputs for investment 

decision. Techniques of interpretation play a very crucial role in such cases. 

Indian mining industry has aptly realised the limitations of conventional ore body 

interpretation in two dimensions (2D) and slowly entered into assimilating global 

practices of adopting 3D modeling tools. Use of geological data along with geo-technical 

and structural information, digital terrain model (DTM) is now appreciated by the 

geoscientists and considered necessary for any investment decisions. Financial 

institutions are also making it mandatory for evaluation purposes.  

India’s uranium exploration that had its beginning in 1950 has made spectacular 

success with discovery of Jaduguda uranium deposit in 1951. During the last six 

decades, uranium deposits have been established in Singhbhum Shear Zone 

(Jharkhand), Cuddapah basin (Andhra Pradesh and Telangana), Bhima basin 

(Karnataka), North Delhi Fold Belt (Rajasthan) and Cretaceous Mahadek sediments 

(Meghalaya). Indian uranium deposits are of medium size and the country has a modest 

uranium resource. The concept and methodologies for estimation of resources have 

undergone evolutionary changes from two dimensional sectional and / or plan method 

of interpretation and estimation. It has been realised that when assessing resources, the 

knowledge of the degree of uncertainty of the estimation is as important as the estimate 

itself. The limitations of defining the ore body on account of variability for low grade 

uranium mineralisation in complex geological set-up have been overcome with 
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progressive use of 3D ore body modelling in uranium exploration and resource 

estimation practices. Attempt was made in 2002 to model a very low grade uranium 

deposit at Banduhurang in Jharkhand using SURPAC integrated software. Since then, 

several new deposits have been interpreted using different software. Such techniques 

not only help to visualise the ore body in a more meaningful manner, it also enables 

application of geomathematical technique, namely inverse distance squared and 

geostatistical tool such as kriging, among other methods, in addition to integrated mine 

planning. Presently, techniques of mine planning and production scheduling are being 

integrated with ore body modelling with inherent advantage of speedy execution and 

thorough analysis. It also provides the advantage of examining smaller units within the 

ore body delimiting their boundaries with respect to various geological, geotechnical 

parameters and grade distribution. Underground uranium mine at Narwapahar in 

Jharkhand has the distinction of adopting this method in its on-going operation in late 

1990s. However, mine planning and production scheduling carried out in low grade 

uranium mines at Turamdih and Banduhurang in Jharkhand are examples of success 

stories of use of integrated geology-mine planning-production scheduling software. The 

same is now being applied to a very complex fracture controlled uranium mineralisation 

at Gogi in Karnataka. 

Use of hydro-metallurgical characteristics towards optimum extraction of metal 

has been felt by many mining companies all over the world, particular reference to base 

metals. Indian uranium industry has also realised the shortcomings of prevailing 

practices in this regard and attempts are now being made to integrate geo-metallurgical 

characteristics too to the ore body model for more meaningful analysis. Identification of 

different geo-metallurgical domains from exploration data is a critical area in this regard. 

 
NEED FOR REGULATION OF MINERAL PROPERTY VALUATION IN INDIA 

 
DIPESH DIPU 

 
Partner, Jenissi Management Consultants, Hyderabad 

E-mail: dipesh@jenissi.in 

 
Regulation of mineral property valuation methodology by governments and 

others is due to frauds, condemnation and takings, banking industry problems and 

litigations, pertaining to claims on taxes, insurance and financing recourses. In Indian 

context, however, the regulation of this activity has not happened so far due to lack of 

frequent transactions in the mineral properties. In some of the disinvestment cases as 

well, the business values of the vertically integrated companies did not require any 

specific regulation of valuation of mineral properties that these companies may have 

had. The other reason may also have been that only a smaller number of stand-alone 
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mining companies that are listed on the stock exchanges are largely government-owned 

and hence, lack of regulated valuation practices may not have cast aspersions on 

business valuations as such.  This, however has now changed. With the passage on 

Mines and Minerals (Development & Regulation) Amendment Act, 2015, and the 

corresponding rules and regulations for auction of mineral blocks, the stage is set for 

enhanced degree of transactions in mineral assets. The mineral blocks that may have 

been acquired through an auction process does not have any constraint in transactions, 

but even those mineral blocks that were leased prior to auctions, through the erstwhile 

first-come-first-serve regime, have been permitted for transfer of leases. 

Mineral property valuations are carried out for a variety of reasons, such as 

accounting purposes post business combinations, strategic purposes like mergers and 

acquisitions, non arm’s length transactions, a component of pricing of initial public 

offering of stock, listing support, support of audited financial statements, support for 

property agreements, determination of vendor considerations, litigation, expropriation 

compensation, income tax matters, insurance claims, and as components of corporate 

valuations and fairness opinions, among others. For many of these purposes, regulation 

of mineral property valuation may not be required. For example, in cases of mergers 

and acquisitions, the mineral properties may be the subject of deals and it may be 

agreed by the interested parties to determine value of such mineral property by mutually 

consented approach and methodology. However, for certain other purposes, like 

taxation, accounting and insurance claims and others, regulatory intervention may be 

mandated. For disinvestment purposes, in case of public companies owning mineral 

properties, fairness may be ascertained through following standards and guidelines. In 

the Indian mining industry, at present, there are no comprehensive regulations or 

guidelines that specify which approaches or methods are appropriate for use in the 

valuation of mineral properties. The changing environment where the raw material 

supplies are constrained and a large number of private and foreign companies are vying 

for mineral blocks in India, and the statutory and regulatory frameworks have been put 

in place, the need for regulating mineral property appraisal may soon arise. The 

government may itself be a user of valuation reports, and may, therefore, favor 

regulating the process. As has been evident from the Comptroller and Auditor General 

(CAG) of India’s report to the Indian Parliament on e-Auction of Coal Mines (Report No. 

20 of 2016), the Ministry of Coal had used income approach based valuation method to 

compute the net present value of coal blocks and, thereby, determined the upfront fee 

required to be paid by the successful bidder for those coal blocks. The CAG report also 

mentioned about non-standardized practices and assumptions used to value coal 

blocks in the Annexure II that details the CAG’s observations on computation of intrinsic 

values of coal blocks, key findings of these are in the main body of the report in 

paragraph 4.1. This in itself may support the cause for regulating the practice of 
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valuation of mineral assets since the process of mineral auction will follow the template 

provided by the coal auctions on early and mid-2015.  

There are two significantly different approaches to the regulation of mineral 

property valuation. The regulation may be through strict adherence to the rules and 

regulation formulated, or it may be through provision of guidelines that direct towards 

greater transparency and comprehension by all the stakeholders. As might be expected 

from taking the second approach, in the diverse mineral reserves, there are larges 

variance in valuation and reporting, including the value calculations and conclusions. 

Transparency may still be existent but the lack of standardization may result in 

miscommunications to the stakeholders. It may be recognized that a more formal 

approach to regulation of mineral property valuations and reporting could be beneficial 

for both external reporting as well as internal purposes of creating a trail of 

metamorphosis of raw data in to value of mineral properties. However, the 

standardization may not always capture the essence when the mineral property may 

warrant some unique treatment for valuation purposes. The guiding philosophy and 

intent of any valuation standards and guidelines is that mineral property valuations 

should be carried out by appropriately qualified individuals and that all relevant 

information should be fully disclosed. The standards and guidelines are based on 

industry best practices and may allow for professional judgment in certain instances. To 

accommodate the two approaches that have their own merits, there may be a suitable 

amalgamation with the regulations being in two forms consisting of standards which are 

general rules that are mandatory in the valuation of mineral properties and of guidelines 

which elaborate on the standards and, while not mandatory, provide guidance and best 

practices which are highly recommended to be followed in the valuation of mineral 

properties. There is a need for regulation of mineral valuation processes due to 

significant risks of disputes resulting out of accounting scandals, tax evasions, frauds, 

bank loan defaults, and insurance claims. In India, there may not be an immediate need 

due to the current dominance of public sector undertakings in the industry. But now, 

when the industry is opened and transactions are allowed in mineral properties, such 

need will eventually arise.  There are two approaches for such regulations and there 

may be a middle path for Indian industry where rule based regulation is complemented 

by flexibility in adapting to the needs of specific mineral property. The regulatory 

process should target transparency, accountability, dispute resolution and creation of 

guidelines for applicability and suitability of approaches and methodologies for mineral 

property valuations. The regulatory process should also encourage development of 

profession of mineral appraisal and provide for creation of independent professional 

bodies for education and certification of appraisers.     
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inFoRmAtion oF  
iGu AWARd, mEdAl, PRiZE, lECtuRE And GRAntS

IGU invites nominations to recognise young and senior geoscientists for following four national Medal/
Awards/Prize in the prescribed proforma from past recipients, fellows and EC members of IGU. It also 
recognises earth scientists for their outstanding contribution with five IGU memorial and endowment 
lectures. Four Young women researchers and first and second rank holders of Geophysics & Applied 
Geophysics of recognised Universities/Institutes are encouraged to participate in the annual convention of 
IGU with travel support, registration fee waiver and free accommodation. Besides, two researchers and two 
students receive ONGC- IGU Best Poster Awards. Two Young researchers are also recognise with Best 
Presenter Awards. IGU also honours with the Best Paper Award from all papers published in its journal 
(JIGU) during a calendar year.

Krishnan medal:
1.  Preamble - instituted in 1964 by IGU. Dr. Manik Talwani received the first medal.
2.  Nature of Prize - a gold medal (since 1993) and a citation.
3.  Purpose - to recognize the achievement of a Geophysicist/Geologist and to provide a platform to 

disseminate his/her knowledge to the Earth Scientific community.
4.  Eligibility - an outstanding Geophysicist/Geologist whose age does not exceed 40 years (on 1st 

January of the year).
5.  Award of the Prize (approving body) - President of IGU.
6.  Nominations (who can nominate, format for nominations, address of secretary) - Nominations (both 

soft and hard copy with signature) stating the scientific calibre along with a CV (in a given proforma) 
must be sent by the EC members, past recipients or Fellows of IGU to the Hon. Secretary of IGU at 
least two months before the Annual Convention or the date set by IGU.

7.  Selection Committee - a three-member committee, duly constituted by the President and EC of IGU.
8.  Presentation (when it will be presented) - a special lecture on a topic of current scientific interest at 

the Annual Convention of IGU.

decennial award:
1.  Preamble - instituted in 1975 by IGU. Dr. Hari Narain received the first Award.
2.  Nature of Prize - a gold medal (since 1993) and a citation.
3.  Purpose - to recognize the achievement of a Senior Geophysicist and to gain knowledge from his/her 

deliberation.
4.  Eligibility - an outstanding Senior Geophysicist who has established a school of geophysics in India 

with indigenous resources and talent.
5.  Award of the Prize (approving body) - President of IGU.
6.  Nominations (who can nominate, format for nominations, address of secretary) - Nominations (both 

soft and hard copy with signature) stating the scientific calibre along with a CV (in a given proforma) 
must be sent by the EC members, past recipients or Fellows of IGU to the Hon. Secretary of IGU at 
least two months before the Annual Convention or the date set by IGU.

7.  Selection Committee - a three-member committee, duly constituted by the President and EC of IGU.
8.  Presentation (when it will be presented) - a special lecture on a topic of current scientific interest at 

the Annual Convention of IGU.
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dr. hari narain lifetime achievement award:
1.  Preamble - instituted in 2011 by IGU. Dr. S.Z. Qasim and Prof. Harsh Gupta jointly received the first 

Award.
2.  Nature of Prize - a gold medal and a citation.
3.  Purpose - to recognize the achievement of an eminent Senior Scientist and to gain knowledge from 

his/her deliberation on recent topic of interest.
4.  Eligibility - an eminent Senior Geophysicist for exceptional contribution to the causes of India Earth 

Sciences and establishing a school of Earth Sciences.
5.  Award of the Prize (approving body) - President of IGU.
6.  Nominations (who can nominate, format for nominations, address of secretary) - Nominations (both 

soft and hard copy with signature) stating the scientific calibre along with a CV (in a given proforma) 
must be sent by the EC members, past recipients or Fellows of IGU and distinguished Professor/
Earth Scientist (must be a member of IGU) to the Hon. Secretary of IGU at least two months before 
the Annual Convention or the date set by IGU.

7.  Selection Committee - a committee, duly constituted by the President and the EC of IGU.
8.  Presentation (when it will be presented) - a special lecture on a topic of current scientific interest at 

the Annual Convention of IGU.

anni talwani memorial Prize:
1.  Preamble - instituted in 2013 from a grant offered by Prof. Manik Talwani. Dr. K. S. Krishna received 

the first Prize.
2.  Nature of Prize - a gold medal and a citation
3.  Purpose - to recognize the achievement of a Senior Earth Scientist and to gain knowledge from his/

her deliberation on recent topic of interest.
4.  Eligibility - a meritorious Earth Scientist (below 60 years as on 1st January of the year) for his/her 

outstanding contribution covering both land and/or offshore in India
5.  Award of the Prize (approving body) - President of IGU.
6.  Nominations (who can nominate, format for nominations, address of secretary) - Nominations (both 

soft and hard copy with signature) stating the scientific calibre along with a CV (restricted to 2 pages) 
and 3 supporting letters (with no more than 2 pages each) must be sent by the EC members, past 
recipients or Fellows of IGU and distinguished Professor/Earth Scientist (must be a member of IGU) 
to the Hon. Secretary of IGU at least two months before the Annual Convention or the date set by 
IGU. Nominator may kindly note that exceeding the limits is not permitted.

7.  Selection Committee - a committee, duly constituted by the President and the EC of IGU.
8.  Presentation (when it will be presented) - a special lecture on a topic of current scientific interest at 

the Annual Convention of IGU.

Prof. d. lal best Paper award (instituted in 2013 by igu) Rs. 10,000/- Cash Prize is given to the best
paper appeared in four issues of the IGU journal in the calendar year to motivate author(s) to publish his/
their scientific work.

ongc-igu best Poster awards (instituted in 2009 from igu-ongc fund): ONGC-IGU cash prizes 
will be awarded to two students and two research scholars below 30 years (as on 1st January of 2015) for 
pursing quality research in the field of Geosciences.
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Prof. Jagdeo singh & dr. s. balakrishna memorial grant (reinstituted in 2012 from ism grant 
and igu money): Meritorious students of Geophysics/App. Geophysics will be provided the second 
sleeper class fare, local hospitability, accommodation and registration fee waiver to participate in the 
Annual Convention of IGU. Names of the first and second rank holders of pre-final examination (PG) are 
to be forwarded to IGU by the Head of the Department of Geophysics/App Geophysics of recognized 
University.

anni talwani memorial grant for Women researcher (instituted in 2015): Indian women researchers/
students below 28 years (as on 1st January of 2015) are encouraged to participate in the Annual 
Convention through this grant. The selection of grantees will be based on the merit of a full paper 
submitted to the Annual Convention by an applicant, certified by the Head of the Department/
Organization. The 3rd AC class fare, accommodation and registration fee waiver will be provided to four 
grantees.

Prof. K.r. ramanathan memorial lecture:
1.  Preamble - instituted in 1993 by IGU. Prof. P.R. Pisharoty delivered the inaugural lecture.
2.  Nature of Prize - a gold medal and a citation.
3.  Purpose - to disseminate the Earth System Science knowledge in the frontier area of research and to 

understand the recent results/discoveries in the field of Earth/Atmosphere Sciences, and to recognize 
the achievements of a Earth Scientist.

4.  Eligibility - an eminent Earth/Atmospheric Scientist who has established his research in the relevant 
field during the last 20-25 years

5.  Award of the Prize (approving body) - President of IGU.
6.  Nominations (who can nominate, format for nominations, address of secretary) - Nominations (both 

soft and hard copy with signature) stating the scientific calibre along with a brief CV must be sent 
by the EC members or past recipients to the Hon. Secretary of IGU at least two months before the 
Annual Convention or the date set by IGU.

7.  Selection Committee - current EC.
8.  Presentation (when it will be presented) - a special lecture on a topic of current scientific interest at 

the Annual Convention of IGU.

dr. h. n. siddique memorial lecture:
1.  Preamble - instituted in 2001 from a grant by NIO and IGU Money. Prof. Harsh Gupta, delivered the 

inaugural lecture.
2.  Nature of Prize - a gold medal and a citation.
3.  Purpose - to disseminate the Earth System Science knowledge in the frontier area of research and to 

understand the recent results/discoveries in the field of Earth/Ocean Sciences, and to recognize the 
achievements of a Geoscientist.

4.  Eligibility - an eminent Earth/Ocean Scientist who has established his research in the relevant field 
during the last 20-25 years

5.  Award of the Prize (approving body) - President of IGU.
6.  Nominations (who can nominate, format for nominations, address of secretary) - Nominations (both 

soft and hard copy with signature) stating the scientific calibre along with a brief CV must be sent 
by the EC members or past recipients to the Hon. Secretary of IGU at least two months before the 
Annual Convention or the date set by IGU.
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7.  Selection Committee - current EC.
8.  Presentation (when it will be presented) - a special lecture on a topic of current scientific interest at 

the Annual Convention of IGU.

Prince mukarram Jah endowment lecture:
1.  Preamble - instituted in 1964 from a grant offered by his family and IGU Money. Dr. S. Bhagavantham 

delivered the inaugural lecture.
2.  Nature of Prize - a gold medal (since 1993) and a citation.
3.  Purpose - to disseminate the Earth System Science knowledge in the frontier area of research and 

to understand the recent results/discoveries in the field of Earth Sciences, and to recognize the 
achievements of a Geoscientist.

4.  Eligibility - a distinguished Earth Scientist who has established his research in the relevant field during 
the last 20-25 years

5.  Award of the Prize (approving body) - President of IGU.
6.  Nominations (who can nominate, format for nominations, address of secretary) - Nominations (both 

soft and hard copy with signature) stating the scientific calibre along with a brief CV must be sent 
by the EC members or past recipients to the Hon. Secretary of IGU at least two months before the 
Annual Convention or the date set by IGU.

7.  Selection Committee - current EC.
8.  Presentation (when it will be presented) - a special lecture on a topic of current scientific interest at 

the Annual Convention of IGU.

sri l.n. Kailasam memorial lecture:
1.  Preamble - instituted in 2005 from a grant offered by his family and IGU Money. Shri V. K. Sibal 

delivered the inaugural lecture.
2.  Nature of Prize - a gold medal and a citation.
3.  Purpose - to disseminate the Earth System Science knowledge in the frontier area of research and to 

understand the recent results/discoveries in the field of Environmental Geosciences/ Exploration of 
Natural Resources, and to recognize the achievements of a Geoscientist.

4.  Eligibility - a distinguished Environmental Geoscientist/Earth Explorationist who has established his 
research in the relevant field during the last 20-25 years

5.  Award of the Prize (approving body) - President of IGU.
6.  Nominations (who can nominate, format for nominations, address of secretary) - Nominations (both 

soft and hard copy with signature) stating the scientific calibre along with a brief CV must be sent 
by the EC members or past recipients to the Hon. Secretary of IGU at least two months before the 
Annual Convention or the date set by IGU.

7.  Selection Committee - current EC.
8.  Presentation (when it will be presented) - a special lecture on a topic of current scientific interest at 

the Annual Convention of IGU.

electrotek & geometrics endowment lecture:
1.  Preamble - instituted in 2007 from a grant offered by M/s Electrotek & M/s Geometrics and IGU 

Money. Dr. Sukumar Devotta delivered the inaugural lecture.
2.  Nature of Prize - a gold medal and a citation.
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3.  Purpose - to disseminate the Earth System Science knowledge in the frontier area of research and 
to understand the recent results/discoveries in the field of Earth Sciences, and to recognize the 
achievements of an Earth Scientist.

4.  Eligibility - a distinguished Geo-scientist/explorationist who has established his research in the 
relevant field during the last 20-25 years

5.  Award of the Prize (approving body) - President of IGU.
6.  Nominations (who can nominate, format for nominations, address of secretary) - Nominations (both 

soft and hard with signature) stating the scientific calibre along with a brief CV must be sent by the 
EC members or past recipients to the Hon. Secretary of IGU at least two months before the Annual 
Convention or the date set by IGU.

7.  Selection Committee - current EC.
8.  Presentation (when it will be presented) - a special lecture on a topic of current scientific interest at 

the Annual Convention of IGU.

nomination Proforma for Krishnan medal and decennial award
1.  Name of the Award
2.  Full name, age and address of the nominee
3.  Academic qualifications (bachelor's degree onwards)
4.  Position held (in chronological order)
5.  Brief statement (within 250 words) on significant contribution for justification
6.  Professional achievements
 (i) List of publications with IF (> 1.0) and citations. Attach reprints of 4 important publications
 (ii) Awards/Honours
 (iii) Memberships in Academics/Societies/Professional bodies
 (iv) Impact of scientific contribution
7.  Remarks of nominator
8.  Name and Address of Nominator

nomination Proforma for igu-hari narain lifetime achievement award
1.  Name of the Award
2.  Full name, age and address of the nominee
3.  Academic qualifications (bachelor's degree onwards)
4.  Position held (in chronological order)
5.  Brief statement (within 250 words) on significant contribution for justification
6.  Professional achievements
 (a) Awards/Honours/Fellowships
 (b) Memberships in Academics/Societies/Professional bodies
7.  Name and Address of Nominator
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iGu AWARdS FoR thE yEAR 2016:

dr. hari narain lifetime achievement aWard-2016
Prof. OP Varma

decennial aWard-2016
Dr. Kalachand Sain

Krishnan medal -2016
Dr. Uma Shankar

anni talWani memorial PriZe-2016
Dr. Prakash Kumar

memorial/endowment lectures:

Prof. K.r.rannathan memorial lecture-2016
Prof. Harsh K Gupta

sri ln Kailasam memorial lecture -2016
Sri Sudhakar Mahapatra

Prince mukarram Jah endowment lecture-2016 
Prof. DC.Panigrahi

dr. h.n. siddique memorial lecture -2016
Sri G C Katiyar

electrotek & geometric endowment lecture-2016
Prof. Mrinal Sen

Prof. d. lal best PaPer aWard-2016
1. MS Chaudhari, M. Majumdar, V. Bagade and S. Ranga
2. Uma Vadapalli and N.Vedanti
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ANNOUNCEMENT

54th Annual Convention of 
Indian Geophysical Union (IGU)

will be held at CSIR-NGRI, Hyderabad

During December 4-7, 2017

on

“RECENT ADVANCES IN GEOPHYSICS:  
SPECIAL REFERENCE TO EARTHQUAKES”

Hon. Secretary
Indian Geophysical Union 
CSIR-NGRI Campus, Uppal Road 
Hyderabad- 500 007, India
Email: igu123@gmail.com









www.pmiapp.com

CORE ANALYSIS:

Porosimeter and Permeability System such as Pulse 
Decay Permeameter, Steady & Un-steady State Gas 
Permeameter/Porosimeter, Multi Sample Steady 
State Gas Permeameter/Porosimeter, Rock Core 
Porosimeter, Helium Porosimeter, Liquid 
Permeameter, Mercury Porosimeter.

Un-conventional Reservoir: Gas Adsorption Isotherm 
System & BET Sorptometer.

Other general equipments such as: Gas 
Permeameter, Helium Porosimeter, Electrical 
Properties System, Atmospheric Velocity 
Measurement System, Whole Core Saturators, 
Pycnometer (Densitometer), Multi Sample Capillary 
Pressure Cell. 
 
Chemical Flooding EOR: HPHT Foam Analyzer and 
HTHP  Interfacial Tensiometer.

ABOUT US:

Porous Materials Inc., USA (www.pmiapp.com) 
manufactures novel platforms for testing of porous 
materials and is a well recognized  market leader in 
porosity solutions. With more than  38 years of 
manufacturing experience, PMI provides a wider 
array of of lab instrumentation for the Oil & Gas 
industry (Rock Core  Analysis Instruments). PMI holds 
several US and International patents on novel 
technology for characterization of pore structure. 
Please take a glimpse at a portfolio of PMI products 
for Petroleum Engineering /Chemical Engineering.

CONTACT US AT:

Sudhir Sharma
Country Manager
Porous Materials India Pvt. Ltd.
425, 4th Floor,Westend Mall, Janak Puri, 
New Delhi-110058
Tel: +91-11-45549408    Email: Sudhir@pmiapp.com

Porous Materials India cordially invites all delegates to 
1st Triennial Congress of FIGA, 53rd Annual Convention 
of IGU at IIT(ISM) Dhanbad (Nov. 8-10, 2016)



NCAOR, an autonomous R&D institution under Ministry of Earth Sciences is the nodal agency for coordinating 
and implementing research activities in the marine geoscientific realms. It plays a pivotal role in niche areas 
of Indian scientific research by facilitating Annual Indian expeditions to Antarctic, Arctic and several other 
projects relating to the country’s Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ), Extended Continental Shelf (ECS) and 
Integrated Ocean Discovery Program (IODP).  

राष्ट्र�य अटंाकर् �टक एवं समुद्र� अनुसंधान क� द्र 
पथृ्वी �व�ान मतं्रालय, भारत सरकार 

NATIONAL CENTRE FOR ANTARCTIC AND OCEAN 
RESEARCH 

Ministry of Earth Sciences, Government of India 

Scope of research work 

Polar Science  
& Cryoshpere 

Geoscientific 
studies Logistics for polar 

expeditions 

Surveys for 
EEZ and ECS 

Scientific 
involvement 

in IODP 

National Centre For Antarctic And Ocean Research, Earth System Science Organization (ESSO) 
Ministry of Earth Sciences, Government of India, Headland Sada, Vasco-da-Gama, Goa, 403804.  

Ph:  +91-832-2525600/601, Fax: +91-832-2520877, info@ncaor.gov.in, website: www.ncaor.gov.in 

IODP - Expedition 355 

Himadri Station - Arctic

Bharti Station - Antarctic

Maitri Station - Antarctic

NCAOR campus, Goa Marine geoscientific survey

Raman Seamount

ORV Sagar Kanya



CSIR - NGRI

CSIR-NATIONAL GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE
(Council of Scientific and Industrial Research)

HYDERABAD
Dedicated to research in earth sciences and service to the society

In line with CSIR, NGRI aspires to transform itself into a unique centre of excellence in 
Earth Sciences with its objectives that are relevant for high quality science as well as the 
changing societal and strategic needs. With a glorious track record spanning over 50 years, 
NGRI is well poised to undertake challenges of modern Earth Science Research. 

For more information, please contact –
The Director

CSIR-National Geophysical Research Institute
Uppal Road, Hyderabad - 500007

Telephone: +91-40-23434600 & 27012000
Fax: +91-40-23434651 & 27171564

E-mail: director@ngri.res.in
Website: www.ngri.org.in
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